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FOREifORD 
BaTe you ever gone Tisiting tar away and tried to tell other 
boys and girls what your state is likef BaTe you ever heard people 
ask thi.l!lga about lew Hampshire that you haTe wondered abeut, tooT 
Seoner or later this is boUDd to happen to all of' us, tor in our 
modern world we do a lot of' traTeling. We meet a great •any peeple 
and talk with them. We enjoy hearing things they tell us about other 
places, and we like to tell thea interesting things, too. 
We could tell them ever so many exciting and important thi.Dgs 
about lew Hampshire it we knew llOre about it. Is it the only Bew 
Hampshire there iaf Is it just like a lot of' other states, or is it 
ditterentf Bow big is it when you think of' it beside other states in 
the United States, aDd beside other countries of' the worldf How did 
it get its start, and whenf Bas it always been the way it is today! 
You will find the answers to these and :aaD1' acre questioas as you 
read on. It.!!. the only Bew Hampshire there is. Although •BD¥ towna 
and cities in our great United States haTe used the same na.es again 
and again, no two states share the same naae. lll'ew Hampshire is special, 
too, in its own cODlbi.Dation of' land and people. They go together to 
make New Baapshire• s story different tram. that of' my other state, just 
as the story ot your lite is different trom that of' any other bo7 or 
girl. 
It is not a Tery big state. It ranks f'orty-f'ourth iD size .. oag 
our titty states. But it ha.s had an important place in our oo1Dltry, 
in spite of' its sJa.all size. Soon you will begin to understand JaUch 
more about this state where we liTe. You will learn how it began, how 
it has changed and how many reasons we have to l~ve it and feel nroud 
.~ 
o! it. 
UNIT ONE 
INTRODUCTION TO NEW HAMPSHIRE 
I. The Years Before New Hampshire Had a Name 
II. A Sllall Part of a Big World 
ni. !hie is Hew Hampshire• s Surface 
IV • The Very Begimrl..ng 
I 
THE YEARS BBFORE NEW' HAMPSHIRE HAD A 1UD 
A very long time a~ the state where we aow live wa.a oD.ly part ot 
a great laad where llldiaaa lived. lfo•e of the ED.~ish uaea ef plaoea 
we k::aow today had ever been used. The Iadiau oa.lled all of Ww hg-
land "The Laad of the Bay-a," and our White Jleuutaiu, "The Great White 
Hilla". We would:a't have beu able to uaderata.ad what they were aaying 
when they used these n.aes. 
All the white people lived far across the Atlaatio Ocean frOJil here. 
lfone of thea had ever lived iB our ooUJI.try. If you have a globe in your 
classroom, look at the Atlantic ocean on the globe. You ·~ also use a 
map of the world to see it. !forth and South .Amerioa:.;a.re on the west 
aide of the Atla:atio. On the east aide are Europ.e and Afrioa. The first 
white men came across the Atlantic to our country from Europe. Find the 
country of llonra.y. We think that fishemen from lforway, called Vikings 
or Borseaen, were the first white people to ftnd their way across the 
Atlantic to Borth .America, using Iceland and Greenlaad as stepping 
atones. 
Two lforsemon, Thorvald and Leit Eriokaoa. sailed in their ships 
down the coast of llova Scotia to Bow Eagland. Find lfova Scotia and New 
En~ and. Probably Thorva.ld and Leif Ericksen had no idea how large this 
strange led was. All that they explored was the coast line ot the north-
era part of it. They stopped at the mouths of two river•.:irhich are now 
part of Iew Hampshire, The Piaoataqua and Haapton Rivera. ~e•tlr 
Iadiau shot arrows at them. Thorvald died of wounds that he received, 
and we think that he was buried near the mouth of the Haaptoa River. 
• 
There is a rook there marked with anoient markinss~ whioh ·~ be his 
sranstone. 
It was about a thQuaand years a~ that the two Erioksons oame to 
our coast. Let'• play an t.asinin~ ,-.e that will help us to realize 
what a very lon, time a~ that was. You have probably been alive for 
about ten years if you are in the fourth !rade :aow. You know what a 
lot of thin's have happened to you in just that len~h of time. Have 
you ever stopped to think how lon! your lifetime misht be? Take a 
pieoe of paper and a pencil and ~et ready to do some ima,inin,. 
We'll suppose that you are ten years old, 10 write the number 10 
near the upper lett-hand corner of your papftr. As you count in your 
head by tens, write the numbers across the top of your paper, leavin' 
spaces between them. Stop when you ~et to 100. The top of your paper 
should look somethin, like this: 
20 30 40 60 60 10 80 90 100 
You know what it is like to be ten years old, so we will ,o on to 
the number 20. Point your pencil to this number on your paper and see 
i:f' you can ima,ine what it will be like to be twenty years old. You will 
be old enou~ to drive a oar and almost old enou&h to vote. Perhaps you 
will be 'oin' to oolle~e, or have a job, or be in the service. You will 
be pretty well ,rown up and some of you may already be livin! uay from 
your parents and thinkin~ about ,ettin' married. 
Next, point your pencil to the number 30 and try ima~inin~ what you 
will be doin' by the time you are thirty years old. MOst people are 
workin~ hard earnins a livins at that a,e. Many of you will be takin.' 
care ot hoses and faailies. A new ,eneration starts about every thirty 
4 
or thirty•five years. Perhaps you will be living tar away from where 
you live now. 
Let • s move on to the age of forty. Your parents may be near this 
age now. Think of your parents and the parents of your friends. If 
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you were as old as they are now, your children would be in school, per-
haps some of them in junior high or even senior high school. You would 
probably be trying very hard to save the money to send them to college. 
You might have some gray hair and begin to notice that you were not quite 
as energetic as you used to be. 
At fifty, it is very likely that your hair will have turned gray. 
Your younger children will be nearly grown up, and some ot your older 
ones may have finished college and perhaps be married. If you have some 
little 'grandchildren to bounce on your kaee, another generation has 
started. 
When you reach sixty you will be Bear the age of your own grand-
parents now. You will be approaching the age ot retirement, and per-
haps planning interesting things to do when you no longer have to work 
tor a living. It your grandparents are already retired, you know that 
retired people often tr,r to find a pleasant place to live where there 
are other people their own age and they can enjoy being together. 
At seventy, you will be what we call a senior citizen, enjoying 
the grandchildren who come to Tisit you. The grandchildren will be 
growing up and getting ready to earn a living theaselvee. 
Aa you know, eighty is getting to be a ripe old age, but you may 
know people in their eighties who are still busy and vi go roue. By the 
tbne you reach eighty you will have seen aany presidents ooae and go, 
and aany changes in the way people live. Your grandohildre• will be 
marrying and you Will see still another generation begiDDiag as great-
grandchildren are born. 
It you reach the age of ninety, you will find that .reryone wants 
to make a tuss over your birthdays and take pictures of you with grand-
children and great-grandchildren. They will want you to hold the little 
babies and keep telling you what a remarkable person you are. 
Ot course, if you live to be one hundred you will be a very remark-
able person beoause not very aany people do live that long. A person 
one hundred years old would probably see as many as tour generations 
started, with himself making a fitth. Be would have lived a whole cen-
tury. 
How many things co happen in one hum.dred years, or a ceatury I 
ETen a century is a very short time, though, when we think of all the 
people who oame before us. Bach one of us is only a link in a long, 
long chain of generations. 
If we were to think back first one century, thea two centuries, 
then three and four, until we had go:ae back ia time ten centuries, caa 
you tell how m&DJ years ago it would be? If you said• "One thousand," 
you are right. Ten centuries make a thousand years. 
It was about a thousand years ago that Thorvald aad Leit Erickson 
came across the Atlantic Ocean in their ships to the shores of our coun-
try. The many, many things that have happened s in.ce then make up the 
long and interesting story which we call the history of our country. We 
are going to study one part of that history in this book• the history of 
the state of Hew Hampshire. 
II 
A SliALL PART OF A BIG WORLD 
Hew Hampshire is one of the six Bew England States. Can you naae 
the others'l Can you think of any reasons why these six states are 
thought of as a group'l Your globe or map of the world will help you as 
we begin to thiiik about the location and size of Hew Hampshire. 
Our state looks very Slllall on the globe. It is shaped something 
like a wedge, or triangle. It seems as if only a tiny oorner of it 
touohes the Atlantic Ooean, but if you were to go there you would find 
that our strip of ooastline ia eighteen miles long. At the widest part 
of the state, Hew Hampshire is ninety-three miles width Froa the north-
ern tip to the southern boundary of the state, it is one hundred and 
eighty miles. 
On three sides Hew Hampshire's neighbors are other states of our 
United States, but along the northern borderline is an international 
boundary. Do you know wbrf 
As you look at the globe, do you notioe lines on it going from the 
Korth Pole to the South Polef These are lines of longitude. put there 
to help us find different plaoes easily. Eaoh line has a number. The 
lowest number is zero. and you will find the line BIArked 0 going through 
the countries of England. Franoe and Spain in &lrope. Fal'ther south it 
goes through part of A.frioa, then into the South Atlantic Ooean on its 
way·· to the South Pole. Moving west from this line, you will see aore 
lines of longitude as you cross the Atlantic toward Korth and South 
.Amerioa. 
Is there a line of longitude that goes through New liampshire on 
your globe'l On small globes not all the lines of longitude are shown 
because there would be too ma.Dy lines to aee well. Lines '11 and 72 
both go through part of !lew Hampshire. 
Let's pretend we are holding a tiny little Dl8ll and he is going to 
follow longitude lhe nuaber 72 from New Hampshire to the North Pole. 
He will go through a corner of' the state of Vermont and then into the 
country of Canada. Soon he Will cross Ba.tfin Island., Baffin Bay and 
part of Ellesmere Island. Here he is at the North Pole. 
Now he is going to see what is on the opposite side of the world 
from New Hampshire, so he will follow a line from the North Pole to a 
place called Siberia, which iS:part of the huge cowatry of Russia. As 
he crosses Siberia he comes to MOngolia and China. A little to the 
west of him is the country of IDdia. He comes next to the South China 
Sea, with the Philippine Islands to the east. Then he will cross s.v-
eral islands in the East Indies. To the east of him he will see the 
oontiD.ent ot Australia. He is on the southern halt ot the globe nOW', 
getting nearer to the South Pole. Here he will find a lar~ area·~,ot 
land surroundillg the pole, called Antarctica. 
At the South Pole he will be able to pick up longitude line nuabrr 
72 again and come home on our 01ll'l side of the world, ~· Western H•i• 
sphere. First he will see the continent of South ~rica. There are 
many countries in South Alaerica. He will pass through Chile., Argentina, 
Peru, Colombia and a corner of Tene11uela. The blue water he sees ahead 
is the Caribbean Sea, which lies between South and North America. In 
this sea are the islands called the West Indies. Cuba is one of thaa. 
our little man has come as :tar north as the United States now., but 
he is traveling over the ocean. He can see the state o:t Florida over 
there to the west, then Georgia, South Carolina., Virginia, Delaware aad 
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New Jersey along the coast. Be will just touch the tip ot Long Island, 
lfft' York as he approaches the Nft' Bngland States. Here is Connecticut 
first, then Kassaohusetta, and at last he is baok where he began, in 
Nft' Hampshire. 
His trip is finished, but perhaps another time you would like to 
take him around the globe the other way, following a line that would go 
east and west instead ot north and south. The lines that go east and 
west are called linea ot latitude. 
There is one line ot latitude that it ia important tor us to know 
about. It is the one that goes around the earth• s middle the way a 
belt would go around a tat man's middle. This line ot latitude is 
called the equator. It the world w.re a grapefruit that you were going 
to out in halt., the line where you would out would be right where the 
equator is. In a way, the equator divides the world into t.o halves. 
We call th.m the Borthern Hemisphere and the Southern Hemisphere. The 
United States is in the Northern Hemisphere. 
The earth'' is warmest near the equator. The climate there is hot 
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all year round, except in places where there are mountains and highlands, 
which are always oool. As you travel north or south away trom the equator, 
the climate ot the earth gets gradually colder until, as you know, it gets 
very, very oold at the two poles. 
You oan see oil your globe that Bow Hampshire is about halt way be-
tween the equator aDd the Borth Pole. Can you tell what this would meaD 
in terms ot New Hampshire•• olimatef You would expect that it would be 
about halt way between hot and cold, wouldn't you? Is this true'f 
Although the temperature where we live is not the same all year 
round, we do live ill a climate that is cool in oomparisoll to the heat 
10 
near the equator and warm in comparison to the very cold pole.s. We say 
we have a cool, or temperate. climate in this part of the United States. 
Like other parts of the world that are about halt way between the equator 
and the poles, we have a. cold winter ad a. warm summer. Our winters 
would be colder and our SWIIIlers hotter if we were not so near the Atlaa-
tic Ocean. The temperature of the ocean changes slowly and helps to 
keep our temperatures from going to the extr•es that they would if it 
were not there. 
'fhe kind of climate we have can be enjoyed all year round in differ-
ent ways. During the coldest part . of the year we have .tun with winter 
sports in the snow and on the ice. In IIUllllller we can swim and hike aad 
enjoy other warm weather activities. Our summer nights are usually cool 
and refreshing, even in the months of July and August. In the seasons 
ot spring and tall we like to see the changing scenery and weather. 
We have a growing season of tour to five months between the killing 
frosts of spring and fall, which gives us time to grow good crops. Our 
rainfall averages forty inches in a year and provides us w1 th a steady 
water supply. Altogether we have a healthf'ul and interesting climate in 
which to live and work. 
we should have a good idea. by now of how !few Hampshire is located 
in relation to the rest of' the world. Bext we will have a closer look 
at it and tiDd out more about the mountains, lakes and rivers which help 
to make it a state that is famous tor its beauty. 
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III 
THIS IS Hllr HAliPSHIRE' S SURFACE 
As we look at the map which shows the aurfaoe of Bew H•pshire and 
its neighbors. we find that the state looks bigger than it did on the 
globe or world mal). That is because this map ia dre.wJl to a larger scale. 
One iaoh means a ditt•rent number of ground miles on different maps. 
When we have leas miles to the inch the land on a map looks bigger. The 
little diagram near the edge of your map. called the scale of mil••• 
ahowa how many miles there are to the 1noh. How many miles are there to 
the inch oa this map? Do you ••• how you could measure distqoea you 
might W'8.Dt to know' ad aultiply to find out the number of ailes you would 
have to travel it you were really aakiag a tripf 
Something else on this map helps you to picture what Bew Hampshire 
is really like. You know it has mountains and hills. valleys and fiat 
places. We call these ups and downs ita surface. Different colora on 
this map show you where the high places and the low places are. Can you 
see mountains and peaks shown in brOWll a:acl orange? High places shown ill 
yellow1 Lowlands shown in green? Do neighboring states have mountains. 
too? 
All of' the mountains in this part of the country are part of one 
great mountain range which extends southward all the way from Canada to 
Georgia. It is called the Appalachian Range. Within thia one big range 
of mountains are several smaller ranges. our Wh1 te Mountains got their 
name because they are high enough to have snow on them during a large 
part of the year. Ships sailing aear the Atlantic coast could see their 
rooky peaks in the distance. especially when they were SDOW•oovered. The 
mountains in Vermont are called the Green Mountains because they are 
not as high and are covered with green trees. 
On large maps o£ !few Hampshire the White )fountains are divided into 
smaller ranges. The Presidential Range is the highest one. Its peaks 
are named tor presidents o£ the United States, Kount Washington being 
the highest peak o£ all. It is 6,228 teet high and is also the highest 
peak in the northeastern United States. Is 6,228 teet more or less than 
a mile? Although there are many mountains in the world that are higher 
than )fount Washington, the winds which blow around its peak are the 
strongest ever recorded anywhere. The Indians called this mountain 
Agiochook. or Jlountain ot the Snowy Forehead. and believed that the 
Great Spirit lived there, sending down the fierce weather that seemed 
to come £rom it. 
Looking at our map again, we see that the water o£ oceans • lakes 
and rivers is shown in blue. Do you notice where one edge o£ !few Hamp-
shire meets the blue o£ the Atlantic Oceanf Does our coastline look 
straight and even. or is it irregular? Do you see a bay there. a place 
where the water extends into the land? This is Great Bay. near the city 
ot Portsmouth. 
What other body o£ water do you see near the middle o£ the state? 
This lake, our largest. still has its Indian name, Winnipesaukee, which 
means 11Smile o£ the Great Spirit.• Although only a few o£ them show on 
this map, there are hundreds ot smaller lakes and ponds in our state. 
Let's look now at some o£ New Hampshire's rivers. An important one 
runs soufh through the central part o£ the state. It is the Merrimack, 
meaning "River of Broken Waters" in Indian language because of its rapids 
and falls. .Another river, the longest one in New England, forms the 
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western boundary of Iew Hampshire. next to Vemont. Do you aee this 
rinr. the Connecticut, s~arlillg near the aorthem tip ot Iew Hampshire 
and flowing south illto Masaaohuaetta aDd Coaneotiout to Loac Ialaad 
Som4f It. too, hu an llldiaa :uae, aeaniag "long tidal rinr.• 
There are llaJIY other r1Tera 1Jl our state, awift roolcy 110wrtain 
r1Ters and slower. larger o:aes. Iew Hampshire has beea oallecl •The 
Jlother of RiTera" because eo ~ of thea begin iD our liOuntaina ancl 
flow dowmrard aoroaa the land. You can see seTeral r1Ters that w1Dd 
toward the ocean and empty into Great Bay on the coast. One of these 
is the Piscataqua, where the Horsemen came. 
Do you notice that the blue water ot the ocean is lighter near 
the shoreline? This aeans that it ia DOt so deep here. A tew miles 
off our coast are some islands called the Isles ot Shoals. They oan be 
seen from the mainland on clear days. ancl we will hear more about them 
later on in our story ot New Hampshire. 
Bow that we haTe seen where the important mountains, lakes and 
rivers are. we need to know how they got there and what their Tery 
beginnings were. The study of how all these things came to be is 
known as the science of geology, and our next step will be a look into 
the far. far past to the amazing story of how New Hampshire got to be 
the way it is. 
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IV 
THE VBRY BEGINNING 
When ... tried ima.gining what a very long time ago it was that the 
Norsemen came to the shores of our ooUD.try, one thousand years or ten 
centuries ago, we were really thinking of' only a tiny part of the time 
tha.t has gone by since the very beginning of' this land where we now live. 
Before the history that we have been told about, there were millions and 
millions of' years that we only know about because scientists have stud-
ied the earth so carefully. 
In the very beginning the whole earth was just a hot, molten mass 
ot minerals and gases. Scientists tell us that this was at least two 
hundred million years ago. It you are good with figures, maybe you can 
tell how many thousands it takes to make one million. If' you said that 
it takes 1,000 thousands, you are right. One thousand thousands make 
one million. 
Gradually the ball of' soupy, mel ted rook that was the earth began 
to cool. As it cooled little by little on the outside, a crust was 
formed. From underneath, hot rook kept pushing up through the crust, 
sometimes all the way through, sometimes only enough to wrinkle and bend 
the crust. That is what made the mountains on the earth. As the melted 
rook underneath the crust got cooler, it hardened into granite. All the 
wrinkles and folds on the surfa.oe of' the earth now had a hard, rooky core. 
Jlany other things happened through millions more years before the 
earth looked anything like what it does today. Oceans spread over the 
land and drew back again. Rain and snow collected and washed away par-
ticles and pieces of the rough surface of' the earth. Fierce winds blew 
sand and wore down places in the rooks. 
There were ice ages in which all the northern parts of the world 
were cold and snc ..... ccvered nearly all year round. As more and more 
snow piled up, it turned to ice at the bottom and great sheets of ice 
and snow, called glaciers, began to move and slide down from the north-
ern parts of the earth. They carried rooks and soil with th•• The 
great glaciers, sometimes a mile deep, pushed themselves over mountain 
tops am scraped them smooth. They blocked valleys and gouged out low 
places in the land. They dumped soil and rook and lett it in mounds 
and ridges. 
After more millions of years the great glaciers began to melt. 
lT 
Rivers and stre~s rushed down the valleys and hillsides. Lakes for.med 
in valleys that had been blocked by piles of soil and rook. Ravines, 
gorges, cliffs and waterfalls were lett among the mountains. Sand, clay, 
gravel and rooks were washed down into the lower lands. 
Our White )fountains were changed and worn down by all these things, 
and today we oan still see boulder trails, scraped mountain tops, ridges 
and rounded hills caused by the glacier which covered our state. The 
weight of this great ice mass also made the land near the seacoast sink. 
After the ice was gone, the shoreline began to rise again very, very 
slowly, and it is still rising, perhaps no more than an inch every hun-
dred years. 
The soil that was lett on the land after the glacier melted helped 
plants and trees to grow, and it began to look more like the land we 
know today. As time went by, thick forests covered most of the state, 
and animals, birds and fish multiplied. llhen the first red-skinned hun-
ters found their way to this part of our country, th~ came to a place 
where the streams were tull of fish and game was plentiful. 
Much later when the first white men oam.e they, too, were pleased 
with what they found. They were interested in making homes, farming 
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and tradingJ and they were glad to see the tall forests of white pine, 
beech, maple, oak and other trees which would given them tuel and build-
ing material. They praised the good soil in the valleys and lowlands, 
rioh in minerals which would make crops grow well. 
You remember that at first all the rook and soil was made up of 
minerals which were the hardening crust of the earth. Moat of the crust 
remained solid, with blocks and streaks of different minerals aabedded 
in it. Those are the minerals that have to be mined, or dug out ot the 
surface of the earth. Feldspar, fluorite, aioa, beryl and garnet are 
some of the minerals that have been mined in New Hampshire. Granite is 
taken out of the earth in places where there is a lot of it near the sur-
taoe. These places are called quarries. Our state is nicknamed the 
•Granite State" because of the quantities of gray, green, and brown gran-
ite found in so many places. 
The parts of the earth' a orust which were broken up 8Dd crumbled 
by the toroes of weather, glaciers and other things make up the soil. 
After plants and trees began to grow in the soil, decaying plant matter 
was added to it, so that it became a combination of minerals and decay-
ing substances which we apeak of as organic matter. The finest soil, 
the moat orwnbled into tiny particles and the moat enriched by o~ganic 
matter, is in the lower, more level parts of the land. 
In steeper, higher places the soil is rooky and coarse, where the 
fine particles hs.ve washed away and lett the heav~er gravel and stones. 
Here larger pieces of minerals are to be found. The Indiana picked up 
many kinds of bright, shiny atones in high places and along the banks 
ot steep. rocky streUI.llh They used hard minerals like tlint. quartz. 
obsidian and jasper tor arrow heads and cutting tools. They told the 
white men of flashing crystals hidden in mountain places. calling them 
tirestones. Some cf the white men thought there must be precious geas 
to be found in "The Crystal Billa" and set out to search tor them. 
They DeTer found the fabulous jewels of which they dreamed. and it is 
thought that many ot the flashing stones may have been ice and frost 
crystals gleaming in the sun. 
However. our minerals have proved useful and interesting. it not 
suitable for the cro1ms of kings and queens. The Indians loved to tell 
wonderful tales. and it is time now tor us to go on and learn more about 
the red-skinned hunters and warriors who lived in New Hampshire before 
the white men came. about their great chiefs, their Tillages and their 
customs. 
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THE INDIANS 0,_ ll1!.1f HAMPSHIRE 
A very long time ago before the white men came, when Hew 
Hampshire was mostly forest, tlocks ot handsome blue-gray and red-
brown wild pigeons used to roost in the tops ot the trees. When 
they were alar.med they would wheel ott with a thunderous, rushing 
sound, like a tide of birds pouring through the air. If you could 
have been one ot these passenger pigeons, as they were called, and 
have tlown over llew Hampshire during the years when the Indian tribes 
were strong and powerful, you would have seen many exoi ting and inter-
esting things. 
Along riTer banks and in the valleys you would haTe seen dozens ot 
Indian villages, eaohwith its cluster of wigw ... , and people with red-
brown skin and straight black hair busy at tasks that would sesa strange 
to us. The wigwams were made of saplings, bent over to make an arbor, 
with both ends final.y anchored in the ground. This frame was covered 
with mats woven of bark. .Another mat hung at the doorway. A hole let't 
in the middle of the root let out the smoke rising from a fire inside 
the wigwam. 
If you could go inside the wigwam, you would find it rather dark 
and smoky. Fbr decorations there might be a picture made of colored 
porcupine quills, and strings of eagle and bear claws somewhere along 
the walls. There might be a deer head, and a row ot hanging scalp-locks. 
In winter there would probably be strings ot dried squash pieces, and 
ears of oorn. You would notice cups and bowls made of gourds and clay, 
and some tools fashioned trom bone and sharpened stones. 
Indian women did not have pots and kettles made of metal that could 
be set right over the fire, so they heated stones red hot and dropped 
them into bark buckets of water to make it boil and cook their food. 
They raised pumpkins, squash, melons, beans, tobacco and bright colored 
corn in gardens near the wigwams. Those near the sea hoed their gar-
dens with the big shells of surf' clams. 
Many foods were gathered from the woods• including grapes, chest-
nuts, walnuts, acorns, and the berries, roots and stalks of wild plants 
and bushes • The men provided game and fish. which were shot with bows 
and arrows,. netted and trapped in lUllY clever ways. Near the sea the 
tribes also had shellfish to eat, and the oil from whales when they hap-
pened to wash up on the beaches. 
)(eat and fish were dried and smoked so they would keep. For trips 
food was prepared so that it would take up the least amount of space. 
Pemmican was powdered meat, p. eked into small skin bags and sealed with 
tat. Corn was pounded fine and mixed with fat to make a concentrated, 
nourishing food. 
The women "ROrked very hard making clothing tram animal skins. They 
had no metal, so they made their needles out of bone. They cut the 
tough leather with sharpened stones, a!ld trimmed it with quills, beads 
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bark, grasses and feathers. For their babies they made cradles whioh 
were hung from trees while the mothers worked. They trimmed these, too, 
with bright colors and rattles, and tied the babies in them w:i th strips 
ot bark. Indian babies learned early to enjoy swinging in their oradles 
without fussing, tor there was no pampering it they cried. When they 
were very young their ears were pierced so they could wear ornaments in 
them. when they got older. They had daily baths in the nearest stream, 
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and their skin, like that of' all the Indiana, was rubbed with oil or grease 
to keep it from chapping. 
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Little children had no work to do, and played meny kinds of gam.es 
to help them grow strong and healt~. They loved races, coasting, and 
games played with bats and spears. There were always many oo:atests UtOng 
the boys to prove their strength and skill. A favorite g8Jile was called. 
"Crooked Path," in which the children all got in a long line, with each 
one holding the tho~around the waist of the child in f'ront of him. Then 
they went at a slow trot in and out around the trees, rooks and wigwaJU, 
chanting as they went, and all copying the motions of the ones in .front 
of him. They also liked games of luck and ohanoe, using beaver teeth or 
plum stones like dice. 
Children were named for famous relatives, or for some unusual thing 
their parents had dona or seen, but these names were seldom used. In-
dians preferred to call each other ~y brother• or ~friend," or cousin 
or unol•• grandmother or father, whatever the case may have been. Given 
names were often changed when something special happened, and all boys 
took new names when they want through manhood ceremonies at about age 
fourteen. 
FOr the manood ceremoD11 a boy was first blindfolded and taken to 
a lonely place in the forest. There he was lett to stay alone for many 
days, taking complete care of himself. Some tribes required that a boy 
spend a whole winter in this way. Each boy waited until he had a special 
dream, or vision, which would tell him what sort of mau he was going to 
be. A vision of an eagle or bear meant that he would be a warrior; a 
wolf, that he would be a hunter; and a. serpent, that he wa.s destined to 
beoom.e a. medicine man. As soon as the visiion came, the boy was expected 
to fast and tattoo himself, proving that he was brave and strong enough 
to beoom.e the man his dream had said he would be. 
When he returned to his tribe. if he had been suoceastul in living 
through his hardships6 he was taka. into the society of the men in his 
tribe with great feasting and celebration. If he had failed his test. 
he was in disgrace and otten became a "squaw man." who was not allowed 
to hunt and fight. But no Indian was ever retused food and shelter so 
long as there was anything to share. 
The new braves and hunters aext sought to earn a glorious name for 
some deed of valor and to collect trophies and ornaments which they 
would wear for special occasions. Sons of chiefs had to prove their 
fitness the same as other boys. The young men ot the tribe constantly 
tried to increase their dignity and daring in the hope that one ot them 
might become a chief it a new one should be needed. 
The Indians of the northeast were members of the Algonquin nation. 
with manl different tribes living in different places near the Atlantic 
coast. Further west were many other nations and tribe•• such as the 
Iroquois, the Sioux, and the Navajo and Pueblo people in the tar south-
west. It is thou&}lt that the very first Indians came to this countl"f 
maD! hundreds of ~ears ago from across the Pacifio Ocean. Some may have 
crossed b~wa1 ot the islands near Alaska• and others b~ wal ot rafts 
drifting on ocean currents. They gradually spread into ~ parts ot 
the land and developed different wale ot living. 
Our eastern tribes were woodland Indians. The two main tribes in 
Bew Ham.pshi~e were the ~bnakis and the :{>ennacooks. The Abnakis, or 
"People ot the Sunrise Count~,• lived along the Androscoggin and Saco 
rivers in what is now th.e eastern part of New Hampshire and the westera 
part ot Kaine. The Pennacooks. or •Those Living at the Bottom ot the 
Hill," had their villages in the central and southera part ot the state. 
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The Abnakis were divided into smaller groups, including the Osai-
pees and the fierce Pequaketa. Among t~• •&Dl groups of Peuaacooks were 
the pennaoooks at what is now Concord, the Amoskeaga, the Bashua, the 
~iscataqua,. the Souhegana, the Winnecowets and the Winnipesaukeea. 
The villages were often moved to new ground or new fishing p~aces. 
In winter they were sometimes moved into deep woods tor protection against 
storms. The Indians themsel ve a roamed over large areas while hunting and 
visiting other tribes. There were m&a¥ trails through the forest aad 
along the banks of streams where they traveled regularly. 
lrhen they were having trouble with unfriendly neighbors, several 
tribes sometimes banded together under one ohiet, in a confederation of 
tribes. Runners would be sent to their allies, carrying sticks dipped 
in blood, which meant that war was going to be declared. The chiefs 
gathered for a council of war, wearing headdresses of turkey feathers, 
wampum belts, mantles of cloth woven with feathers, and atringa of beads, 
teeth and scalp-locks. After a tea.st and a long period of smoking in 
silence, the plans would be discussed. When they were ready with their 
plana, a huge bonfire would be built, around which would be held the 
great war dance. This often lasted all night, with many stories of brave 
deeds being told and endi•g in a paatomime fight at dawn. At last the 
aen would strip themselves of their ornaments md finery, and streaked 
with war paat, would ate&l ott with their weapons to attack the ene~. 
Although the Indiana were kind and honest with their families and 
friend a, their code of war was fierce. They used every kiad of trick•~ 
to deceive their enemies and were cruel to their captives. When warfare 
was over the captives, bound with willow ropes, were tied to trees and 
aade to wait while the conquerors feasted and told stories ot their 
teats in battle. Finally they were released for various forms ot torture. 
It wu a point of ho:raor with the captiTes DOt to show e:ny signa of 
fear or pain. DO matter what was done to them.. Otten they sag spec-
ial death songs throughout their misery. A favorite test for captives 
was to make them ruJl the gauntlet. All the aquaw8. old men end bOJ'• 
were lined up in two rows. armed with clubs and weapons. and the pris-
oners were forced to pass between the lines. A captive who showed great 
bravery was sometimes spared for his courage. and prisoners were some-
times given to squaws who had lost their braves in battle to keep aa 
servants. 
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The Algonquin tribes of Hew England several times had trouble with 
the savage Mohawks from the New York area. Around 1600 a terrible bat-
tle was fought by the Pennacooke near the Merrimack River at what waa 
later to become Concord. Although the Jlohawks were driven away, both 
sides suffered great losses. Passaconaway. the great chief of the Pen-
nacooks at that time. formed a federation of all the coastal tribes after 
this attack. Tall and powerfUlly built. Passacon.way. •son of the Bear," 
becaae a bashaba, higher than sagamore, sachem. or chief, and ruled over 
hia people wisely through mauy troubles. 
One of these was a death-dealing sickness, or pestilence, which 
spread among the New England Indians and killed so many that some tribes 
had only a few people lett. Another was the coming of the white men. 
which meant tor the Indians the beginning of their downfall. 
Passaconaway was gifted, so the Indians thought. with wonderful magio 
powers. It is said that he could make the earth shake end the trees dance, 
turn a dead branch into a live SD.ake. ed cause water to burn. When 
the first white people landed at Plymouth, Massaohuletts. Passaoonaway 
spent three days in a swamp nearby, trying to call up tire and thunder to 
drive the whites away. When he failed, he decided that their magic was 
stronger than his, and he tried for the rest of his life to help his 
people keep peace with the whites. 
ID his last speech to his people, m.any years later when he was aa 
old, old man, he told them, "I am an old oak that has withstood the 
storm for more thu. a hundred years. I have CODIIluned with the Great 
Spirit. He whispers to m.e DOW» 'Tell your people, Peace, Peace is the 
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only hope of your race. I have given tire and thunder to the Pale Faces. 
I have made them plentier than the leaves of the forest and still they 
shall iD.crease. Peace, Peace With the white man,' is the command of 
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the Great Spirit Ul.d the wish, the last Wish of Passaconaway." 
.Although most Indians were buried at death in a sitting position 
with all their needs beside them for their journey to the Happy Hunting 
Grounds, Passaconaway is said to have gone there in a very special way. 
On a cold winter night when Passaoonaway was one hundred and twenty years 
old, a sled dran by howling wolves came to his wigwam and bore hill. away 
and up the side of Mount Washington, where he shot into the sky and v&D-
ished, wrapped in a blanket of flames. 
There were other famous Indian chiefs in New Hampshire, although 
none was as amazing as Passaccnaway. Wonolancet, son of Passaconaway, 
became chief when his father died. He tried to carry on his father's 
work of keeping peace with the white people, but by this time Indians 
and whites were quarreling everywhere. In 1642 Wonolancet was captured 
by whites and led with a rope around his neck like a dog. Later his vil-
lage and all ita Winter's supply of food was set afire by them. He urged 
his people not to fight the whites and moved them farther back into the 
hills. There he was captured by Indians from the north who had joined 
the French iD. fighting against the Bllglish. Wonolancet and most of 
his people st~ed in the north after that. There was little lett now 
of their once great power as a tribe. 
KancDagus • the neph- ot Wonolancet and grandson of Passaoonaway • 
reaained in Hew Hampshire and retused to give in to the scattering ot 
the tribes. He gathered together the wandering Indiana who were lett. 
including lome from Massachusetts. He and his followers became more aad 
more aagry over the injustices of the whites toward the Indians and tin-
ally tu rned against them completely. In 1689 he led a sa.Tage attack 
on the town of DoTer. killing and capturing titty-two whites. 
The Pequakets had also turned against the whites. They had been 
driven to the tar edges of their territory. over in Maine. and uader the 
leadership ot Aasacumbit first. and later Paugua. they too raided white 
settlements. They took part in the attack oa HaTerhill. Massachusetts. 
in which H8llnah Duston 8lll.d her nurse were captured in 1697. Some Penna-
cooks who had also helped in the raid forced these two women to march 
in their bare feet up the Merrimack valley to their camp on an islaad 
near Concord. .Allong other captives being held there wu a boy who joined 
the two women in taking three tomahawks while the Indians were sleeping. 
These t hree killed the ten Indians in the camp and sal'lk all but one ot 
their canoes. Taking the scalps. they escaped do'WD. the Merrimack in the 
last canoe. The story ot Hannah Duston is only one ot dozens of stories 
that have come down to us tram all the tragic years of trouble between 
the Indians and the whit••• 
After the Pequaket chief. Paugus. was killed by a party ot white 
men in 1724. the Pequaketa broke up and most of tha went north to St. 
ll'rmcia in Canada. Chocorua was one of the tew who remained. His home 
was near the mountain that bears his DDe today • and at first he and his 
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followers got along well with the t.w whites ~e&rby; but a bitter quar-
rel arose and soon there was bloodshed. The whites drove Chocorua to 
the top of the mountain and commanded his to jump off a precipice to 
his death. Before he jumped, he delivered a tamous curse on the whites, 
predicting all kinds of trouble for them. They did have m~ troublesJ 
and after several were killed by Indians, the settlers gave up and left 
the valley. 
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From then on, the time of the power£ul tribes and great ohiets in 
llew Hampshire was finished. The Indians who rem.aim.ed were livi:ag i:a 
Cmada~ where the French gave them weapons and other things. FrOlll there 
they continued to fight in raiding parties sent d01m from st. Francia, 
helping the French in their efforts to drive 'back the Inglish. But they 
were no longer the members of proud tribes. 
living in drab camps around the French forts. 
and their way of life had been destroyed. 
They were hired fighters, 
They had lost their lands 
They had learned how to live in the woodla.nds and taught the whites 
many valuable things. They had tried to be friends with them~ but what 
the white people wanted as a way of lite was very different. They wanted 
to own the lalld and make permanent homes on it. They waated to plant 
orchard• and fence in pastures. They never felt, as the Indians did, 
that the land belonged to all, to be shared. 
We shall soon see why the white people came, ad how they went alx> ut 
making their kind of settlements in the land of tall trees and singing 
streams. 
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.MORE WHITE EXPLORERS AND THE FIRST SETTLEMENTS 
A:f'ter the Horsemen had been to this country around the year 1,000, 
no one from Europe came again, as tar as we know, until Columbus dis-
covered the West Indies for the country of Spain. These islands are 
tar to the south of where we live, as you know, and farther still from 
the countries of India and China that Columbus hoped to find. But Spain 
was delighted with the gold and other goods from the new islands, and 
the race to discover more riches continued. The French, English and 
Portuguese kings were as eager to find a passage to Asia and the wealth 
ot other lands as were the Spanish. A few years a.tter Col um.bus made 
his discoveries, the Cabots of England set sail to see what lay farther 
north across the Atlantic. In 1497 a:ad. 1498 they came to the ooast of 
New England and sailed up around Labrador and Nova Scotia. They found 
no riches and no passage to Asia, but word soon spread of the lands 
they had found to the north. 
In 1524 a man named Verrazano, sailing under the French flag, vis• 
ited the shores of Benr England. He explored Great Bay on our seaooast, 
saw Indians in canoes, and told of the White Mountains he could see from 
his ship. A tew years later another Frenchman, Cartier, aade some trips 
to the Saint Lawrence River in Canada and started trading with the Indians 
tor furs. 
French tisher.men began coming to the great fishing banks in the 
ocean ott this coast and used Newfoundland as an anchorage to mend their 
nets and dry their fish. 
By 1565 both the French and Spanish had tried making settlements in 
the southern part of the new world. The English followed in 1585 when 
Sir Walter Raleigh brought a group of people to Roanoke Island in 
Virginia, but both the french and English settlements failed; and 
only the Spanish one, st. Augustine in Florida, remained. Other col-
onies were tried, but it was a discouraging business to get settle-
ments started in a new, strange land. Because no one was able to 
stay here very long, the people of Europe still had no idea how very 
large the new continent was. They still hoped to find a way around 
it to the Orient, and ships continued to cross the Atlantic, some to 
fish and others to explore. 
In 1602 an Englishman named Bartholomew Gosnold came to tish ott 
the coast ot New England. Codfish were so plentitul in one part ot 
the sea that he named the land near it "Cape Cod." He explored the 
shore and set up a camp on an island, now Martha's Vineyard, where he 
traded with the Indians tor turs and sassafras. The root ot the sass&-
tras tree was thought to make wonderful medicine, and people in Europe 
were very anxious to get it. 
In 1603 another Englishman, Martin Pring, came to our Piscataqua 
River at Great Bay looking tor sassafras. He had two great dogs, or 
mastiffs with him, named FOole and Gallant, for protection against 
Indians if he should need it. He found no sassafras, but he wrote an 
excellent description ot the forests and mountains he saw; and when he 
lett he took an Indian canoe with him to show the king. 
The next man to come along our coast was Samuel de Champlain, a 
Frenchman who had lett some settlers at Port Royal in Canada, in the 
hope ot making a French colony- there. He, too, saw the White »ountains 
from his ship, and was to return later to found what is now the city ot 
Quebec in Canada. 
During the time of these voyages • other ships had been busy ex-
ploring other parts ot the coast, and plans had been made in England 
tor bigger and better colonies in the new world which would be able to 
survive end become p erma:nent. 
England finally succeeded in getting a permanent settlement estab-
lished at Jamestown, Virginia, in 1607. One of the men who helped to 
make this colony a success was Captain John Smith, a man who had so 
many adventures in his lifetime that his story reads almost like a 
fairy tale. 
In 1614 Captain John Smith, who was eager to do more exploring, 
was given a ship by the king and sent to make maps of the northern 
part of the new world. He sailed along the shoreline of New England 
trom the Penobscot River in Maine to Cape Cod, making his maps. He 
found the islands off the coast of NfiW' Hampshire and named them Smith's 
Isles after himself. He took back to England a colorful report of the 
country he had mapped, saying, "Of all the four parts of the world that 
I have seen, I would rather live here than anywhere else." The boy who 
was the prince of Wales at that time, Prince Charles, gave this part of 
the new world the name of New England, which it has had ever sinoe. 
At the same time that England had started the colony at Jamestown 
in 1607, another had been tried at the mouth of the Kennebec River in 
what is now Maine, but it had failed because of the bitter cold w±nter. 
Now England prepared to try a seco:r:ld northern colony. Arrangements were 
made for the Pilgrims of Leyden to come to the new world where they could 
worship as they wiShed, and in 1620 they arrived at Plymouth, )(assaohu-
setts. As you know, they lived through the hardships of cold, hunger 
and illness, and England now had two permanent colonies in America. 
Less than three years later the third perauent Eaglisll oolony oa 
tae new oontinent was started at Odiorne's Point in Xew Raapahire. a-
other braTe hau.d ot Englisll people leaded there, near the mouth ot Great 
Bay, in the aonth ot April, 1623. Tltey called their settl•ent Pa:a:na-
wq, an IM.iaa ..,rd. meaniag Little Barber. It lay a little to tlle south 
ot where the Pisoataqua River •pties iato the ooea., aad you mq f:O 
there today aa4 see a acuuaaat sltcwring where it stood. learby were a 
beaoh ad a spring ot treslt water. '!'he Little Harbor would be a aat'e 
place to anchor the fishing boats they pl8DD.ed to build. 
~ preparations had been made in Englaad to get this colony 
set up. A group of men who had money to spend fonaed a company called 
the Council tor New England. '!'hey wanted to use their money to start 
trading settl•enta in the new -world and make more aoney. They found 
men who were willing to be settlers and provided them with the neces-
sary supplies. The settlers in turn asreed to send goods traa America 
back to the compalJ¥ to be sold in England. 
It was arranged that David Thomson would take charge of the settle-
ment, with 'breaty other men to help him. Thomson wae a Scotclmanwho 
had been to Bew England once before in one ot his tather-in-1~'• ships. 
He was given a grant ot 6,000 acres of land in the new world by the 
ColDloil tor New England. 
When Thomson, Mrs. '1'h0111.son and the rest of the ba:a.d arrived at 
Odiorne' a Point in their ship, the Jonathan, they had plans for start-
ing a tine little business trading with England. They mew there would 
be plenty ot fish to be caught and plenty ot trees to be cut tor lumber. 
There would be salt to dry frOJR the marshes and turs to be hu troa 
friendly Indians. Tho:uon decided to lay out his great of s.ooo aorea 
along the south side of the Pisoataqua River. 
The first job they had to do was build a shelter. Frcm logs, 
rooks, rubble and olay they made what they called the "manor house, • 
where all could live tor the time being. It had a atone fireplace and 
a bare earth floor. Soon they set up a sal t-ma.king 110rks and a tish 
house. They built wooden flakes, or platforms, where the tish could 
be spree.d out. dried and salted. The company had agreed to send more 
food• supplies md helpers from England very soon, ad no doubt every-
one worked very hard to get a eupply of goods ready to go baok to 
bgl811d who the ship c8lllee 
Jleanwhile• the eaapany ill Ellglaad was making plms tor more new 
werld colonies. Two men named Captain John Mason md Sir Ferdiaaado 
Gorgee were given large grants ot land ill New England. )(ason had beea 
captain ot the fort in the t011Jl of Portsmouth in B8li1PIIh ire County • 
ID.gland, end decided to n .. e his grant New Bllllpshire. Although he did 
n.ot live to see his land across the ocean. the name he gave it wu aot 
cllanged. 
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Very soon there were other fisb.iD.g and trading statiou like Pan-
:aaway along the ooaat. It is thought that tn aa :naaed Edward 81lcl 
lfilliaa Bilton started. theirs at Dover PoiDt in th.e seae year that 
'l'hoasoD settled Pannaway. Likewise. shortly after the arrival ot ThML-
son at PaDDaway. a group ot Daish lualberaen set up a ooloDY at Straw-
berry Bank. '!'his was a little :north of 'l'ho:uon•s site and later be-
caae the city ot Portaouth. Because the oolo!IJ' at Pamuaray broke up 
withiD a fflff years ad the people there JaOVed away. Portaouth a11.d 
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PANNAWAY AND EARLY SETTL:&:MENTS 
Doftr are considered the first penaaaent settlaaents aad.e ia Bew H..,_ 
shire. Todq both give the year of their tou:nding as 182$. 
!5 
In 1838 two groups ot people troa 11assaohusetts caae to Hew Huap-
ahire and started the toWDs ot Exeter and Hmaptcm. Tile people at Exeter 
had. ooae witll their leader. the Reverend Jonatllan Wheelwright, because 
they disagreed with the religious ideas of soae of the Massachusetts 
Puritans. The Hapten settlers were led by Stepllen Baohiler; and they 
found a good place tor tloleir cabins and fish wharYes at what the Indians 
called ll'im:l.ic\UUlet, or •Beautitul Place ot the PiDea." 
Bew Haapshire now had tour tcnmss Port•outh• Dover. Exeter aad 
Bapton. The people at PUU1away had moved to better locations, and 
David 'fhOJUon had sold his six tllousand acres aad settled oa an island 
near Boston. 
As you can see em the map of the first tolms, all ot th• were 
located on seacoast rivera. ~ small boats were built aRd used to 
carry goods as well as tor fishing. They had sails to catch the wind 
and poles which were usecl tor pushing and steering. A type of boat tat 
was very uaehl tor heaTJ' loads was the ~dalcnr, aade ot thick plaDts. 
Because there were DO roads at tirst, boats were tu best way to carry 
treigh.t. There were falls a tew 1ailes Wand trom the coast, bllt boats 
could get to m.oat ot the neo•asary places in tlle early years. 
The people had learned that besides the cod and mackerel to be 
caught ia the ocean there were aa.l.Jaon, shad ad eels in the rivera ftich 
could be caught in season near the talls in nets. It was said the aalaoa 
were so thiot you could walt across the strea on their baota. 111 tlle 
spring, too, schools ot herring swaa up in SC!IIle atream.a and oollld be 
scooped "P in baskets. Oyster 'beds were toUDd in saae ot tlle riftra. 
and lobsters oould be taken from the water along the rooky shores oE 
Great Bay. There were so many clams in the mud flats that settlers 
were even known to feed them to their pigs. 
As land was oleared the people grew more of their food in gardens. 
The rye and corn they raised was hard to grind by hand• so the men got 
together and built gristmills at good places along the streams. 
The forest provided many produots besides the wood for boats and 
barrels and the logs for homes. Saw pits were made for cutting lumber 
into clapboards. wbioh were very valuable for trade. Potash was made 
from the ashes lett when trees were burned. To make it water was poured 
through the ashes. then boiled do11ll to make a thiok black liquid worth 
several dollars a barrel. Pitch and turpentine were sent to England. 
and a thriving business grew up in mast trees for the British Navy. 
The tall straight pines made wonderful masts. Some of them were over 
a hundred feet high and worth as muoh as five hundred dollars. which 
was a huge sum of money in those days. In a few years there was so 
muoh outting and wasting of trees to get their products that lawa had 
to be made allowing the people to out only a few at a time. 
From England. in addition to fishing gear and other necessities. 
came the articles to be traded with the Indians for furs. Knives and 
other metal objeots. beads and bright cloth were exchanged for the 
skins of beaver. muskrat. otter. marten. fox and raccoon. 
Sl 
Settlers swapped goods with each other. too. to get the things they 
needed. Wampum. bullets end clapboards were used just like money. Taxes 
were sometimes paid in pork or grain. When a man had work that was too 
hard and heavy for him to do alone. he arranged for his neighbors to 
help him; and then he would help them in return. 
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Because they worked very hard and made the best of their rough and 
difficult lite, most of the settlers found ways of getting along in the 
new land. Some got discouraged and went back to England, but others came 
and took their places. There was no longer any question as to the sua-
cess of England's plans tor starting colonies across the sea.. The towns 
would seem crude-looking places to us, with their log and rough board 
cabins and dirt paths and trails, but they were here to stay. It no one 
was getting rich, all were at least satisfied to know that they had con-
quered the edge of the wilderness and made homes tor thsselves in a 
land that they had chosen to come to of their own free will. 
There were many problems to be solved in town affairs, and we shall 
see next haw the settlers got together and formed town governments. 
VII 
BARLY GOVERNMD'I' 
Whenever a group of people get together some rules become nec-
essary. People must not do things which interfere with the rights of 
others. or keep others from having a fair chance to get along. One per-
son must not take more than his share of things. For instance. the set-
tlers who were cutting down too many trees were spoiling the land for 
others. and those who were taking as many oysters as they could from the 
rivers were destroying the beds so that soon there would not be any oy-
sters for anyone. So rules are needed to make it clear to everyone just 
what is fair and what is not. 
Sometimes people have to work together to do things that could not 
be done without the help of all. Building a meeting-house and a stockade 
to protect the people and their animals was a big job. It took many men 
to do it. and it was for the good of all. So people have duties or re-
sponsibilities to the group. and they must do their part and carry their 
share of the load. Rules tell people what their share of work is and 
how they must do it. 
In some places. all the rules are made by one person. In a. democ-
racy we believe that all the people should help to make the rules. Our 
first town governments in America began with democratic ideas. even 
though all the colonies belonged to England. The king let the people 
get together and make laws for themselves as long as they did not do 
things which made him angry. He had the right to change the rules and 
make new ones, and he did this; but in many ways the colonists ran their 
own affairs. 
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They held toWD meetings in which all the people who oWDed land 
elected officers and made plans to dp things that the towns needed done. 
To vote at a t01r11 .meeting, beans and kernels ot corn were o.tten used. .A. 
kernel ot oorn meant a vote ot yee and a bean meant no. The first things 
usually decided upon were the meeting-house, burial ground and minister. 
Sometimes the meeting-house was also a garrison house or tort where ..,..ry-
one oould go in time ot danger. 
A jail or stocks were needed tor trouble makers and a po\ID.d tor 
stray animals. As soon as they had time for such things, the towns 
wanted little roads and they agreed that eaoh maD. should do a share ot 
work improving thea. Sometimes a grist mill was built by all the .men 
working to~ther tor the good of the ooamunity. 
Animals had to forage, or go loose, to find their food, but because 
there were so many wolves and bears in the woods, someone had. to stay 
with them and keep thea together. So the tcnn:r.s appointed herdsmen. 
H•pton' s first herdSJUn in 164:0 was a lll8D named Jfoses Coxe. .A. piece of 
land in the center of each town, called the oommon., was set aside and 
fenced in so that all the ani••ls could be safely penned in there at 
night. 
The most important officials in early towns were the moderator, the 
town clerk., the selectmen., the poundkeeper and the oonatable. The mod-
erator was the man. in charge of meetings aDd his job was to see that all 
matters were fairly discussed and settled. The town clerk kept a record 
of what happened at each aeeting and a list ot all the people who were 
qualified to vote. He also kept records of all the new babies born., the 
marriages performed and the people who died, w1 th the dates. 
The selectmen, usually three or five, were in charge of' carrying 
out the plans and law. made at the meetings. Some of' the things select-
aen had to take care of' in different towns were these: 
Meet new settlers and plan where they could build homes 
Warn out-of-town people who did not obey the rules 
Collect taxes for polls. lands. and support of' the minister and 
school 
Keep settlers from selling weapons and rum to Indiana 
Make people pay if' their livestock damaged property 
Prevent waste of' lumber 
See that everyone did his share of' work 
Keep people tram taking too many oysters from the beds 
See that everyone helped to kill foxes and crows 
Make sure hogs on the common were yoked together so they could 
not root in the ground 
As the towns grew bigger the selectmen had m.ore duties. Som.e of' 
them were passed on to other officials as the need arose. 
The constable was the policeman of the town. He carried a blaok 
staff' tipped with brass as his badge of otfice. He took care of drunk-
ards, people who did not pay their taxes on time, and other disorderly 
citizens. The tithingmen of the church often helped him, especially in 
carrying out rules against swearing, idleness and Sabbath breaking. The 
constable was in charge of paying bounties to people who killed wolves 
and brought in their heads. In Hampton wolf hunters were supposed to 
take the wolf's head and nail it to a little red oak tree near the m.eet-
inghouse where everyone could see it. 
FOr a period of' thirty-eight years, until 1619~ the H.- Hampshire 
towns were under the rule of the governor of' Jlassachusetts. Although 
some New Hampshire people wanted to be separate and have their own gov-
ernor~ partly because of the strict religious rules that Massachusetts 
had. it was a help to the little towns to have the protection ot the 
Massachusetts government in the early years. 
The New Hampshire towns worked together with those in Massachusetts 
in making laws and settling oases in the courts. All sent delegates. or 
representatives~ to the General Court at Boston. ln 1647 they passed a 
famous law providing tor education ot children. Every to'Wll ot titty or 
more families must maintain a school tor teaching reading and writing. 
U1d every 1 arger town ot one hundred or more families must have a gr8DIIIlar 
school where other things would be taught as well. 
The first ot these schools~ called "Dame Schools~" were very simple. 
Children went to the home ot one ot the women ot the town, and while she 
sat spinning, sewing or knitting~ they practiced their reading and writ-
ing as she listened. Books and papers were scarce, and children used 
pieces ot birch bark and slates to write on. One book every family did 
have was the Bible, and it was taught in school as well as at home. A 
child who had a spelling book was lucky and otten had to share it with 
others. 
As soon as towns had the tiRe and money they built little schools 
and hired teachers tor them. They were usually built ot logs and con-
tained one room, with small windows made of oiled paper. The children 
sat on benches, with the SJD.allest ones near the teacher. They studied 
aloud so that the master could be sure that all were 110rking. A wide 
fireplace turniS:I. ed the heat. and the children• s parents provided the 
wood tor it. A child whose father was late bringing his share ot wood 
had to move farthest from the tire. 
Teachers were paid in oorn, barley and other produce, and took turns 
boarding with the different families in the town. The schoolmaster was 
usually very strict and kept a long stick, called the whispering stick, 
at his desk. With it he could reach any child who was not paying atten-
tion. 
Although these schools would seem crude to us, they were one ot the 
most important things that happened in »nerioa. People in other countries 
had neTer had tree public education, and one ot the reasons the United 
States later grew strong was that it provided education tor all its oiti-
lens. 
During the years that Hew Hampshire was under the Massachusetts gov-
ernment, some good things happened. Muoh ot the territory farther inland 
from. the ooaat was explored and surveyed to help establish boundaries to 
the land that the king had granted. One man, Darby Field of Portsmouth, 
went all the way up Jlount Washington where no white man had ever been. 
Another party ot men, sent by Governor Endicott ot Massachusetts in 1642, 
went to tind the source ot the Merrimack River. At The Weirs, Lake Win-
nipesaukee, they chiseled their names and the date on a rook now called 
Endicott Rock. You can go and see it there today in a little park. 
After many arguments as to where Massachusetts lett ott and Hew Hamp-
shire began, the king finally made New Hampshire a separate royal p rov-
inoe in 1679. Portsm.outh•s its capital, and a man named John Cutt was 
appointed its president or governor. The king n8llled a council ot six 
men to help hia, and other men were elected tram the town to tor.. an Assem-
bly which would share in making laws. Courts were set up to take care ot 
disputes in the province, and a militia or company ot soldiers was started. 
The militia was needed because Indian troubles were becoming worse as more 
and more settlers came. 
When Indians sold their land to the whites, they thought they were 
selling the~ o£ it., and they could not understand that the white men 
thought it was bought and paid for forever. The whites usually paid for 
the land in trinkets or sm.all things which wore out or broke, and when 
these things were gone the Indians felt cheated. They could ::not under-
stand, either, the white me:n•s idea that once the land had been sold they 
had :no more right to come on it without permission. So quarrels am mis-
understandings arose, and even though Passaconaway and the Pennacook In-
dians got along fairly well w1 th the whites, other groups of Indiana be-
came angry and sought revenge. When white settlers could not tell whether 
Indians who were lurking in the woods were friendly or not, tragic mis-
takes were aa.de which led to bloodshed. This became far worse after a 
bounty was set o:n enemy Indian scalps. and soon not only a militia was 
needed. but the whites would have to keep patrols constantly on the look-
out along the edges of the towns. 
John Outt had only been governor a short time when he became ill in 
1681 and it was feared that he would not live. The Assembly proclaimed 
a day of prayer and fasting, and this was the beginning of :Fast Day in 
New Hampshire. After that year., it continued to be set aside as a day 
of prayer for wise and just government. 
The beginning that had been made in New Hampshire• s own govermaent 
was a good one, and many of the ideas that started then are still in use 
today. We still have town meetings and town officers similar to those 
that were first elected, although some of their duties are different to-
day and others have been added. The Assembly with delegates £rom each 
town grew into the state legislature which meets at our state capital 
:now. 
Although it would be a long time be.fore New Hampshire and the 
other colonies would break away f'roa Bngland, the .foundation f'or self'-
goverDDlent was made. New Hampshire would be ready to run its 0tn1 af'f'airs 
when the great day o.f independence da'Wl'led. 
But .first it had a lot of' growing to do. We shall soon see haw 
more towns were started and settlements gradually pushed .farther and 
farther into the wilderness. 
VIII 
MOVING INLABD 
Each of the :first four towns o:f Portsmouth, Hampton, Dover and 
Exeter had covered a very large area o:f land, and as more and ,110re 
people settled there, the :first towns divided into two or nore smaller 
towns. For instance, a part o:f Portsmouth became the town of Greenland. 
The southern part of Dover was set ott to become Newington, and another 
part, Stratham. Hampton was divided up and the towns of Hampton Falls 
and Kingston were started. 
Each o:f these new towns began in somewhat the s eme way that the 
very :first settlements had been made. The land was given to a group 
o:f men called proprietors who were responsible for getting a certain 
number of :families settled on their land it they wanted to keep it. 
They gave or sold smaller pieces o:f land to men who wanted to move 
there and build homes. Usually each proprietor kept a good pieoe o:f 
land :for himself, although he did not always decide to live there. A 
tax was paid to the king on each acre o:f the town lots, sometimes in 
ears of corn and sometimes in shillings. 
The proprietors were eager to have good, hard-working :families 
settle in their towns, and many times they offered a cow or some other 
reward to men they thought would make gpod citizens. The settler in his 
turn would look around for the best piece of land and promise to clear 
it and build his home within two or three years. The settler usually 
received about one hundred acres of land or more in addition to the 
town lot where he would build his home. As soon as five or six :families 
were living in their homes end other land was being cleared, the town 
was considered established. 
Although families usually didn rt haTe nry much in the way of' 
household goods, it was a hard job to move and settle in a new place. 
They had to pack their belongings and carry them with them as they 
either walked or rode on horseback through the woods. K~ did not 
hue horses, but those who did sometimes aade "horae barrows, • load-
ing their goods on poles which were dra~ged behind the horae. Horses 
were trained to carry double where it .was possible, with the women 
sitting on pillions behind their husbands. 
Some had ox sleds or boats to carry their belongings. but these 
would have to be unloaded where the going was too difficult. With such 
hard traTeling. they could oOTer only a few ailes in a day, and a jour-
ney that we could take so easily today in an automobile on a good road 
would take them a long time. 
Both wild animals and Indians were a constant dmger to them., too. 
They stayed near rivers and streams which could help them in traveling, 
as well as providing a water supply and fish for food. Often they ohos e 
to settle near waterfalls where fish were easy to oatoh and there would 
be power to run grist and saw mills later on. 
At the homesite where they were to build the first job was to clear 
away the trees. The trees that were not used for the cabin were piled 
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up and burned, and then the ashes were spread around to make fertiliser 
for the garden which would have to be planted right away among the stamps. 
Fieh were aleo dug into the ground as fertilizer. It was important tor 
the corn md other Tegetablea to grow well, tor every bit of' food that 
could be provided was needed for the long winter ahead. 
While some of' the new towns broke of'f' from those that were already 
established, others were made in new territory farther inland. By 1673 
people had begun to push up into the Merrimack valley to make new set-
tlements, and a group ot Massachusetts men and their families started 
the to'Wll of Dunstable near what is now Nashua. In spite ot their hard 
work building homes and olearing land, they had to give up and leave 
their settlement temporarilr because ot trouble with the Indians. At 
the time they moved up the valley, a powertul Indian chief in Jla.asachu-
setta, called King Philip by the whites, had been organizing all the 
tribes he could get to make wa.r on the settlers • They moved around 
constantly, striking at the English settlements wherever they could. 
At the same time the French in the north were urging other Indians to 
make raids from that direction, and the little town of Dunstable suf-
fered several bloody attacks. 
FOr many years after the attempt to settle Dunatable, it seemed as 
if there was nothing but trouble on all sides, and the people did not 
try to make uy more settlements inland. Finally King Philip was cap-
tured in llassachuaetts after a long series of massacres and burnings, 
and his head and that of Queen Weetamoe were set on posts as warnings 
to other Indians. This helped to stop the trouble with Kasaachusetts 
Indians, since most of them, like those of New Hampshire, now went north 
to Canada. But 1n 1689, King Willi• • s War in Europe caused a new out-
break of fighting between the French end English 1n .AJaerica, both on 
land and at sea; and savage raids began to rain down from Canada on the 
New Hampshire and Massachusetts settlements. Both the French and the 
Indians wanted to drive the English colonists out of the new world, ao 
they worked together, with the French providing weapons and supplies, 
and the Indians traveling south to make the raids. 
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No sooner was King William's War over in 1699 than the whole thing 
began again in Queen Anne's War, which lasted fourteen more years. 
During all this bitter time Dover, Salmon Falls, Exeter, ])unstable, 
Hampton end Durham were among the New Hampshire towns which had homes 
burned and people killed or captured by the dozens. 
Of all the stories that have come down to us from these terrible 
times, perhaps the saddest are those of the captives that were taken. 
Although men were sometimes spared the tomahawk and the scalping knife, 
it was usually the women and children who were captured and taken away. 
Any who were not strong enough to travel were almost always killed, and 
mothers and brothers and sisters had to watch the deaths of the people 
whom they loved. Those lett were hurried through the wilderness, often 
without enough food to eat and without enough clothing to keep them war.m. 
Scalps and captives all went to Canada, where they were sold tor money 
and goods. But it was fortunate that the French paid more tor live cap-
tives than tor scalps, because otherwise even more people would have 
been killed. 
Adults and older children were kept as servants in French homes, 
and small children were sent to convent schools to be converted to the 
French church. Those oaptives who still had relatives lett in the colo-
nies to pay a ransom and rescue them often got back to their homes, al-
though it sometimes took years before all the problems of payment and 
travel could be arranged. others stayed in Canada tor the rest of their 
lives. Some managed to get back on their own, but it was seldom that a 
family which had once been a happy group ever got all its members back 
together again after the experience of being so scattered. 
One such family whose story has been told many times was the Johnson 
fmaily • taken prisoner in a raid at Fort Number Four on the Connecticut 
River. Young Mrs. Johnson, her three children and her sister, Miriam 
Willard. all managed to survive crushing hardships. weary journeys and 
.mazing adventures, along with a baby named Captive, who was born on the 
way to Canada. You would like to read about them in a book called 
Calico Captive by Elizabeth Speare. 
While the most cruel effects of these wars w.re those on the home 
front. men were also fighting as soldiers in a small army sent by Massa-
chusetts against the French in northern Maine. When at laet peace ceme 
at the end of Queen .Anne's War, it was only temporary, but for a while 
the people had a chance to rebuild their homesteads and get their fam-
ili~s back together aa best they could. After all they had been through 
defending their lives and their property in the new world, the people 
were changed. They had paid dearly for the life they had chosen, and 
they end their children would stand up .fiercely for their rights and for 
the new country from now on. 
They were more determined than ever to continue ld th the work of 
improving the towna, clearing new land, and making more settlements. 
In spite of the scattered Indian raids which continued to happen11 brave 
people once again prepared to move inland. 
In 1719 a group of Scotch-Irish Presbyterians, newly arrived in Bos-
ton, set out up the Merrimack valley to a place a little north of Dun-
stable. They called their village Londonderry, after the town in Ireland 
from which they had come. With them they brought the Iriah potato and 
seeds of the flax plant, along with other supplies. They knew heM' to 
soak:, beat and comb the flax stalks until. they could be woven into strong 
linen cloth, and Londonderry was to become fllii.Ous for its tine linen. 
Farther up the river at a place where there were falls came another 
baud of settlers in 1722, led by a man named John Gotf'e. His settlement, 
called Goffe•s Falls, would later became the city of Manchester. 
The cabins at Goff•'• Falls had not been built very long when more 
families started up the Merrimack from Massachusetts and settled f~rther 
north at Pennacook11 in 1727. This settlement would change its n .. e to 
Rumford in later years and finally become our present capital, the city 
of Concord. 
These towns, along with Dunstable, all located on the Merrimack, 
are sometimes called the .four "mother towns• because so many other set-
tlements later sprang up around tha. As more .families came, and chil-
dren grew up and built more homes, the population spread and formed nP" 
communities nearby, just as had happened near the seaoeaat. 
~le the mother towns were being settled, other people from Massa-
chusetts and Connecticut were also pushing up the Connecticut valley to 
make their homes. The waters of the Connecticut were wide and snooth, 
and the Indians had long used it as a travel route both in winter and 
summer. Frontier forts had been built along it to help protect western 
Massachusetts from Indian raids, and families now moved to the land near 
the forts. Because the forts had been numbered One, Two 1 Three and Four, 
the townships were also known by these numbers at first. Number One, 
settled in 1735, later became Chesterfield. Number Two beo~e Westmore-
landJ Number Three, Walpole; and Number Four, Charlestown. 
Strong walls of logs, called stockades. were set up around the forts, 
and here the people often rushed, bringing their animals if they had time, 
when the fear:f'lll. alarm of "Indians I" was spread. 
At about the same time that settlements were made at the forts, the 
towns of Keene and Swanzey were started along the Ashuelot River. They 
were known at first as Upper Aehuelot and Lower Ashuelot because of 
their location. 
All of the grants for the new towns along the Merrimack~ Connecti-
cut and Ashuelot rivers had been made by the man who was governor of all 
the New England colonies together, because for a time the king had com-
bined them under one govermnent. Then in 1741 New Hampshire had its Olll1 
royal governor again, a man naaed Benning Wentworth. From that time on 
new grants were made by New Hampshire's governor, acting as the king•s 
agent. 
The bounda~ line between Massachusetts and New Hampshire had never 
been clear, and it was now definitely set by the king. This made it 
possible to tell how many people there were in the province, and the 
population was counted at about 24,000 people. It was estimated that 
during the years of settling the new inland towns the number of people 
had just about doubled. 
Benning Wentworth saw that land was becoming more valuable as :more 
of it was settled, and he was eager to s.ee New Hampshire keep growing. 
He began to :make :rJl&ey grants to groups of proprietors, 81ld new towns 
sprang up like :mushrooms in the southern part of the pro'Vince. In each 
grant that Governor Wentworth made he set aside a good pieoe of land for 
himself so that he could later sell it. Once a town was established new 
families coming in paid for their land, and 1ll8J1Y of the men who bought 
and sold land during these early years made a great deal of money. 
But for most of the settlers, life was not a matter of making money. 
FOr them it was a matter of endless hard work, struggling to establish 
their primitive homesteads and to get enough to eat. They lived where 
it was hard to keep in touch with what was going on in the capital and 
in the government of England so far away. But events were taking place 
there which were soon to have a great effect on their lives; so we will 
do as they could not, and have a look at some of these things. 
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IX 
LAST TROUBLES WITH TEE FRENCH AND INDIANS 
In the years bef"ore Benning Wentworth beoame royal governor of" 
New Hampshire, while there was so much warf'are in Europe and the colo-
nies, the country of England had had a very hard time. After the 
death of King Charles, his brother James had become king. Jaaes had 
lost the throne to King Williaa and Queen Mary 1 who were followed in 
a short time by Queen .Anne. All these changes brought trouble and con• 
fusion, not only across the sea in England itself but in the af"fairs of" 
the colonies as well. 
The royal governors in the colonies were constantly changing, and 
many of them. were greedy and unfair men. In New England some of" them 
had seized control of the people 's government, changed the value of" 
money, raised the taxes, and taken back grants of land that had been 
made to the people. Some went so far as to forbid traveling f"ro:m. one 
town to another and to stop ships from leaving port. 
The people sent petitions to the kings to have these wrongs ended, 
but they got very little relief. At some of the worst times, when the 
people felt very angry, they were stubborn about paying their taxes, and 
on several occasions in New Hampshire and Massachusetts the tax collect-
ors were met with buckets of hot water and men brandishing clubs. 
While a very bossy man n8llled Sir Edmund .Andros was governor of all 
the colonies and living in Boston, the quarrels grew so bitter that the 
people of Boston finally seised the governor and threw him into prison. 
Because there was a new king in England at the same time, some changes 
were m&de and new governors sent to the colonies soon afterward. 
New England fared better under the new governors and began to grow. 
as we saw in our last chapter. Be~ming Wentworth did a great deal for 
New Hampshire. Of course, he also wanted to make himself rich. but he 
was a man whose father, grandfather and great-grandfather had all lived 
in Portsmouth) and he sincerely wanted to see the province grow strong 
and prosperous. 
As we have mentioned before. however. the years of peace during 
which the southern part of the state developed so fast were only tem-
porary. Governor Wentworth soon had to turn his attention to a new wer 
which broke out in 1744, called King George's War. Once again England 
had a new king, and onoe again the French and English in America were 
locked in combat. 
The New England colonies together raised an anny of tour thousand 
men and sent them inOn.e hundred and three ships to fight the French at 
their big tort at Louisburg, Cape Breton Island. As you can see on the 
map, this island guards the way to Canada by sea and was very important 
to the French. Atter a siege ot seven weeks the fort was taken and the 
French surrendered. 
But fighting continued on the inland frontiers, and settlers along 
the edges of the wilderness listened constantly tor the terrible whoops 
of Indians from Canada. Soldiers were stationed at the forts on the 
Connecticut River as an army of seven hundred French and Indians moved 
south to attack. In a battle at Fort Number FOur the Frenohwere driven 
back. New Hampshire had played a large part in bringing about the peace 
which was declared in 1748. You can imagine how the people felt when 
news of the treaty which was drawn up in Europe reached the colonies, 
saying that the hard-won tort at Louisburg was being given back to the 
French. This was another in the endless series of heavy burdens that 
fell upon the colonists while the kings of Europe fought and bargained 
and fought again. One thing that helped to soi'ten the blow was the 
honor that was given to General William Pepperrell, who had won the 
victory at Louisburg. The king made him a baronet and invited him to 
visit the court in England, which was the first time such a thing had 
happened to a native American. 
Tired as they were of the long years of war, the colonists still 
had the final struggle between the English and the French ahead of 
them. The peace of 1748 would last only six years. The French were 
as dete:nained as ever to control as much of' North America. as they·:oollld 
get. They continued to send people southward from Canada into the 
lands farther west, building forts and fur-trading stations along the 
rivers. They were skilled woodsmen and trappers and they got along 
well with the Indiana. All the French in the new world were united 
under one governor and in their one Catholic religion, and this helped 
to make them strong. They held territory all along the st. Lawrence 
and Mississippi rivers, from Canada in the north to Louisiana in the 
south, while the land that England had settled was all in the east. 
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But there were about fii'teen times as many English people in America. 
and more were pouring across the Atlantic. The English colonies were 
going to need the land to the west, and they wanted it for homes and 
families, which gave them an advantage over the French. The French were 
interested in the fur trade and in converting the Indians to the Catholic 
faith, but they had few plans for homes and farms aa the English people 
did. 
lfhen war began again in 1755, England saw that it would take more 
and better ar.mies than had ever been used before to defeat the French. 
Thous~ds of British soldiers were sent to America, and the colonies 
raised many regiments of men themselves. 
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New Hampshire had many skilled Indian fighters and they were now 
organised into a compaey under the command of Captain Robert Rogers of 
Dunbarton. His second lieutenant was John Stark of Manchester, who 
would later become a famous general in the American Revolution. This 
crack company of Indian fighters was sent to join the British forces 
in New York, and they took part in several ot the early battles with 
the French. 
Although it was to last longer than its name suggests, this war was 
known as the Seven Years War, or the last of the French and Indian Wars. 
During the first two years ot fighting the British and American troops 
suffered some crushing defeats. The British were not used to the rough 
and ready warfare of the wilderness, and they lost two thousand men at 
Lake George, New York, alone. 
In 1759 a man in England, named William Pitt, began to make better 
plans for conducting the war. He sent new generals and more men to 
.America and arranged for Alllerican commanders to take a bigger part in 
the expeditions against the French. 
Rogers' Rangers of New Hampshire were increased to four companies 
and given lll8ll1' new assigmnents. The most famous of the.ae was the order 
from General Jeffrey Amherst to wipe out the Indians at st. Francia on 
the St. Lawrence River in 1759. 
Rogers and two hundred Rangers set out in September to carry out 
the mission. 'fraveling across Lake Champlain, they lett guards with 
their boats and provisions at the northern end of the lake as they set 
ott on foot toward st. Francis. Two days later the rear guard caught 
up with them to report that three hundred French and Indians had seized 
all their boats and supplies and were on their trail. 
After a terrible struggle to get through swamps and woods as fast 
as they could, the Rangers arrived near St. Francis. They folmd the 
Indians holding a wild celebration which was to last all night. At 
dawn the Ran~rs attacked and slaughtered the surprised Indians right 
and lett. As they hurried to leave, an old Indian still alive called 
after them, "The Great Spirit will scatter darkness on the path of the 
palefaces tor thist• 
A.Bd they di.d have a terrible trip back. With DO supplies and in 
cold fall weather they struck ott through hostile territor.y to reach 
an English fort on the Conneotiout. They divided tor safety and some 
were killed. All were D.early starving by the time they began to strag-
gle into the fort, only to find it abandoned. Jlqy never arrived. 
Rogers and his weakened men, after waiting three days, Dl8llaged to build 
a raft so that he and two others could get down the river and send back 
food and supplies. The men at the fort were rescued in time but sad 
relics of others were later found in the woods which showed that they 
had either been killed by Indians or had perished from cold and hunger. 
Rusty gun barrels, the remains of knapsacks, bones and oeat buttons 
showed later settlers where brave men had met their deaths. 
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The golden candlesticks which had been taken from the Indians' 
church were found 1n a swamp more than fifty years afterward, and it is 
said that a silver image of the Virgin still lies hidden somewhere along 
the route that some of the Rangers took. 
About the time of the victory at St. Frenois, the tide of the war 
turned, and the English and .Americans began to win. The fort at Louis-
burg had to be taken again, and General .Amherst succeeded in capturing 
it after a siege of six weeks. The forts at Ticonderoga, Crown Point 
and Niagara in New York were all wen from the French within the next 
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ffl'lf months, and the great battle of Quebec was fought between the English 
General lfolfe and the French Montcalm. Although this battle was a re-
markable victory for the English, both generals were wounded to the 
death. 
Men from New Hampshire were among the troops under General Wolfe 
who so daringly scaled the fearful cliffs to fight the French at Quebec. 
More New Hampshire men responded to the call when Rogers' Rangers were 
reorganized to take part in the campaign against Montreal the next year. 
One by one the French outposts surrendered and the war cam.e to an end in 
1763. When a treaty was drawn up there were great changes in the map ot 
North America. Two tiny islands were all that remained to France of its 
once vast territory. England now owned Canada and all the land east of 
the Mississippi River. 
The colonies were free to spread to the new lands and the way Wll.S 
clear for more and more people to come across the sea and settle. With 
the menace from French and Indians over, New Hampshire, like all the 
other colonies, began to grow rapidly. 
But the war had cost millions of dollars as well as thousands of 
lives. England had poured money into the colonies for ships, forts, 
guns, roads and supplies; and she now felt that it had all cost more 
than the colonies were worth. As we shall see later, she determined on 
a very foolish plan to make the colonies pay her back. 
Betore we go into the story ot that, however. we need to take a 
closer look at the changes that were made in New Hampanire during the 
year• of the war and just afterward. 
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X 
PROGRBSS 
Bven though the long years ot wars had brought untold hardship 
to the people. they had helped New Hampshire to grow stronger in some 
ways. The people had pulled together in the long struggle. and they 
felt more closely tied to the other colonies. They had learned more 
about the huge land in which they were living and how important it 
.as to protect it and keep it growing. 
New Hampshire's first newspaper, !!!! !!! Ha.DPshire Gazette. had 
been started in Portsmouth in 1756. It came out only once a week. 
but it was sent inland to other towns and helped the people to know 
more about other colonies and all the things that were happening in 
the 11'8.l"S am in the government. 
Benjamin Franklin had started a mail system tor all the oolonies 
and he came to New Hampshire in 1762 to arrange tor postal routes. 
Letters had been carried before that by people who were traveling and 
were willing to deliver them for their friends and neighbors. 
A regular stagecoach line began in 1761 on the best road New 
Hampshire had at that time, the King's Highway from Portsmouth to 
Boston. Although it had a grand name. the King's Highway was not 
muoh like the smooth paved roads we have ted&¥• It was rough and 
bumpy and winding. and it took a long time to get to Boston. 
The only other long road in the province was an ox-cart trail 
from Concord to Haverhill, Massachusetts, rougher still. In the 
to11118 there were small. short roads from one home to another and 
to the mill, but to get to another town there would be nothing but 
the most rugged ot bridle or toot paths to follow. 
Governor Wentworth saw the importance of having better roads m.ade. 
especially between the more important towns. and he had a plan, too, 
for dividing the province into counties so that courts could be held in 
other places than Portsmouth. He did get one road 111rveyed, but he re-
tired from office before he could carry out the rest of his plan. 
He continued, meanwhile» to grant many JllOre new towns, The :m.en 
who had served in the militia and as Indian fighters had seen and heard 
ot "WOnderful lam in the wUderness in the central and northern parts 
of the province. )(any of them were eager to settle there. 
A man named John Joaselyn, who had explored in the northern region 
a little earlier had yritten, •Between the mountains are many ample. 
rich and frequent valleys as ever eye beheld, beset oD each side with 
variety of goodly trees, the grass man-high• umnowed, uneaten, and use-
lessly withering. Within these valleys are s.paoious lakes or ponds well 
stored with fish and beavers.• 
With the fighting over, people began moving to new towns as fast 
as Governor Wentworth could make the grants. They were now ap reading 
tar up in the Cozmecticut and Merrimack valleys. In the year of 1761 
they had a choice of seventy-eight new towns along both sides of the 
Connecticut. There was no state of Vermont then, and many of these 
towns would 1 ater become part of that state. 
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By the year 1767, when Governor Benning Wentworth retired, there 
were about fifty towns in the Merrimack Valley as well. During his 
twenty-six years as governor, he had granted more towns than any gov-
ernor -would again. Some of the soldiers who had wanted to settle in the 
lands they had seen or heard about were given land by the governor as a 
reward for their military service. Other people had oome to the province 
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from both far and near to help settle the new regions. Many had moved 
trom the southern areas to make new homes in the north. 
Although he had done a great deal to develop New Hampshire, the 
next man to become royal governor would do even more. This man was 
John Wentworth, nephew ot the old governor, graduate of Harvard Univer-
sity, end a person who had a lot of good ideas. 
Governor John Wentworth would be in office for only eight years, 
but the number of people in the province would increase by thirty thou-
sand under his rule. The people liked'iiill and liked the things he did. 
He set out at once to carry out his uncle's unfinished plaaa and 
other new ones of his own. He had a map made of the whole province of 
New Hampshire and divided it into five counties. He named four of the 
counties for noblemen who were his friends: Rockingham, Strafford, 
Grafton and Hillsborough. The fifth one, Cheshire, was named for a 
famous cheese-making county in England. 
He finished the road which had already been surveyed, rumdng from 
Haverhill, New H•pshire, on the Connecticut River, to Portsmouth on 
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the coast. This road, about one hundred miles long. was called the First 
Province Road. Portsmouth, as you remember, was the capital of the prov-
ince. and it was John Wentworth's idea to have most of the main roads 
lead there. A1:J:y place where there are a lot of people makes a good mar-
ket place for farmers to sell their produce, and from a,_seacoast town 
like Portsmouth goods could alae be loaded and shippecl to other places. 
John Wentworth thought, too, that it would help trade in the province 
if a road could be made north through Xew HaJRpshire to Quebec in Canada, 
and perhaps it he had been governor longer such a road would have been 
built. 
But building a road in those days was a hard and tiring process; 
end a1 though several long ones were made, the governor did net see all 
his hopes come true. 
The first step in a new road was to have the surveyors, with their 
chains and compasses, find a route through the -.oods where traveling 
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could be possible. After they had blazed a way the woodchoppers, usually 
men from the towns, would follow. Once the trees were down it took a 
long time to haul out logs, stumps end rocks with teams of' oxen. In dry 
places the men leveled the roadbed as well as they could with their tools. 
Where it was wet, logs were laid crossways in the road, one after another, 
to make what was called a corduroy road. 
Most streams were crossed by fording, or wading through where the 
water was not too deep. At some important crossings near towns there 
were ferries. These were usually just rafts, either poled across the 
river or pulled with ropes. The only bridges were small ones, made of' 
logs. 
The next road that John Wentworth had built ran from Wolfeboro to 
Portsmouth and was known as the Governor's Road because he used it 
often to go to his summer home in Wolfeboro am on other travels. .An 
extension of' it was continued on to Conway and another branch carried 
across the state to Hanover. This last branch was called the Dartmouth 
College Road. 
One of' the things Jobn Wentworth was moat famous tor was his work 
in persuading the Earl of' Dartmouth and other men to help Eleazer 
Wheelock settle his school tor Indians at Hanover. Like many other 
men in the colonies, Eleazor Wheelock hoped that the Indians could be-
come Christians and learn to get along with the whites. He had started 
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a school in Connecticut to teach Indian boys so that they could go out 
to their people and teach them in turn. He decided to move the school 
and to enlarge it so that he could teach white boys as well, and that is 
how Dartmouth College got started. It soon became such a good school tor 
white boys that it grew into the college we know today. Govemor John 
Wentworth gave the 1 and in Henover on which the new school was built 11 
and traveled there many times over the road he had had made. 
During these years the town of Portsmouth was at ita height. Be-
oause the seaooast towns were older and same of them had been estab-
lished tor nearly a hundred and fifty years, most of the first oabins 
had long ago been replaced by larger houses w1 th fine wood and briok 
finish. The governor and other prosperous men not only had beautiful 
oolonie.l m.ansions in Portsmouth but IIUJIIIIler homes as well. People had 
handsome horses and carriages, elegant furniture and rich olothes. 
Many had Negro slaves who did their work. although a. strong feeling 
was beginning to grow in the province that it was not right to have 
slaves. 
Boys and girls who lived in these weal thy homes wore ruffles and 
frills and shoes with fancy buckles. Sometimes they had to have their 
hair powdered, or wear wigs, which were the fashion of the time. They 
were taught drawing, painting and elegant handwriting, and some were 
sent to school in Boston. 
At Fort William and Mary on the harbor were the headquarters of 
the militia, which was considered one of the best in the oolonies. 
The soldiers wore dashing uniforms and carried splendid swords, and were 
popular at the parties and balls given in the town. 
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Today it is an interesting trip to visit the old fort, which is now 
a state park. It was ren8JI.ed Fort J(cClary later, a.f'ter one of New Hamp-
shire's brave commanders in the Revolution. 
You may also see toda:y lll8llY' of the beautiful old homes in Portsmouth, 
built so long ago. 
Many of the prosperous men who had fine homes in the seacoast towns 
became proprietors of new towns inland, where they moved and built again. 
Throughout New Hmnpshire are large colonial houses whioh were built so 
well that they are still beautiful and comfortable homes for modern .fam-
ilies. They were often large not only because their owners were pros-
perous but because people had big families in those times. 
When families could not build aa large a house as they wanted at 
tirst, they would sometimes add a •linter," or lean-to to the back ot 
their house later on. This is how the houses we call salt boxes got 
their shape. Another favorite style of smaller house in New H8lllpshire 
was the cottage with one and a halt stories which we knew today as the 
Cape Cod. 
All of these later, better houses had cellars and, ot course, wood 
floors, as the early ones had not. Cellars made the houses warmer and 
provided a good place to store vegetables and fruit. They were made by 
lining a foundation hole with boulders or blocks of granite. These were 
built up a little above the ground and the house rested on the rock. 
It took several men to get a house up, especially since one whole 
side was usually put together on the ground and then had to be raised 
to a standing position. The raising of a building was always made into 
a party, called a house-raising, aDd families would gather for a day ot 
work and tun combined. While children played games, the women prepared 
the food, which was set out on long board tables. 
At the raising of the meetinghouse in Candia. in 1766, people were 
asked to bring oodfish, potatoes and butter for the supper. 
Roofs were steep to let snow slide off in winter, and early ones 
were thatched with bundles of straw or ~shes. Later on, better roofs 
were made or wood shingles, which had to be split by hand on a. stand 
called a. Shingle horse. 
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Bec8llse glass was expensive, the people who had it used small 
pieces in their windows. Little diamond-shaped panes were set in strips 
of lead to make windows that opened out like shutters. Otten there were 
inside shutters of wood, called Indian shutters. These could protect 
the family as glass could not in oa.ae of an Indian raid. 
As we read about the better houses and easier way of living that 
people had in the older towns, however, we must not forget that moat of 
the people in the state were still living very much like pioneers. Away 
from the seacoast and southern parts or the province, and beyond the new 
roads that the Wentworths had built, settlers were still traveling 
through the wilderness on foot and on horseback, and building rude little 
cabins very much like the ones that had first appeared at Pazma.wa:y se 
long before. We have not stopped to look very closely at the interest-
ing activities that took place inside and around these little homesteads 
of the pioneers. Let• s find out next what it was like to be a boy or 
girl growing up in one of these families. 
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LIVING IN A COLONIAL HOB 
It a boy and girl from pioneer timea could walk into your olaas-
room tod~ to tell you about their kind of lite, perhaps their stories 
would be something like the two that follow. Let's pretend that a pion-
eer girl will tell about her home, and a pioneer boy will tell later 
about the rest ot the community. 
You ra.ember that they come from a frontier settlement which has 
not been established very long, so their clothes will be simple ones, 
made ot homespun, or cloth woven at home. Their names are Martha and 
Josiah, names taken from the Bible, aa were those of most children in 
early times. 
Martha has golden brown hair worn in braids, and her blue eyes 
sparkle as she begins to speak: 
"I wish I had a pretty calico dress to wear today, like the ones 
my cousins in Exeter have, but MOther said not to mind if I didn•t. 
Fancy cloth like that comes from England and it•s too expensive tor us. 
Mother sqs homespun is sturdy and warm, and we have other things that 
are more important, like the fine land mw father has bought in Gilmanton 
and the good start we have made there on our homestead. We should be 
glad our crops grew well in the garden Father started near the cabin, 
and that no Indians, bears or wolves have hurt us so far. 
"Mother has a good patch of fiax growing, and this year, with the 
wool from our five sheep and the flax she will have, she will make ua 
some new linaey~olsey clothes. Then I won•t have to wear a dress with 
darns in it for beat. Since we came to Gilmanton last year the only 
clothes we haTe had were the things we brought 1fi th us troa Exeter. 
Father didn't haTe time at tirst to build lfother a lcoa for weaTiDg 
cloth. He had all he could do to get the oabiD up and enough food 
and wood laid in tor the long cold winter ahead. lfe DOtioed that it 
was colder in Gilmanton than it used to be in Exeter. 
"Josiah will be the first one to get his olothea. I suppose. be-
cause he has growll so fast. He has been wearing his shirt baok to 
tront ;.o make it last. but it is really getting tight now. Hie next 
one will be deerskin. Father says. to go oTer a U.naq-woolsey one 
UDderaeath ill winter. 'l'he shoes he used to wear are so aall for 
him he had to carry th• to meeting last week and thea put tA. on 
just for the meeting. We noticed soae other people did that, too, 
so they oould saTe their shoes from wearing out. because they can't 
get any more up here. 
~ it gets too cold to go barefoot any longer, Josiah will 
have moccasins. Father says we will all haTe to haTe aoooasins and 
use our own leather as much as we can for eyerything--oaps, mitteu, 
breechee end jackets. People make the moocasine large enough so they 
oan be stuffed with hair or other packing to make tha. warm. It is 
hard to stnr leather. but Father punohea holes with hia .. 1 so Mother 
oan get the needle through. 
"I haTe already lalitted three pairs of stockings tor the family'• 
winter supply. When I em out watching the sheep and the oow I take my 
knitting, but when I em at hCIIIle I haTe to help Mother with the yara she 
spiaa. I measure it into skeins on the clock reel or wind it on bobbins 
tor her new loom which is finished now. MY little sister gets the job 
of' picking out all the bits of' twigs and hard places in the wool before 
it is carded or combed f'or spinning. 
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"When Mother is spinning yarn on the big wheel she walks back and 
forth, back and forth by the wheel. Once when I measured the yarn she 
had spun in a day it came to six skeins on the clock reel, and Mother 
said she had probably walked twenty miles in that day's spinning, all 
in the small space by the wheel. 
"Mother doesn't have any more ot the dyes she brought from Exeter. 
so the next yarn will have to be dyed with colors tram tree bark and 
flowers. Oak and hickory bark make bro1m and yellow, and sassafras 
bark makes an orange oolor. To get blue, which is my favorite, )(other 
would have to buy some indigo, and• ot oourse, she oan•t do that, un-
less a traveling peddler should happen to come to our town. But sumao 
makes a nioe red, and Mother says she will dye some ot the yarn red tor 
us children. 
"It is a lot ot work to get the loom set up for weaving cloth. 
When the many spools and bobbins are wound with yarn, Mother has to 
measure off and fasten all the warp threads which will be the base ot 
the cloth. When it is finally ready and she begins to weave, it is 
tun to hear the thwacking noises ot the loom. If she doesn't have to 
stop too often to tend the baby, she can weave two yards ot cloth and 
sometimes three in a day. 
•To spin the flax Mother uses a smaller tlax wheel. rather and 
Josiah had to repair Mother's tlax wheel because it got broken when we 
had it tied on the ox-sled on the way to Gilmanton. We were following 
a blazed trail through the woods, and the sled could hardly tit between 
the trees in places. Once when the sled til ted because ot a big rook 
under one ot the runners, the flax wheel hit against a tree trunk and 
was smashed. Father says we were so luoky to have an ox-sled, though, 
that a broken flax wheal was nothing to worry about. 
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"The first people who cam.e to Gilmanton. Mre and Mrs. Jllldgett, 
had to bring everything on foot. They started so early in the spring 
that they had to wear snowshoes, and near the end of the trip Mrs. 
Mudgett was so tired she thought she would never get to their heBe-
site. She fell down in the snow and said, 'I ~ as well die here as 
anywhere; if I attempt to go farther it will kill me. and if I stop 
here I shall but die.• She was finally able to go on, though, and 
now she is very glad she ca:me. 
"OUr cabin ia small but Father made it high enough eo there is a 
small lott for we children to sleep in. Be built a ladder into the 
side wall to climb up, and on the floor above we have our mattress 
ticks filled with corn husks. Josiah has a new bearskin tor a blanket 
that Father just made h:im. We all have furs for blankets and they keep 
us nice and wann. Mother says that someday we will have some geese 
and make feather ticks tor the beds, which will be much better than 
the corn husks and pine needles people use now. 
"Most of the danger from Indians is over now that the Seven Years t 
War is ended at last, and so we leave our latchstring out during the 
day. We are gradually getting our cabin quite comfortable. Father 
made a slab table and benches first, and wants to build a high-baoked 
settle to go beside the fireplace as soon as he has time. Be made a 
oradle tor the baby which Mother can rook with her foot while she is 
sewing or knitting. Josiah knows how to make a birch splint broom n<M', 
and during the winter he and Father worked together carving wooden 
spoons and bowls and wooden parts of tools they will need. 
"Although some people have big green logs. called lugpoles, at the 
back of the fireplace for hanging kettles, Father had the blaoksmith 
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back in Exeter make an iron crane tor ours. )(other can hang the mush 
kettle on it and swing it in and out. our tat will never tall 1n the 
tire because the lugpole has burned through! 
•The blacksmith also made MOther a set ot pot hooks ot different 
lengths to bring with herJ and she has a long-handled spider, or try-
ing pan, to set on its legs in the coals. Father built a cupboard to 
stand against the wall tor Mother's pewter plates and the china plat-
ter which managed to survive the journey without damage. There we also 
keep our precious supply ot salt, and the maple sugar we made this 
spring. Since no one makes molasses here yet, we have to use maple 
sugar tor all our SW"eetening, or honey when we are luoky enough to find 
some. 
"Over the fireplace we hang our tin candlesticks, and above the. 
Father's ritle on the antlers ot a deer he shot. We don't use candles 
very much because it is hard to get enough tat to make more. our betty 
lamp will burn tat that is not good enough tor candles. But most ot 
our tat is used tor soap, which we make outdoors in a great iron kettle. 
"The strings along the ceiling beams which held dried food during 
the winter have little lett on tht,rl now. Besides dried vegetables and 
meat, there were bunches ot herbs which we children gathered. Mother 
used some ot the herbs tor flavoring stews and others tor aedicine. 
She knows how to make herb teas tor fevers and stomach aches, and other 
kinds ot medicines to help when we are sick. 
"We also worked hard gathering berries last summer, and these were 
dried, too, to use during the winter. We have no apples yet, although 
little trees have been planted. When we have apples they will be sliced 
and hung on strings to dry, too, although Father says a lot ot th• will 
be used tor cider as well. 
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"When Father geta game in the cold weather he can hang it in the 
lean-to with the wood, and it will keep by being frozen iDatead of 
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dried or sal ted. Back in Exeter we used to keep applesauce and apple 
butter frozen, too, and Mother would cut a chunk of it out of the wooden 
tub to be thawed and eaten. It wa.s good, and we miss having it nowl 
"We use corn in some form nearly t!!IV'ery day. In summ.er we boil 
the green corn and eat it with milk. In the fall we mix corn and shell 
beans for succotash. For 'Winter the corn is dried and ground to make 
mush and hominy. When we put sweetening and milk with it we call it 
hasty pudding. The ground corn is made into corn bread. too, baked 
near the coals in the fireplace. 
"Before there was a grist mill in Gilmanton, corn had to be ground 
at home. Some familiea have a hominy block made of a stump with a 
hollowed-out place in the top where the corn was pounded and ground 
''i th a wooden pounder called a pestle. A sieve for sitting ground oorn 
is made out of deer hide with holes in it, stretched on a frame. 
"Besides corn and beans we have pumpkins, squash, turnips and peas 
for vegetables, and Mother wants to grow peppers as soon as she can get 
some seed. Most people grow- rye, too, which can be used With corn meal 
to make "Rye and Injun" bread instead of plain corn bread. 
•up here we don't have the same kiD:ls of fish we used to get at 
Exeter, because now we're so far from the ocean. But we have wonderful 
brook trout. In some places we can scoop trout out of the water in a 
basket, there are eo many of them. 
"Birds are plentiful, too, especially partridges, ~ld pigeons, wood-
cook and ducks. When Father and Josiah get a lot of them, we dry and 
salt the meat as we used to do with fish near the seacoast. 
"The best thing Father and Josiah ever got, though, was a moose. 
'!'here is so much meat on a moose that one family can't even keep it 
all, so we shared it with our neighbors and they in turn shared some-
thing with us. One thing that we got in return was two beaver tails, 
which are delicious when they are roasted over the coals. 
"It was lucky that Father and Josiah got the moose just when they 
did, because supplies of' food were running low. In early spring every-
one begins to talk about tightening his belt up another notch because 
food is getting short, and it is re~ly a cause tor celebration when 
someone gets a big animal like a moose. We heard of' one family that 
didn't have enough tood to last the winter their f'irst year here. The 
mother had to boil pieces of' leather and make a broth that would keep 
them alive until the father could get some game. 
"People say the same thing could happen to any of us it we had a 
bad year for crops, with a late freeze or a long dry spell, or if 
something should happen to our livestock. But so far we have made out 
pretty well. We never had to work so hard in our lives before, but 
Mother says it is good for us. She says we are learning what courage 
and hard work can do, and that is the best lesson anyone can learn. 
"Well, I think I have talked long enough. Josiah ie waiting to 
take his turn. • Aa Martha looked over at her brother she could see 
that he was eager to tell about all the things a pioneer boy had to do. 
She smiled at him as he stood so straight in his worn homespun shirt 
and buckskin breeches. At his belt hung a tomahawk, bullet bag and 
hunting knife, showing that although he was still a boy, he had learned 
many of the skills of a man. Very soon we shall hear Josiah's story. 
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XII 
CUSTOMS IN THE CODUNITY 
Josiah was taller than Martha and had dark brown hair worn 
rather long. As he started his story his eyes were the same snapping 
blue as hers had been: 
"Father said he could spare me from work right now because the 
maple sugaring is finiahed and it's still too early to shear the sheep 
or start the planting. I was glad to have some time ott. because we 
have surely worked hard this last year getting our farm started. 
"our clearing is very small. and it will take years to get all the 
stumps pulled and rocks moved so we can have the fields we want. We 
spend every minute we can making things better. though, and we know that 
someday we will have ma:n;y more anim!Us. a good barn to keep them in, and 
a larger, better house for ourselves. 
~ile the moon has been waning lately the men and boys of Gilman-
ton have been holding chopping bees. They go to different homesteads in 
turn, spending most of the day chopping part way through each tree to be 
felled. When all the trees are ready, one or two huge trees at the edge 
which will start all the rest falling are chopped all the way through. 
As they go down and take the others with them, the crashings can be heard 
all through the countryside. Then the farmer has a new piece of clearing 
to make into crop land. 
"The fallen trees are usually lett to dry out. and then set on fire 
in the fall to burn the branches and underlying brush. It the big trunks 
do not burn at the same time• the ta.rmer sometimes gets help trom his 
neighbors again to haul the trunks into a great pile with teams of oxen 
and finish burning them. 
"Our land that was out last year is ready to plant now. and next 
year we'll be able to plant the new one that was just out. Father and 
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I have spent a. lot ot time pulling out stumps and hauling stones ott the 
land with the ox-sled. We are using the stones in a. wall around our 
little orchard. There are still more stumps to came out. but we will 
have to do it as we get the time. 
"The ashes from the burned trees make grain and vegetables grow 
wonderfully well. We always wait to plant until the moon is waxing and 
the white oak leaves are as big as a. mouse's ear. ETeryone says the time 
to plant. to make and build things. and to start new projects is when the 
moon is waxing. Harvesting. cutting wood and clearing land should be 
done on the decrease ot the moon. 
•The younger children have the job ot keeping crows and squirrels 
away from the crops while they are growing. For the first tew weeks it 
will be a pesky job. for the black tlies and mosquitoes will bother the 
life out ot them. But they can pick tree branches to switch away the 
bugs, while Father and I have a. harder time because we can•t stop our 
work to be switching away the insects. We have· to keep on hoeing. or 
sawing firewood. or Whatever it is we•re doing. 
"It's a real chore for everybody to keep enough firewood ready for 
a family to use, winter and summer. No one ever lets their tire go out 
if they can help it, tor it 1 s a. hard task to get a. new one started. We 
keep tlint and steel and tinder in case we should ever need it. The 
only time our fire ever went out during the night, Father said it would 
be quicker for me to go to the neighbors' for coals than to use the tin-
der box. Even though it took quite a while to run a. half mile and back 
through the early morning dark. carrying Mother's long-handled spider, 
Father said getting a flmne from the tinder box might well have taken 
longer. 
"In late summer when the grain is ripe, it is out with a sickle or 
a cradle. A cradle is better because it makes the grain fall in a nice 
layer, ready to bind into sheaves. When the grain is dry enough it is 
threshed on sane breezy fall day. Threshing is beating with a flail, 
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to make the kernels of grain fall loose. Then it is winnowed, or tossed 
in the air so the chat£ will blow away, leaving the heavier grain to 
fall on the ground where it oan be scooped up. 
"Corn, of course, has to be husked by hand, and the kernels scraped 
off the ears, also by hand. Maybe this year we' 11 have enough corn to 
hold a husking bee. That means neighbors will come to help husk it, and 
we'll make a party out of it. 
"Everybody likes to make a party out ot things, because we don't 
have much time to get together with our neighbors otherwise, except at 
meeting on the Sabbath, which is different. In the summer the boys and 
girls have berry-picking parties, and in the fall, parties tor gathering 
nuts. 
"Then there are the house-raisings, the sugaring-off parties, and 
the men•s log-rollings that I spoke of, for clearing land. Usually when 
school is in session there is a spelling bee, which everyone enjoys. 
Baok in Exeter we used to have taffy-pulls, too, and Mother used to go 
to quilting and apple-paring bees. Apple-paring bees are for making 
applesauce and apple butter. There will be more ot those here in Gilman-
ton someday, for the town is growing fast. 
"The Sabbath is a special day but of a very different sort. We have 
to get all our chores done early so we can get to meeting by the time the 
drummer stops playing. It is a long service and we take a lunch to eat 
at nooning. or noon intermission. The sermon lasts two or three hours. 
and the prayers almost as long. We boys all sit on the steps that lead 
up to the high pulpit where the minister preaches. The tithingmen. or 
officers ot the church. keep a sharp eye out for any tooling or smiling. 
and use their long knobbed poles whenever they are needed. I am sate 
from getting any raps now. because my tight shoes certainly don•t make 
me feel like smiling. 
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"The deacons sit in the front pew. and the rest of the congregation 
in box pews behind them. There is no heat and in winter the cold is 
bitter. Mother and some ot the other women carry little metal box stoves 
to help keep their feet warm. Everybody stands tor prayers and the lin-
ing of the psalms. The psalms are sung one line at a time. with the 
deacon reading it first. then the congregation repeating it. 
"The tithin~en watch to see that no one falls asleep or leaves the 
service without a good reason. One of them turns the hourglass. and we 
boys are always mighty glad when lunch time comes and we can go out to 
the nooning-house to eat and get war.m. 
•The rules tor the Sabbath Day are strict. It is forbidden to fish. 
shoot. work or ride except to meeting. People who break the laws have 
to pay fines or be punished. The stocks are used tor the punishment. and 
in some places they also use whipping posts. pillories and ducking stools. 
•our minister is a graduate ot college and has many books in his 
house. Most ot the proprietors ot Gilmanton are educated men and people 
say that some day the town will probably have a tine academy as well as 
the grammar school it has now. 
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"Town meeting day onoe a year in )(aroh is another day we have to 
get started early in the morning. rather would like to be a selectman 
next year. Some of the other men say he would make a good one. I think 
so. 
".Another holiday the men and boys like is Training Day. They all 
bring their muskets and flintlock rifles. and sometimes pikes. too. 
whioh are long poles used for fighting. There is a muster near the 
meetinghouse. followed by drill. target practice and contests. After-
wards there are contests tor the boys, too. including wrestling. 
"Everyone has to be pretty oaretul of the supply of bullets. so a 
blazed tree is usually used for a target. The best ma.rkamen often shoot 
at a lighted candle to see if they can snuff it out. Father is a good 
shot and has snuffed out the candle twioe this year. 
"Last winter we had a wolf drive because there were so many wolves 
bothering the settlers. It seemed as if you could hear wolves howling 
almost every night. All the men and boys went on the drive. They 
started at different places in the woods in a large cirole. Then the.y 
walked toward one place in the center making all the noise they could. 
When the wolves heard the shouting and noise they drew away from it. 
going toward the place in the middle. Gradually they were trapped by 
the closing circle, where the men could kill them with their clubs and 
guns. Father got two wolves and I got another. That made five wolves 
we have killed since we•ve been here. The other two were shot at home. 
where they were prowling around our livestock shelter. 
"Mostly I use my traps rather than m:y gun. though. As Martha told 
you. we use a lot of furs; but they are valuable for trading. too. 
Father and I have set aside some of the best pelts we•ve prepared. 
Someday when we have a good bundle of them.~ we will find someone who 
will take them in trade in return for something we need. Things we 
would like to get are some salt, bullets and powder~ another axe, and 
an adze. The furs we are saving include beaver, mink, marten, otter, 
fox and raccoon. We keep the skins of bear, wolves and wildcats to 
use ourselves. 
"We will be glad when someone who does blacksmithing comes to 
Gilmanton. Everyone is anxious to have new chains because they are 
used so much for boulders, logs, traps and sled brakes. Last Second 
Day, which is the day arter the Sabbath, or First Day, a new family 
arriving said a blacksmith from Durham is planning to move here with 
his family very soon. I declare he will be a busy man when he gets 
here. 
"We were glad to have that good news on Second Day, because it 
had been set aside as a fast day. It is not much fUn to go without 
food on a fast dayJ but as Father says, we have many things both to 
pray for and to be thankful for~ and a fast day helps to keep us 
thinking about those things. This fast day was set to pray for early 
planting weather and a good growing season and to be grateful that we 
got through the winter safely. 
"In the fall there is another fast day when Indian Summer comes. 
!hat is the time when it is feared Indians might make a last try to 
attack before the oold weather sets in, so we have a fast day for pray-
ing that they will not harm us. 
"But Indians are not around very often now. They used to have a 
lookout on Belknap Mountain nearby, and everyone still worries if' an 
Indian is seen there; but nowadays they seem to be just traveling 
through. One family had a terrible scare, though, last fall. Four 
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Indians who had run short of supplies stopped at this family's oabin. 
They went through a pantomime of the scalping and torturing they would 
do if they did not get food and bullets, and demanded a bright-colored 
quilt that lay on the bedstead in the corner. The family had to give 
them 'c their bullets and powder and their mush kettle tull of corn meal. 
The leader of the Indians glided ott wearing the quilt while two of his 
men covered the frightened family with their rifles. Of course. the 
people were so glad to escape with their lives that they couldn't com-
plain, but it was a hardship just the same to lose what they did. 
•It I had an hourglass with me I would wager that Martha and I had 
talked a good long time. I don't see one here, though, so I'll just 
have to guess at the· time the way we have to do at home when we get up 
on a cloudy morning. Although Father fixed up a sundial on a tree 
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stump to start us ott on the time at the beginning of the day, it doesn't 
do ua much good when the sun's not shining. On cloudy and storm;y days 
we just keep turning the hourglass and go along with a rough idea of the 
time until bedtime at dark. 
•.Anpa.y, Martha and I have stayed as long as we can. Come on, 
)[a.rtha, we'd best be going.• 
As Martha and Josiah leave us, we surely have a .new feeling of the 
differences between their lives and ours. Although they faced danger 
and hardship, they had excitement and a sense of importance to their fam-
ily, for the work of every child was needed. But in our different kind 
ot world with different kinds of 110rk, every boy and girl is just as needed, 
and our lives can be exciting and interesting, too. lfe must learn many 
:more things than llartha and Josiah did, and we must work in a different 
W&YI but we enjoy all kinds of things that they oould never even imagine. 
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XIII 
THE THINGS THAT LED TO REVOLU'l'ION 
Before the time when John Wentworth was governor of the province 
of New Hampshire. there were troubles with the English kings and gov-
ernment. as we have seen. The state was growing so fast. though, and 
the new towns were so far from the capital at Portsmouth that 1ll8.l:IY 
people did not realize how serious matters were becoming. 
England was determined to make the colonies help pay the heavy 
debts at the end of the last French and Indian War. and she began 
forcing them to pay new taxes and to trade only with the mother country 
and its colonies. This trade plan hurt the shipping business. for 
American ships had been traveling to many ports in other countries. 
taking goods to sell there and bringing others back. 
The new taxes angered the colonists, too. The first of them. 
called the Stamp Act. made .Americans use only stamped paper sold by 
agents of the king for all their legal business, newspapers and some 
other things. The money paid for the stamped paper was the tax which 
went to England. 
The way that the laws were made seemed as unfair to the colonists 
as the laws themselves. Americans had had nothing to say about it. 
New Hampshire and other colonies drew up petitions against the new acts 
and sent them to the king and parliament in England. 
There was a little time before the Stamp Act was to go into effect, 
but no change in the plans came from England. When the day came for the 
tax to begin. the New Hampshire Gazette in Portsmouth was printed with 
a wide border of black around its front page and a headline saying that 
freedom was dead. Some Portsmouth people held a tuneral tor a statue 
of the Goddess ot Liberty to show that they were angry at the loss of 
their rights. The king's tax collector. George Meserve. was taken from 
his office by the people and made to march to a bridge at the harbor to 
tear up the tax papers and throw them "back to England• on the outgoing 
tide. 
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After these and other demonstrations in the colonies. the king re-
pealed the Stamp Act. but other laws followed which were worse. Bnglish 
troops were sent to America to keep order and a new tax declared to pay 
tor the ccst of keeping them there. The manufacture of iron and other 
goods was forbidden in the colonies so that they would have to buy these 
things from Bngland. 
Men in New Hampshire and in other colonies joined Patriots• groups 
to oppose the acta of the English government. They wrote letters about 
the unjust laws and organized expeditions to prevent English officials 
from doing their work. 
In Boston Patriots burned the office of the king' a agent and threw 
stones at some of the English troops. When the redcoats fired ba.ck a 
riot was caused which was known by the Patriots as the "Boston Massacre." 
Similar incidents took place in other colonies. too. 
The people ot all the colonies began to make agreements that they 
would not buy any goods from England. They declared that they would not 
drink any tea. and that everyone would work as hard as possible to make 
everything needed right here in America. Women planned to spin as much 
wool and weave as much cloth as they could. Ken began to produce as many 
things made of iron and glass as they could. 
Soon the ships that had oarried loads of goods back and forth 
across the ocean began to stand idle in American ports. British 
patrol ships were guarding the coastline and ports of the colonies so 
that no cargoes could slip in or out unknown to the king•s agents. 
Merchants had lost their way of making money, and the people had 
to go without many things they wanted and needed. English merchants 
were complaining of the lack of business, too. 
A few men in England saw how bad conditions were, and they were 
working to change the laws so that the colonies and England could come 
to some agreement. In 1770 the English troops were removed from Boston 
and Lord North, the new Prime Minister in England, repealed all the taxes 
except a low one on tea. 
The price of tea was reduced so much that it cost less to b~ it 
in .AJnerioa than it did in England. Many ships loaded with tea were 
sent to the colonies, and the king was sure Americans would buy it. 
But the colonists remained bitter. They felt that they had no guaran-
tee that more harsh laws would not be coming from England again in the 
tuture. They retused to accept the tea. 
In Philadelphia and New York the tea ships were not allowed to dock. 
In Charlestown, South Carolina, it was stored in damp cellars where it 
would spoil. Jlarylanders made a bonfire of their tea. In Port11m0uth 
the tea ships were sent on to Halifax, Nova Scotia. Boston got into the 
biggest argwaent of all over the tea. 
The Patriots warned the governor that there would be trouble if' the 
ships unloaded, but he sent no answer to their messages. Late in the 
evening Patriots dressed as Indians boarded the ships and wrecked the 
cargo, splitting open the boxes and dumping the tea into the harbor. This 
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incident was known as the "Boston Tea Party." All in all# the tea 
that had been destroyed was worth thousands of pounds in English money. 
The king was very angry when he heard the news. Feeling that the 
Boston case was the worst» he punished the town by closing the port coa-
pletely. Extra British warships were sent to guard the harbor. Not 
even the smallest boat could bring a load of wood or badly needed food 
to the town. 
Aa soon as they could, the other colonies sent help to the people 
ot Massachusetts. Portsmouth raised two hundred pounds in money to send 
to Boston. South Carolina sent money and more than a thousand barrels 
ot rice. Goods were hauled by road to the town. 
The king soon made all the colonies suffer for their rebellious 
deeds with a new set of laws passed in 1774. The colonies called them 
the "Intolerable Acts." because they were the most unfair of all the 
laws that had been made. Meetings in the town were forbidden tor any 
purposes except to elect town officers. and British officials were pres-
ent to stand guard. Anyone accused of treason against the English gov-
ernment was to be taken to England tor trial. The colonies were now 
forced. too, to provide food and lodging for British soldiers whenever 
theywere asked. 
)(any people in the colonies wanted to break away from England. 
Other people thought they should try to explain again to the king what 
must be done to change the laws. It was decided to hold a Continental 
Congress with representatives from all the colonies to draw up a declara-
tion of the rights that should be allowed the .A.Jnerican people and send 
this to England. 
The Congress was held in Philadelphia in 1774. The declaration 
was finished and sent, and the people waited tor -word from England. 
When the king paid no attention, the colonies began to get ready tor 
war. 
Bands of Patriots everywhere organized into fighting units. 
Those in .Ke.ssachusetts were called "llin.utemene" In New Hampshire. 
Patriots set up a "Committee ot Safety," to train for fighting and to 
be ready to take over the government it war should come. Under the 
state militia law every man from sixteen to aixty had always carried 
arms. Now th-.y drilled and practiced military exercises as Patriots. 
or Sons of Liberty. 
In December of 1774, when some British ships were on the way to 
Portsmouth from Boston, word arrived in the colonies that the king 
would not allow the people to have any more guns and powder for any 
reason. The Boston Patriots immediately sent Paul Revere·' to Portsmouth 
on his horse to tell the New Hampshire Committee of' Safety. 
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Although th-.y knew the British ships were coming, John Sullivan, 
John Langdon and other men acted at once. Taking fishing boats, they 
slipped out by night to FOrt William and Mary on Portsmouth Harbor and 
seized all the ~· and ammunition there. It took many trips to move 
them from the fort, but in all they took one hundred barrels of powder, 
fifteen cannon, and many small arms and other war stores. Some of the 
goods were taken up the Oyster River and hidden under the meetinghouse 
in Durham. until they could be taken to a place near Boston. '!'his brave 
act by the New Hampshire Patriots, known as the •Gunpowder Party," was 
the first armed attack on the British. 
By the time the British ships from Boston discovered what had happened 
and set out to investigate. the Oyster River was frozen over and 
no trace could be found of the crime that had been committed against 
the king. 
Governor John Wentworth had been put in a very difficult spot. 
The Committee of Safety was dcnanding that he resign and leave the 
province. He did not want to go .. for New Hampshire was his home and 
he loved it; but feeling against the Tories. or people loyal to the 
king, was growing stronger every day. Rather than leave. he decided 
to move to Fort William and Mary. Finally he went to Halifax, Nova 
Scotia, where he remained. He was as much respected and admired 
there as he had been in New Hampshire, and later became Lieutenant 
Governor of that province, and a baronet. 
A man from Hampton, Keshech Weare, wa:s:ohosen by the Committee of 
Safety to replaoe Governor Wentworth as chief executive. As ~presi­
dent~ of the new govermnent he would lead New Hampshire throughout the 
war. A monument in his honor may be seen at Hampton Falls today. bear-
ing the inscription, "He was one of those good men who dare to love 
their country and be poor.• 
The Committee also arranged for every man in New Hampshire to say 
whether he was for or against the king. Each one was given the "Asso-
ciation Test," in which he had to sign his name and tell whether or not 
he was a loyal patriot. Very few were not. 
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By now everyone knew that war was coming. The colonies held a 
second Continental Congress in Philadelphia in 1775, this time to organ-
ize a government which would carry on throughout the war. The king still 
thought that the trouble would be quickly straightened out by the British 
Army, but we shall soon see how mistaken he was. 
• 
• 
• 
XIV 
NEW HAMPSHIRE'S PART 
Because the king thought that moat of the trouble in the colonies 
centered around Boston where the Patriots were so active, he planned 
to capture the Massachusetts Patriots. It seemed to him that as soon 
as theee "hotheadsn were seised and punished, the rest of the problems 
in the colonies could be quickly settled. 
The English General Gage, stationed in Boston, prepared his troops 
to march to Lexington where the Patriots Samuel Adams end John Hancock 
were staying. After capturing these men, he intended to seize the stores 
of guns and ammunition the Patriots had collected in nearby Concord, 
Massachusetts. 
Since the Patriots knew what General Gage was planning, they sta-
tioned a man in the tower of the Old North Church in Boston to watch 
the British and see when they started to move. Paul Revere and William 
Dawes waited with their horses where they could see a signal from the 
tower. Two lanterns there would mean the British had started, and the 
riders would rush with the news to Roxbury, Lexington and Concord so the 
Minutemen could be ready. 
As several boatloads of British redooats set out for the shore after 
dark, the message was received by the two riders and the alar.m was car-
ried through the countryside. The British met the first Minutaaen early 
in the morning at Lexington. The British Major Pitcairn yelled, •Dis-
perse, ye rebels!" and ordered his men to_charge. The small band of 
Minutemen lost eight of their men and had to withdraw. 
Marching on to Concord, the British found little left of the Patri-
ots' military stores end met a second group of Minutemen who had suddenly 
appeared by a bridge. This time it was the British who fell back. As 
they retreated toward Boston in great disorder, the Minutemen showered 
them with musket balls from behind trees and stone walls. MOre British 
troops which had been sent to help the first brought cannon. and the 
battle grew more fierce; but the redcoats could do nothing more than 
get back to their fort. 
The news that the fighting had begun spread fast. When one rider 
had to stop. another took over. In Epsom, New H8lllpshire. aa.• rider 
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came past the farm of Andrew McClary shouting the news, he left his plow 
in the furrow and rushed to gather men to go to Boston. lfi thin twenty 
hours he was in Boston with eighty volunteers. Joha Stark of Derryfield 
dropped work at his mill and set out for Boston at once. collecting 
other Patriots on the way. 
From eve~ere men hurried to help the Minutemen guard the roads 
around Boston to keep the British hemmed in. By June several hundred 
New Hampshire men were organized at Boston under the command of General 
John Stark. 
Meauwhile Patriots in the Venncnt territory~ called the Green 
Mountain Boys. had captured large supplies of British guns and amauni-
tion at FOrt Ticonderoga. 
Guns and ammunition were badly needed by the American troops. 
When the British tried to seize Breed's Hill in Boston on June seven-
teenth, the Americans ran out of powder and were forced to retreat. 
In this battle. the first shot was fired by Major John Simpson of Deer-
field, l(ew Hampshire, and more men from our state took part than frCIIl 
any other colony. 
For a time the colonists thought that as soon as the king saw 
that they were ready to tight tor their rights, he would give in. 
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But he did not. Soon atter the battle at Breed's Hill, General George 
Washington was sent by the Continental Congress at Philadelphia to take 
charge ot all the American troops around Boston. He sent men to load 
the cannon and stores trom Ticonderoga on sleds and bring them to Bos-
ton. Hew fortifications were made near Dorchester. 
Then the British lett Boston to make better plans tor the war. 
Leaving some troops behind to protect the town, General Washington 
moved his army southward. As the war continued on other fronts, Hew 
Hampshire families telt the hardships of having the men away. It 
they could, the soldiers made trips home to plant crops tor their fam-
ilies, or do other necessary work. Most schools were closed, and sup-
plies ot all kinds were short. 
The government, under Meshech Weare, sent as mauy supplies as it 
could to the troops. It was decided to draw up a statement declaring 
New Hampshire's freedom trom the English government. Timothy Walker ot 
Concord, Samuel Cutts of Portsmouth, and John Dudley ot Raymond wrote 
it, and our Declaration of Independence was ready on June 15, 1776 to 
send to the Continental Congress at Philadelphia. There the delegates 
ot the other colonies were also working on a Declaration ot Independence 
tor all the colonies together, which was adopted three weeks later on 
July fourth, 1776. In the minds ot the .Alnerican oolonies1 they belonged 
to Britain no more. 
Three Hew Hampshire men signed the national Declaration ot Inde-
pendence at Philadelphia: Josiah Bartlett of Kingston, William 'Whipple 
ot Portsmouth, and Matthew Thornton ot Londonderry. The war with 
England had hardly begun, and all of these men who so bravely worked 
tor freedom were running the risk ot being hanged as traitors it 
America should lose. 
In the sWIIIler of 1777 the war took a turn which sent the shivers 
up and down the spines of Vermont and Bew Hampshire people. '!'he 
British General Burgoyne was on his way through Bew York state, bring-
ing Indians with him. Hundreds of New Hampshire men jumped tor their 
guns and started tor a rallying point at Bennington. John Stark, who 
had returned home after the first battles of the war, was again in 
cODIJilaDd ot a Bn Hampshire brigade, and William Whipple in charge of 
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a second. As they prepared for a battle with the British near Benning-
ton, General stark vowed, ~e'll overcome the ens~ or Molly Stark's a 
widow!" His men carried the first American flag to appear in battle 
as they fought there. 
'!'he British were driven back, and later General Burgoyne's entire 
8.l"mY was defeated at Saratoga, Bew York. Onoe again the war drew away 
to the south. For month after weary month If• Hampshire continued to 
send soldiers, supplies and money. '!'he war dragged on until 1783. 
When the British finally surrendered, the First New Hampshire Regiment 
had been in the field tor eight years and eight months, longer than any 
other unit. 
At least one hundred armed ships had been sent out from this state 
as privateers, among them the Enterprise and the McClary .. which seized 
many valuable en~ ships. '!'he Continental Congress had also ordered 
three ships ot war to be built at Portsmouth: the -aaleigh,• John Paul 
Jones' -Ranger," and the "America," which was not finished until the end 
of the war. '!'he "Ranger" was the ship which carried the American flag 
made by Betsy Ross. 
The ooloniea. haTtas won their freedom at last, oelebrated the 
end of the war with bonfire•• apeeohea and happy hoaeoaain~s. The 
last traoes of anythi.Jl& to do with the aother oountry were r•oTed, 
inoluding ED~lish aoney, pio~a. street neaea and signs with the 
royal ooat ot anu on thea. Tories no lonpr had any ripta in the 
new oountry • 
... B.-pshire needed a better oonatitution than the te~orary oae 
whioh had served during the war. There were many other aattera to be 
oonsiderecl both at holae and with the twelve other new states. Iext 
we shall see how the looal ad national ~verm~enta be~an to solve the 
probl .. a that followed the war. 
i2 
X'l 
TBE NINTH STATE 
One of the most serious matters to be straightened out after the 
war was the question of money. During the war each state, &s well as 
the Continental Congress. had printed paper money. There had been no 
gold or silver to back this money, and there was much conf'usion over 
the value of the different kinds of bills. 
The hardships of war had kept many people from paying their taxes, 
and now these debts were made worse because the paper money had become 
almost worthless. Shortages had caused the prices of nearly everything 
to go way up. Not only were the people unable to pay their debts, but 
they were unable to buy the things they needed. 
Soldiers who were paid in the paper money felt cheated. The many 
people who lived inland in New H .. pshire did not like it because those 
near the ooast had made money from trade and privateering during the 
war. Many inland towns held meetings and voted not to pay their baok 
taxes. Some of them were not even sure they wanted to stay under the 
government of New Hampshire. 
Several towns near the Connecticut River thought it would be bet-
ter to join the new state of Vermont than to remain with New Hampshire. 
Although they finally decided to return to New Hampshire, they and other 
inland towns argued a great deal over the new state constitution that 
was being drawn up. They wanted fairer taxes, and insisted that they 
should have equal rights with the older towns in sending delegates to 
the state senate and house of representatives. 
Another point that oaused delay in finishing the constitution was 
the rule that a person must own property in order to vote. After many 
• 
• 
revisions, everything was finally changed to suit the majority of the 
people, and the state constitution was ratified by vote in the towns 
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in 1784. Every town of one hundred and fifty voters had a representa-
tive in the legislature. This is still true today, and causes our state 
at the present time to have the largest legislature in the country. 
The state seal was adopted at the same time as the constitution. 
It shows the sun rising behind the frigate ~aleigh" on the stocks, 
with the flag of 1777 flying at the stern. The seal is mounted on a 
field of blue. 
While John Langdon of Portsmouth had been president, or gpver.nor, 
of the state, new laws had been passed to help the people with their 
money problems, but they were still serious when John Sullivan took 
over in 1786. A group of two hundred men went so far as to take up 
arms and march to Exeter, where the legislature was in session, to de-
mand that more paper money be printed. More paper money would have 
made the trouble even worse. President Sullivan succeeded in control-
ling the mob with the aid of the militia. New ways were found of help-
ing the people to pay their debts, usually in goods, and at last the 
state government began to run more smoothly. 
Meanwhile, all the new states had been trying to work together to 
fonn a national, or federal government. The national government would 
take care of things affecting all the colonies, while the state govern-
ments would run the affairs of eaoh state. 
A convention to draw up a national constitution was called in 1787, 
and New Hampshire sent Nicholas Gilman and John Langdon as its delegates. 
The men who planned the national constitution decided to have a Congress 
in two parts, the same as the smaller state governments. In the House 
ot Representatives they planned to have members from each state accord-
ing tc the nuaber of people in the state. That meant that larger states 
would have more members. But in the Senate. each state would have just 
two members. regardless of its size. 
As head of the national government, all the states together would 
elect a president of the United States. A third part of goveruaent was 
needed, too. to make sure that all laws were fair and in agreement with 
the constitution. This was the high court of the land, made up of judges 
to be appointed by the president, and called the Supreme Court. 
It was decided that nine of the thirteen states would have to 
ratit,y the constitution tor it to be accepted. When it was finished 
and sent to the states, each one considered it very carefully. .Af'ter 
all the trouble with the governm.ent of England, the states wanted to 
be very sure that the new plan was a good one. 
Finally, after eight states had ratified the constitution, New 
Hampshire became the ninth to do so, on June 21, 1788. Hew Hampshire's 
vote meant that the constitution would go into effect, and an election 
tor President of the United States would be held. 
Our state sent three Congressmen to the House of Representatives 
end two members to the Senate. our first senators were Paine Wingate 
and John Langdon. The Congress met in New York, where Colonel Langdon 
was chosen president of the Senate. That meant that he would be the 
man to take charge until the presidential election was completed and 
the new President of the United States sworn into office. 
llhen George Washington was elected, be traveled by horse and buggy 
from Virginia to New York, greeted and cheered by the people everywhere 
along the way. After be was inaugurated on .April 6, 1789, he chose as 
his secretary a New Hampshire m~ n~ed Tobias Lear. The following 
year the new president visited New Hampshire during a tour of the 
nation. and stopped at the Lear home. 
One ot the things the new federal government did was to take a 
census in 1790 of the num.ber of people in the nation. There had been 
a great increase in the population of New Hampshire. tor it now nUil-
bered 142~000 people. 
Dr. Josiah Bartlett had beoOllle president of New Hampshire in that 
same year. Be was also president of the New Hampshire Kedioal Society, 
started in 1791, and one ot the first in the country. )(any tine men 
went into gpverument. tor it was considered a great honor to serve the 
state and the nation. 
The schools whioh had been closed during the war were running 
again, ~d there were many n• ones. Philips Exeter Aoadem.y had been 
started in 1781, ~d other academies at Atkinson, .Alnherst, Hew Ipswich, 
Hampton and Gilmanton followed. In 1798 a medical school was founded 
at Dartmouth. 
The first bank in New Hampshire opened in Portsmouth during these 
years~ and Dover and Hanover both established libraries. In Concord 
the printing of the state's second newspaper was begun in 1790. 
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As the century of the 1700' a drew to a close. Hew Hampshire was be-
coming a very interesting plaoe. The return of nonaal trade and busi-
ness was bringing about changes in transportation, as well as other 
things. There was much talk about canals. Even the best roads were 
narrow • rutted and hard to travel on. Wagons and oarta often broke 
down in rough and muddy places. and bridges were apt to wash out at 
times of high water. Although riverboats had always been used tor 
carrying goods, they usually could not go long distances because ot 
waterfalls, rapids and shallow places in the rivers. 
Canals oould bypass these difficult places, and looks oould be 
built to raise boats to a higher water level. TWo sucoesstul canals 
in !la.ssachusetts served to show how much canals could help trade. One 
was made around Turner's Falls on the Connecticut River. opening a long 
water highway which was soon carrying huge quantities ot freight. The 
strong. powertul men who poled the heavy boats were known as "River 
Gods." 
The other Massachusetts canal was located on the KerrUnack, con-
necting Lowell with Boston Harbor by way ot the MYstic River. Known as 
Middlesex Canal, it, too, was heavily traveled. 
One of the men who saw the great advantage to be gained trom 
canals on the upper Merrimack was Samuel Blodgett ot Manchester. He 
was seventy years old when he started to build a canal with locka 
around the sixty toot drop at Amoskeag Falls, and it turned out to be 
a tar longer, harder and more expensive job than he expected. But he 
did live to see his dream come true atter fourteen years of work. On 
the dq in 1807 when the first small boat went through the canal, 
Blodgett stood proudly on deck. 
Along with Blodgett's. other canals on the Merrimack soon made it 
possible tor boats to carry freight all the way up to Concord. The trip 
trom Boston to Concord took five days. Going back with the help ot the 
current took only four. Even though tolls were collected at the looks 
as boats passed through, shipping by water was much cheaper than by 
road. It was now much easier. too. to ship heavy loads ot timber and 
granite to down river ports. 
Another man who was ver,y interested in river traffic was Samuel 
Korey ot Orford, who ran a ferry there. He built a small steamboat 
which was launched on the Connecticut in 1793, seventeen years before 
Fulton's famous steamboat was to appear. He did not have the money 
to improve his steamboat enough for commercial uae, but years later 
when other steamboats began to be seen traveling up and down the Con-
necticut, MOrey could feel proud that he had played a part in devel-
oping them. 
Even though the rivers were used so much to carry freight, there 
was no less interest in better roads. Many turnpike companies were 
formed to build long roads and run them like small businesses. with 
travelers paying tolls at several points along the way. By 1800, 
charters for building roads had been given to twenty-six turnpike 
companies. It was said that New Hampshire was having a •turnpike 
craze." It became very much easier to travel with so many new roads, 
and the carrying of mail and goods was much improved. 
Mail, which was carried by post riders, went tree on the turn-
pikes. Soldiers and people on religious business were also allowed 
to travel free. Since some people tried to avoid paying the tolls by 
turning oft near the toll stations • these were ott en moved from place 
to place. The rule when m~eting someone coming trom the opposite 
direction was "Keep to the lett.• 
It was necessary on long journeys to have several resting places 
for travelers, and taverns sprang up at many places along the way. 
Here weary travelers could get meals, sleep, and rest their horses or 
exchange them it necessary. 
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Because the roads had been so poor up until this tim.e,. few stage-
coaches had been used except along the coast. In 1807 a coach began to 
travel between Boston and Concord,. and ••-better bridges were built,. more 
coaches began to appear. Passengers had a. choice of three classes of 
travel. At one time,. if they paid a fare of $7.00 they could always 
remain seated in the coach. For $3.00 they had to get out and walk when 
the going was bad. At the lowest fare of $1.00,. they were required not 
only to walk but to push. 
For roads were still far from the kind of highways we have today. 
Ma.de only of dirt,. with logs in some places,. they needed constant 
s.oothing of ruts and repairing of wash-outs. Travelers were often 
either choking from the dust or lurching in their seats through rough 
and muddy places. Ev"en so,. the turnpikes were a great improvement in 
the transportation system of the state. 
As the 18001 a began,. the new state and the new nation were making 
progress in m~ ways. New Hampshire continued to grow ao fast that 
another census in 1800,. ten years after the p :r.vious one,. showed a 
jump in population to almost 2oo.ooo people. Not all of the new people 
were settling on the land. )(any were coming into the towns,. for life 
in the towns was changing. llext we shall see some of the interesting 
developments that were taking place in Bew Hampshire to1ma. 
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XVI 
THE BEGINNINGS OF INDUSTRY 
As we have seen, early families had to do many different kinds 
of work in order to get along. It was hard tor everyone to 1 earn so 
many skills, or to have the time to do all the necessary jobs. Until 
a better way could be found, people helped each other by sharing and 
exchanging work. 
As traveling grew easier, more special jobs were done by men who 
went from place to place, stopping in towns too small to give them 
work year round. Schoolmasters and preachers often traveled in this 
way, staying for a time in one town and then moving on to another. 
Other men who brought their special skills to farms and small 
places were shoemakers, tanners, weavers and candlema.kers. They 
would stop at a home where there was work, and then continue on their 
rounds. People were glad to have these difficult jobs done by a skil-
ful person, tor often they could not do them as well nor as quickly 
themselves. 
They enjoyed the company ~d the news these travelers brought, 
too. Their coming was a happy change. in the usual routine, as was 
the visit of the peddler, or the tinkerer who mended pots and pans. 
As soon as a tow.n grew big enough, men with training iD special 
trades would open up their shops. After a ff!IW years a little place 
would have not only its grist and saw mills and blacksmith shop, but 
one or two other small businesses as well. Coopers, bootma.kers, har-
nessmakers, printers and metalsmiths all took over some of the skilled 
work for the areas in which they were located. 
Some of the older towns had bakeshops where housewives could buy 
their bread. In Exeter there was a chocolate-making shop, and one for 
snuff, which was a form of tobacco. Alstead had a little paper-making 
business as early as 1793_ where paper was produced from rags. In 
nearby Keene glass bottles and windowpanes were made. 
At first all these shops were very small. A man Who practioed a 
trade would teach a few young boys his trade, and each of them would 
set up his own shop when he finished his apprenticeship, as it was 
called. 
As men learned to make more kinds of machines and use water power 
to turn them, many of the shops became factories. More people worked 
in them, aDi each did only a part of the work in making an article. 
For instance, in the making of shoes, some people did only the cutting 
of the leather, while others did the sewing of different parts. and 
still others the nailing or pegging. Shoe pegs were not made in the 
same place, but came from a woodworking shop where different men did 
different jobs, too. 
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Things could be made much faster this way than when one person did 
all the work by hand. Although the early machines were crude and heavy, 
a surprising s:mount of goods could be turned out on some of them. A 
shoe factory in Weare in 1823 had forty workers and was able to turn 
out 20,000 pairs of shoes in a year. Other shoe factories were in opera-
tion in the towns of Farmington, Rochester and Dover. 
The hard work of making woolen cloth at home was gradually taken 
over by spinning, fulling and weaving mills. At first only some parts 
of the process were done in mills. At New Ipswich in 1801• a carding 
mill was started by a man named James Sanderson. Wool sent to his mill 
was carded and spun by machine into thread. Soon he waa dyeing it, 
too. The yarn then had to be woven into cloth at home. 
Before long weaving mills appeared, with looms run by power. 
Larger looms in these mills produced blankets and other heavy materi-
als. The process of' .fulling made the cloth thick and warm. It was 
done by shrinking, beating and combing the material. Different people 
worked on the various stages of' producing the clothe: 
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Faster methods of' making cloth made it cheaper to buy, and many 
other woolen mills were started in New Hampshire during the years after 
1800. A mill in Keene became famous for ita red flannel. Dover mills 
made cashmere and dress fabrics. The first smooth woolen cloth to be 
printed in many colors was made in Hooksett. 
There was great interest in cotton cloth, too, although it had 
never been used very much in New Hampshire before. .A cotton-spinning 
mill was started in New Ipswich in 1805. The first ootton-wea.Ting 
mill was established in Peterborough in 1809. By 1810 there were 
twelve cotton mills in the state, and many more followed. Manchester 
would later have the largest cotton mill in the world, the Amoskeag 
Manufacturing Company, stretching for two miles along the Merrimack 
RiTer. Nashua would become known for fine cotton sheeting and Indian 
Head cloth, as well as tleecy blankets from its woolen mills. 
Another famous industry in the state was the .Abbott and Downing 
Company in Concord which made stagecoaches and other horse-drawn car-
riages and wagons. Started in 1813 by Lewis Downing, the business grew 
rapidly as the handsome coaches and wagons found their way to more and 
more distant places. Overland Mail and Wells Fargo bought many of' thaa 
to use in the West, and others went across the ocean to kings aDd queens 
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in Europe. Bach was UDlike any other in the brilliant designs painted 
by the comp~ artists, one ot whoa was Benja.min west. The coach body 
rested on heavy leather straps three inches thick which allowed it to 
awing ud acted as springs. Several hundred men worked tor the c0111pany, 
helpin~ to produce the various parts. 
Since the time when forest products had first been made in the 
state, m~ new uses tor trees had developed. A great deal of wood was 
used in making tools, aachinery~ wagons ud turniture. Wood was still 
in great demand tor building homes and ships, as well as the stores and 
factories ot the newer age. Thousands ot men had jobs ~ the lumber 
and woodworking industries. 
Quarrying had become an industry, too. The first stone had been 
cut by tanaers tor use as steps, foundations, road markers and the like. 
Now many :men were in the quarrying business tull t.ime. .IIUch more gran-
ite was used tor buildings, bridges, cemeteries and monuments. It was 
a strong, hard stone which could be highly polished, and the cutting 
and smoothing ct it was done at several places in the state. 
The great difference that all these industries brought to New Hamp-
shire was that so ~ people were now earning money instead ot making 
their living on the land. Where once the state had been largely little 
farms, it was now changing to a place where busy towns were common. The 
men who worked in industry no longer had time to make all the things they 
needed at home. They spent long days at their jobs, tor working hours 
in those days were from sunup to sunset, about fourteen hours a day. 
The things a family needed were now bought with money. More and 
more stores began to appear on the main streets ot the towns • Not only 
did people have jobs making manufactured products, but others worked 
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transporting them to the markets where they could be sold and doin~ the 
selling. 
Ot oourse, there was still a great deal of tanning, too. But the 
farmer now had better tools to help him, and as early farm. were made 
larger and improved, there was often a ohanoe for the tanaer to make 
money, also. He had what he called his "oash orop," sanething produced 
on the fann which could be sold to markets in the to1m.s. Sometimes the 
oash orop was extra butter, cheese, eg~s or pork. Sometimes it was 
cider from his apples, grain that he had raised, or lumber from his 
woodlot. 
Farm women sanetime 1 prepared special things to sell. Hand110rk, 
homemade medicines and preserves, and packets of seed found ba,yers in 
the towns. In the early dqs of factories, mill agents rode around on 
horseback, taking Y'Lrn to be 110ven in the homes and then collected later. 
This and other kinds of work which the women oould do without leaving 
their families brought some money into farm. homesteads. 
In winter when the roads were hard-packed with snow, farmers often 
banded together and organized an expedition "down below" to sell their 
produce. Sleighs and pungs were loaded with goods for market, and all 
went together to do their trading in the larger toWl'lll. 
Although the people now used money muoh more. they earned very lit-
tle at a time as compared to todqe In the early 1800 1 • a factory 
worker was paid only five to ten dollars a month. Women weaving at 
home could make only twenty-five or thirty oents for a day 1 s work. But 
to people who were used to little or no cash, this was good money, and 
a t6fll dollars at that time would go a long way. 
Because so many people now lived in the pl. rts of Bew Hampshire far 
from the seaoost, it was decided that the state gover.nment should be 
located nearer the center of the state. In 1808 Concord was chosen 
as the capital. News ot government acti"'ities was printed there in 
the New Hampshire Patriot and carried by post riders to the towns. 
A serious problem tor the gover.nment at this time was whether 
the United States waa going to have another war w1 th England. France 
and Bngland were fighting in Europe, and each was trying to p r.-vent 
the shipping trade of the other. The Hew Hampshire Patriot carried 
many stories of the trouble caused when Bngland interfered with our 
ships at sea. This was a violation of the peace treaty and .Americans 
were angered. 
When a British ship tired on the Chesapeake, an American naval 
vessel, some men in the south, called War Hawks, felt that the United 
States should declare war on England. The Federalist party of the gov-
ernment was strong in New England and opposed the war. While Thomas 
Jefferson was president the country managed to stay at peace, but when 
James Madison was elected our fourth president, the War of 1812 began. 
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New Hampshire's Governor John Langdon drafted 3,500 men from this 
state at once. The British invaded the south and burned our national 
capitol at Washington. There was danger that they would lend at Ports-
mouth, and the New Hampshire regiments were recalled to defend the coast-
line; but the British plan was not carried out. The American forces de-
feated the British on land in the south and on the sea in several naval 
battles. When peace was declared other nations knew that the United 
States was no longer a young and weak country. Our right to use the sea 
li~e other nations was not questioned again. 
By the time the war was over in 1815, plans tor our new state 
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capitol building in Concord were underway. It was built of local gran-
ite, and through ita halls in the next few years came m~ distinguished 
visitors. The fifth president, James Monroe, made a trip to New Hamp-
shire in 1817. There was great excitement as the presidential coach 
came rolling into Concord. A ffl'fr years later, in 1825, the great French 
General Lafayette came to the United States and paid a visit to our 
state. As he made his way to Concord, people heaped his carriage with 
June roses. A young elm tree was plantei in the state house yard aa a 
memento of his visit. 
~other president, Andrew Jackson, came this way in 1833, saying 
afterward that he had fall~n in love with the wonderful state of New 
Hampshire as he toured its mountains, lakes and pretty t0Wll8. 
Concord was an outstandiJlg example of the rapid growth of the towns 
during these years. The shops and saall factories at the ttme of Andrew 
Jackson's visit numbered nearly one hundred. If you oould have walked 
along the street you would have seen the busy shops of hatters, apothe-
caries, printers, tailors, drapers, silversmiths, milliners, bookbinders. 
watch and clock makers, chair makes, a whip maker, a wood carver and gil-
der, and many more. .Among the local taverns was the Eagle Coffee House 
where the annual coachmen's ball was held. Each year the •xnights of 
the Whip" gathered from all parts of New England for a colorful GOaoh 
parade on the day of the ball. 
Among the men you might have seen on the street was the famoua1law-
yer Daniel Webster, the "Great Black Giant of the East.• You would have 
known him at once from his deep-set, piercing eyes and thatch of thick 
black hair. His tie~ speeches urging the United States to stay to-
gether and solve their problems peacefully had been heard throughout 
the oountry. He was a Congressman from New Hampshire twice and later 
a Senator from Jlassaohusetta • where he had moved his law office. 
It you had listened to the people'• talk, you might have heard 
about an amazing new kind ot transportation. the steam railroad. Al-
tho:ugh it would terrify the horses. throw blazing sparks into the 
fields. and surely be only a dangerous plaything, the railroad was 
coming to New Hampshire. We shall soon hear more about the tirst 
steam trains to come chugging into our state. 
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XVII 
THE IRON HORSE AND OTHER PROGRESS 
With tine coaches tor traveling, and great boats and strong 
wagons for freight, it seemed to the people of New Hampshire that 
they could hardly ask for more in the way of transportation. No one 
realized in the beginning how much difference the tunny little steam 
trains would make in the coming years. 
The first one appeared on a railroad line from Lowell to Nashua, 
in 1835. Charters to build the lines were granted by the legislature, 
and there were soon many more. The first one was extended to Concord. 
Another was built from Boston to Portsmouth. Within a few years there 
were lines exte:cding in many directions to towns in the north and from 
one town to another across the state. 
As each new section was completed, there were speeches, parades 
and parties. People marveled at the speed of the little trains and some 
were afraid to go as fast as twenty to thirty miles an hour. Shipping 
by rail was far easier and faster than by any other method, and busi-
ness boomed as more and more freight was carried by trains. Soon they 
were carrying the mail a.s well. 
The canals and waterways were no longer choked with boats. Main-
taining the canals and looks had been expensive, anyway, for they had 
been built before iron had come into wide use, and the wooden machinery 
at gates and looks frequently had to be repaired or replaced. 
In 1844, with the invention of the telegraph, the railroads 
brought another service to the people. News could be sent quickly from 
place to place by way of the railroad telegraph office. 
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Little narrow gauge railroads began to spring up in the mountains 
tor lumbering purposes. They were not easy to build. Muoh blasting 
was necessary to make way tor the tracks, and high trestles and bridges 
had to be made over rivers and ravines. But they paid tor themselves 
quickly, even so, tor lumbering was becoming a huge business in New 
Hampshire. 
The state had been having trouble with an area north of the moun-
tains. The people in the region of Pittsburg felt that no one knew tor 
sure whether they belonged to Canada or to New Hampshire. They decided 
to form an independent gover.runent known as Indian Stream Republic. FOr 
three years, until the federal government ruled that they were part of 
New Hampshire, the people ran their affairs without obeying any laws 
but their own. When they still refused to cooperate with the state 
after the boundary line was set, Governor Isaac Hill was forced to call 
out the militia and make them surrender. 
There were some other groups in New Hampshire which had ideas about 
living in special communities, although they accepted the laws of the 
state. These were religious groups. The time when all the people of 
a town had belonged to one church and paid taxes to support it had 
passed. There were now many kinds of churches, including Congrega-
tional, EPiscopal, Baptist, Methodist, Presbyterian, Unitarian and 
Catholic. There were also groups of Millerites, Quakers, llormons, 
Shakers and, later, Christian Scientists. 
)(est of the Quakers went to Pennsylvania, and the llormons to Utah, 
to live with others of their belief, but the Shakers set up colonies 
here. New Hampshire had two of them, one at Enfield and one at Canter-
bury. On large tracts of land, they built complete communities of 
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their own, where they could practice their creed or a simple. hard-
working lire in the service of God. No marriage was allowed, and men 
and women lived in separate buildings. They made beautiful, simple 
furniture and tools, and became famous tor their finely woven gray 
Shaker cloth, carefully prepared medicines, and excellent garden seeds. 
They invented several valuable kinds of equipment, such as the Shaker 
stove, washing machine, and Eclipse corn planter. 
As early as 1829, another religious group in the state, the Bap-
tists, had started a theological school at New Hampton, with part of 
the school open to young women. Up to this time there had been little 
higher education tor girls. As academies became more common. however, 
some tor girls were started. A girl who was lucky enough to attend one 
usually studied languages, music. art and religion. 
Although education was steadily improving in the state, the lite 
ot the people was often the most important part of their training in 
good character. Children still did a large share of the work in their 
homes. FOr those who lived on farms, a day's work began before the sun 
was up, and a walk of many miles to school was coJJIIII.on. 
Town homes 'with iron stoves instead of fireplaces still kept boys 
busy splitting and carrying huge quantities of wood, and horses and car-
riages in the barns needed constant care. Girls' tasks still included 
helping with cooking and preserving, washing, scouring floors, and 
toiling with the family sewing tor long, eye-straining hours. 
Farm 1 ite was at its peak around the middle of: the 1800's.. Genera-
tions of hard work had brought rolling f:ields, barns tull of livestock, 
and prosperous orchards to New Hwapshire farmers. our state was sometimes 
called the "granary of the east," tor the plentiful supplies of: grain it 
grew and shipped to other places. 
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In the tara cellar after the harvest were bins loaded with ve!&-
tables; barrels tull··at apples, oider and vinegar; crocks and jars of 
pickles, salt pork, mince meat, head cheese and greens, and hanging 
from the beams, juicy oured hams, strings of fat sausages, and flitches 
of baoon. 
All year round in the buttery were shelves of milk pans thiok 
with cream, golden butter pressed with pretty designs, and heavy 
cheeses stored in wooden boxes. 
A hungry tarm boy in from chorea oould sit down at a table almost 
groaning with hearty tare. .Among his favorite foods might have been 
beans baked with maple sugar, ohioken end dumplings, gay· red flannel 
hash, plump doughnuts fresh from the iron doughnut kettle, or thick-
sliced home-made bread with lots of his mother's bright clear jelly on 
it. 
The £ann family had many good times to get her, taking part in the 
exciting country :f'airs, driving or sleighing to chicken end oyster sup-
pers, enjoying the Fourth of July celebration with its Parade ot Hor-
ribles, end attending country parties to dance lively polkas, waltzes, 
schottisches, contra dances, jigs and reels. 
But in spite of' the good life during these years of' plenty, and in 
spite ot the business prosperity ot the towns, New Hampshire was~not 
able to hold many of' its people. The rioh lands in the midwest and far 
west were opening up to settlers, end countless sturdy New Englanders, 
tull of' energy and ambition, packed up and moved westward. 
Otten these people who were starting out again as pioneers f'or.med 
colonies or emigration societies, and settled together in the new terri-
tory to form a town. Others went on their own to places already settled. 
Many young men set out alone to build their tortunes in the tar west, 
particularly a:rter gold was diacoTered in Oalitornia in 1848. Saae 
croased the country to the gold fields 'by land• while others who had 
the passage money went by ship. This meant a lone and dt.nterou trip 
ot many weeks. sailing aloDg the coast ot South America. around the 
horn. and back along the Pacific coast to California. 
A man who had been born in Amherst. Bew Baapshire. had a great 
intluenoe on the westward moTement. Be wu Horace Greeley. founder 
ot the Bew York City newspaper. the 1few York Tribune. ID his paper he 
adTised young men to "Go west and grow up with the coUDtry." Horace 
Greeley was also taaous tor his writings against the injustice of 
slaTery and against other things he considered wrong. 
llan.y northerners had had experiences with runaway slaTes fraa the 
south and telt Tery strongly that there should be laws against owning 
slaTes. As new states oaae into the Uaion in the western territory, 
bitter quarrels arose as to whether they should 'be alaTe or tree states. 
As long as 'there were juat as aaay slaTe sta'tes as tree states. the laws 
would not 'be ohul(!;ed. 
It is time tor us to look into some ot the prc'bles that were de-
Teloping in other parts of the cou:D.try• tor 'they were leading straight 
to serious trouble which would soon atteot eTery Aaerican. 
XVIII 
THE CIVIL WAR 
ll'hile industry had been spreading rapidly in the north, the 
southern states had been spending most of their time and energy 
growing mon~ crops such as cotton, tobacco, rice and indigo. Some 
manufacturing had been tried, but it was not very successful. 
The prosperity of the south rested on their system of agricul-
ture. Great farms, called plantations, were worked by thousands of 
lfegro slaves. The invention of the cotton gin made the growing of 
cotton even more profitable, and men who had money put it into more 
and more cotton land and more and more slaves. 
As we have seen, there were meny people in the north who were 
against the idea of slavery. This was not true of all northerners, 
for some of them owned the ships which brought the slaves to .&nerica. 
They were making a great deal of money doing it. Other northerners 
realized that without slaves the south would collapse and the slave 
states would be ruined. These people hoped that some gradual way of 
doing away with slavery would be found. 
Arguments raged in the United States Congress over the question. 
When Texas wanted to become a part of the Union in 1846, the north was 
bitterly opposed to it; for Texas would be another slave state. Never-
theless, Texas was adm.i tted. The country of Mexico was very angry at 
losing Texas from its territory, and war with Mexico soon broke out. 
General Zachary Taylor marched to the border with en .American army, 
which included many New .HaJllpshire men. Several battles were 110n by the 
United States forces, and the following year a second campaign invaded 
Mexico itself. Colonel Franklin Pierce of Hillsborough., New Hampshire, 
won great honor during the invastion and was made a brigadier general. 
When Mexico was defeated the United states gained what is now the 
entire southwest part of the country. As people rushed to settle the 
new territory, the burning question arose as to whether it should be 
tree or slave. Arguments between the north and south grew worse. )(ore 
and more people in the north had become "Abolitionists," opposing slav-
ery by every means they could. Meetings were held., pamphlets were 
printed., end agents sent to the south to try and stir the slaves to 
revolt. 
New Hampshire had its share of fierce Abolitionists. At first 
some of thea were ~orbidden to stir up trouble at public meetings, and 
were tarred end feathered i~ they were caught. Then in 1846 New Hamp-
shire elected a senator who was a strong Abolitionist. As a lawyer 
and statesman he poured forth such a now of speeches that he was known 
as the "Granite State Cataract.• His infiuence was felt throughout the 
country, and his election marked a turning point in the anti-slavery 
movement. This man's name was John P. Hale, of Rochester. 
The north was now so determined to abolish slave~ and the south 
so determined to de~end it that as the presidential election of 1852 
drew near no candidate pleasing to both sides seemed possible. It was 
another New H8.llpshire man who stepped into this gap, General Franklin 
Pierce, who had served as both Congressman and Senator from our state 
and won ~ame in the Mexican War. Unlike Hale, he was not a violent 
Abolitionist, end under the slogan that he was a "Northern men with 
Southern principles,• he was elected president. 
Pierce guided the country through a very difficult time. While he 
was, in offioe the Kanaa.a-Hebraska bill was passed_, giving new states 
the right to vote themselves slave or free_, as they saw fit. Kansas_, 
settled by both slave and tree state men, beoame a battleground where 
the federal troops had to step in to restore order. 
During this time three smaller political parties in New Hampshire_, 
the Free-Soilers_, the Know-Nothings and the American, joined with the 
Whigs to form a strong combination whioh would later become the Repub-
lican Party. 
Some of the slave states were preparing to secede from the nation. 
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They had tried to do this before, when they felt that tariff acts by the 
national government were unfair. At that time Daniel Webster of Hew 
Hampshire had become famous for his words to them_, "Liberty and Union_, 
now and forever, one and inseparable." It had been decided that no 
state had a right to withdraw from the Union. 
But before the next president_, Abraham Lincoln_, could take office 
in March of 1861_, seven slave states ha.d seoeded e.n.d named Jefferson 
Davis their president. President Lincoln war.ned them that the property 
of the national government in their states would be defended. They 
paid no heed_, and as a federal ship carrying supplies to Fort Sumter 
approached South Carolina_, souther.n troops opened fire. The war be-
tween the states had begun. 
New Hampshire people had seen and liked Lincoln when he oame here 
to visit ~is son• who was attending Phillips Exeter Aoademy. They 
annered his call for troops promptly. In less than ten days there were 
1_,000 volunteers gathered at Concord. They formed the First Hew Hamp~ 
shire Regiment and lett for Washington the following month_, in May of 
1861. The Seoond New Hampshire Regiment_, organizing at Portsmouth_, was 
ready to go by June. 
In July the Second fought in the first battle of Bull Run, after 
whioh they joined the main army of the Potomac at Yorktown, Virginia, 
and continued to take part in many more battles. 
The third and fourth regiments from our state were sent to join 
the Union forces in September and were not long in reaching combat. 
During the last three months of 1861 four more regiments were raised, 
making a total of eight in service during the first year of the war. 
The fighting during the first year was bitter and bloody, and 
many New Hampshire men lost their lives as the north struggled te 
make headway. More men were needed, and the Ninth, Tenth, Eleventh, 
Twelfth, Thirteenth and Fourteenth New Hampshire Regiments were in 
the war by the end of the second year. 
Although the south began to weaken in 1863, the fighting con-
tinued fierce at Shiloh, Murfreesboro and around Charleston in the 
south. Three more New Hampshire regiments joined the northern ar.my 
in the early months of the year. 
Other units from our state were now in the fighting as well as 
the regiments of soldiers. Two batteries of artillery and several com-
panies of Sharpshooters and Cavalry played an important part in maey-
battles. Finally the tide began to turn at the terrible battle of 
Gettysburg, Pennsylvania, in July of 1863. The north won again at 
Vicksburg and began a campaign to out the south in half. 
One more New Hampshire Regiment, the Eighteenth, was raised in the 
summer of 1864 and fought in the closing battles of the war. Soon 
after the surrender of the Confederate capital, Richmond, in April, 
1865, Lee's last troops were trapped at Appomattox, and the war was 
over. 
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Besides the 31,426 New Hampshire men who helped fight the war on 
land, 3,000 more had served in the navy. New Hampshire ships were 
made over into gunboats, and the famous armored steam sloop, Kearsarge, 
was built in Portsmouth tor the Union. A Manchester foundry made the 
revolving gun turret for the ironclad, the Monitor. 
One of our brave naval officers was Commodore George Hamil ton 
Perkins, whose statue stands today by the State House. You may read 
in the inscription there how he stood on the turret of his ironclad, 
Chickasaw, directing the fighting at Mobile Bay, Alabama1 and was 
called by Admiral Farra~t "the bravest man who ever trod the deck 
of a ship." 
The stories of' all New Hampshire's heroes in the terrible war 
would fill a long book. Everyone in the country felt the hardship and 
sorrow it caused. Women and girls nursed the wounded, some of '11\'h.om 
were sent to New Hampshire's first war hospital at Manchester. Fac-
tories made war goods. Concord's coach company built ambulances and 
all kinds of wagons for guns and supplies. The blanket mills in Troy 
provided horse blankets for the cavalry. 
A man in Reed's Ferry who could not be a soldier because of' his 
health wrote the war song, "Tenting Tonight1 " which has been sung ever 
since. His name was Walter Kittredge. 
The south was shattered at the end of the war. Plantations lay in 
ruins and the people faced starvation. Although some treed slaves came 
north, most chose to stay with the white families they had worked tor 
and help them, taking a share of the crops as payment. It took mqy 
years tor the south to get back on its feet. 
Although the north had not suffered like the south, the cost ot 
the war had been tremendous. Our state alone had lost s.ooo men 
killed in the fighting and another s.ooo who died of wounds and sick-
ness. Taxes were heavy everywhere. As the government struggled to 
straighten out the problems caused by the war. many people deoided 
to go west and make a new start. following others who had gone before. 
The period between 1860 and 1870 was the only time in the history 
of the state when the population gr.w smaller rather than larger. But 
New Hampshire could be proud of the work our Yankees did in other 
places. even though they had left our soil. From the midwest and far 
west came reports of many who had become leaders in government. edu-
cation. law and business. 
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Within a few years a new era of progress in the state was underway. 
We shall soon learn of.the many interesting changes ~d improvements 
that were to take place in th$ next few busy decades. 
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FOLL STEAM' AHEAD 
Almost everything in !lew Hampshire grew and changed rapidly in 
the period after the Civil War. As kerosene came into use as a fuel, 
the kerosene lamp with its glass chimney and adjustable wick began to 
light people's homes. Very soon gaslight arrived on the scene, used 
for streetlights at first, and then for city homes. 
Although sODLe country homes had had water piped into the ki tohen 
from hillside springs, the invention of several kinds of pumps began 
to change methods of obtaining water. The steam pump, developed in 
Vermont, was a great advance in pumping water for industry. Before 
long the electric pump would make it possible for homes to have run-
ning water through city water systems, bringing bathrooms and the first 
plumbing. 
The steam engine which had first been used for river boats and 
trains began to be adapted to many kinds of work. In our seacoast 
shipyards the making of beautiful clipper ships lost much of its im-
portance as ocean-going steamships were developed. A man in Gilmanton, 
Nehemiah s. Bean, designed the first steam fire engine, and a Manchester 
company was soon producing his fire engines to sell. John w. Cochran 
of Enfield came up with a plan for heating buildings by steam. 
An unusual steam engine was built in 1869 to run a cog railway up 
the side of Mount Washington. Summer visitors had long been enjoying 
our mountains, and many had climbed Mount Washington on toot or by the 
new carriage road to stay at the two little hotels that had been built 
at the top. A man named Sylvester Marsh, ot Littleton, decided to build 
a railroad to carry people up the mountain. He devised an upright steam 
boiler whioh oould keep up steam as it traveled up the steep grade of 
the mountain side. Interlocking teeth, or oogs, in both engine and 
traok would keep the oars from slipping. When he asked the state 
legislature for a charter to build his railroad, one of the lawmakers 
said, ~y doesn't he ask us to let him build a railroad to the moon?" 
In spite of the laughter of many people, Karsh's oog railway was a 
suooess, and was soon copied in Switzerland. His first engine, called 
"Old Peppersass" because it was the shape of a pepper sauoe bottle, 
stands in a plaoe of honor at the Base Station today. 
In industry the steam turbine began to turn the wheels of factor-
ies. Early factories became bigger, and others were started in plaoes 
where they oould not have been before for laok of water power. Now 
fuel could be used to make power. 
Machines in factories improved by leaps and bounds. Clever men 
constantly invented better ways of doing work by machine, and new ma-
chinery, made of metal, was far superior to the early kinds. 
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More and more people went to work in shops and factories. Thou-
sands ot people were pouring into the United States from other coun-
tries during these years. Railroads were spreading throughout the west, 
and many people from Ireland oame to help build them. The first ooast 
to coast railroad was completed in 1869, and others were under way all 
over the country. 
People from Ireland, Poland, Italy, Sweden, Greece, Russia and many 
other countries came to llew Hampshire to take jobs in industry. Famil-
ies came down from Canada by trainloads. Often children worked in the 
mills along with their parents. While this seems strange to us today, 
immigrants who had no other source of income needed to have the whole 
family working in order to get along. Later, conditions for mill 
workers became better. Wages were increased 9.lld. working hours short-
ened. Laws to protect the health of growing children took them out of 
the factories. 
By the year 1880 our mills and factories were so busy that more 
people were working in them than at all the other kinds of work in the 
state. Ever since that time we have remained chiefly an industrial 
state. It was not long before the use of electric power to run ma-
chinery caused manufacturing to become even more important. By 1900 
New Hampshire had 7o.ooo people working in shops and factories. The 
number steadily increased up to the year 1920• when it reached a peak 
of 100,000 workers in manufacturing. 
Our most important products during this era of growth in industry 
were textiles. shoes. and lumber and wood products. As the country 
expanded westward, not so many sheep were raised in New Hampshire. but 
the manufacture of woolen cloth continued here. Cotton cloth grew 
into a bigger and bigger business, until the Amoskeag mills became 
the largest in the world and the wheels of many other mills werehum-
ming to produce it. 
But cotton was grown far away from New Hampshire. The day came 
when it was faster and cheaper to make cotton clcth in the south. 
Cotton textiles here began to slow down in the 1920 1 s. A f"' years 
later when business was bad all over the country in a depression, the 
huge Amoskeag Manufacturing Company in M$nohester closed its doors. It 
was Christmas week of 1935 when this happened. Thousands of people 
were thrown out of work. and their holiday that year was called the 
"Black Christmas.• 
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Textiles fell from their place as the state• s leading industry. 
A Citizens' Committee of New Hampshire men took over the buildings of 
the Amoskeag Company and gradually found other smaller industries to 
locate in Manchester and provide new jobs tor the people. The city 
ot Nashua also suffered when it lost its bi~ textile mills~ but as 
Manchester had~ finally succeeded in establishing other businesses to 
take their place. 
Although the largest of our textile mills closed. textiles have 
remained import~t in New Hampshire. Synthetic fabrics helped to 
bring back their manufacture so that in 1962 they were listed as the 
state's second largest industry. 
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Although lumber and wood products had always been important in 
New Hampshire~ the discovery that paper could be made from wood caused 
more slaughter of the forests atter the Civil War than had ever been 
seen before. Northern streams became rivers of wood as bigger and big-
ger log drives took place with every passing year. 
The cutting of trees began in the tall. In winter they were 
hauled to the streams to start their journey down river to the sawmills. 
Crews of French-Canadian. Norwegian~ Russian~ Irish and Polish lumber-
jacks guided the masses of logs~ camping along the banks at ni~t. and 
risking their lives by day as they leaped back and forth over the logs 
to keep them moving. 
Berlin~ Groveton. Lincoln and other towns became paper and pulp 
centers as the forests fell before the axe. Alar.med at the rapid dis-
appearance of the timber~ some thoughtful people in the state began a 
campaign for conservation. In 1901 the Society for the Protection of 
New Hampshire Forests was formed. Arter a ten-year fight in the legis• 
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lature, a law was passed to save 26,000 aores o£ our trees in state and 
national forests, and other programs to help preserve our woodlands were 
started. Fire warden service began in 1906. Two forest nurseries were 
established at Boscawen and Pembroke in 1911. 
Gradually lumbe~en learned to out the timber wisely and prevent 
useless waste. Good forestry practices have increased steadily through 
the years. They mean that instead of taking all the trees at once, the 
larger ones are out and the smaller ones left to grow. Seed trees are 
left standing to start new little trees. When necessary, seedlings are 
planted to take the place of timber that has been out. Ways are con-
stantly being studied to make better use of our tree~harvest, so that 
as much as possible of every tree is used for some purpose. 
As men found nys o£ making more things from wood by machine, fac-
tories began to turn out shoe heels, o~~tohes, excelsior for packing, 
baseball bats, ohair rounds, clothespins, handles and many other items. 
Besides paper for printing purposes, wrapping paper, fiber wrappings for 
wire, fiber board and some chemicals were produced from pulp. Study and 
research have added many new products sinoe then. Some of the most re-
cent are plywood, fertiliser, plastic powder, and the many kinds of 
paper containers and absorbent papers we use eve!j~here today. 
By 1962 paper had become so important that it was ranked by itself 
as our fifth biggest industry, with lumber and wood products next. 
As we became more and more of an industrial state, machines that 
made other machines gained great importance. They included many types 
of lathes, grinders, gear shapers, milling, rolling, stamping and other 
machines, designed, improved and manufactured by ingenious Yankees. 
This industry still ranked fourth in the state in 1962. 
Marvels ot machinery and invention were appearing throughout the 
country, but no other place could claim I!UlY' larger share of them in 
proportion to its size than our own state of New Hampshire. 
In addition to men already mentioned, there are others whose nmnes 
we can remember with pride. There was Albert Ball, chief mechanical 
engineer f'or the Sullivan J(achine Company of Claremont, who invented 
diamond drills tor quarrying and mining. There was Thaddeus Lowe of 
Jefferson, who developed a machine tor making ice which was the fore-
runner ot the modern refrigerator. Daniel Lmnson was the inventor ot 
the endless-cutter mowing machine, very like those in use today. Other 
products of clever minds were John Nesmith's twisting machineJ the 
railroad stock car developed by George Burton; improved dental instru-
ments by Henry Baker; and a better type ot piano by Jonas Chickering. 
Even though wonders seemed to be around every corner during the 
years when steam and electric power began to be used for so many things, 
our industries have come a long way since then. New products end new 
processes have been developed steadily through study and research. By 
the year 1961 New Hampshire had more than one thousand manufacturing 
companies, turning out even more kinds ot products. It you were to 
keep a list of' things made here that you come across during the week, 
you could probably find something beginning with every letter of the 
alphabet from A to z. 
Visitors to our state often do not realize how many factories we 
have, because they are widely scattered; and they are not the huge oper-
ations today that some ot our factories once were. Business men now 
feel that it is better for the state to have m~ kinds of industries, 
and that smaller ones are more reliable in the long run. If' the markets 
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or the cost ot raw materials ohange and a business tails, large numbers 
of people do not lose their jobSJ and whole towns are not crippled, as 
Manchester was when the cotton mills closed. Fbur out ot five New Hamp-
shire manufacturers today employ one hundred people or lesa. The idea 
ot hAving many kinds of industry is known as "modern diverai ty." 
Although leather goods and textiles were our two leading industries 
in 1962, the modern age has brought a new industry into third place. It 
is the making of electrical goods ~d electronic parts. These are well 
suited to the skilled workers of N~ Hmnpshire, and are easily shipped 
to oth.;,r parts of the oountry because most of the :finished products are 
not large and bulky. 
Another interesting development is the dawn of atomic power for 
our industry.. Instead of water power or fuel to make electricity, the 
heat from atoms will be used. The Na~ Yard at Portsmouth is already 
turning out atomic-powered submarines for our co,mtry, and it probably 
will not be long before atoms will be helping to keep the machinery 
running in the factories of New Hampshire. 
Hand in hand with the growth of industry oame progress in meny 
areas, whioh we shall be discussing next. 
XX 
TOWIS INTO CITIES 
While New Haapshire wu ~rowing up iDduatrially, many other 
drUlai;io 8lld e:xoi ting kinds ot progress were taking plaoe u well. 
Tcnma had beooae oitiea aa 110re and more people worked in the 1hopa 
and factories. With the growth of oitiea came paved streets, police-
men, tirame11., parks. telephone service, new kinds of transportation, 
and many other interesting thinga. Although these are all things we 
haTe today, none of th8Dl at that time wu very much like what it 1a 
now. 
The first thing that was done to improve dirt streets was to 
sprinkle them, but this was not enough, ot course. Different kinds 
ot paving were tried: cobblestones, granite blocks, hard brick. 
Finally in the 1880 • s, asphalt paving was introduced, and the many 
people who were taking up riding that wonderful invention, the bi-
cycle, found that asphalt and macadam streets were a treaendous im-
provement. 
Ot course, horses were ever.ywhere, pulling fancy buggies ot all 
kinds, as well as wagons and drays. Teamsters with their horses did 
all the work that trucks would do today. Watering troughs and foun-
tains were located in many places along the streets to provide water 
for the horses. Every place ot any importance had a carriage blook 
to step on in getting in and out ot buggies, and a hitching post tor 
fastening horses. 
Soon after the Civil War the idea ot the horseoar came along. 
With a large oar rolling on tracks, horses could pull heavy loads ot 
people to and tram their work and shopping. The Manchester Horse 
Railroad Oom.pa.J:17 started operati.D.~ 1D. 1877. and otllers soon .followed 
in Concord. Dover and other cities. 
But it was not lon~ before the horsecars were changed over to 
electric cars. ~ettin~ their power .trom. Wires overhead. These were 
called trolley oars • .tor the trolley wheel that rolled against the 
wires to conduct the electric current. W'ith:lD. a .tew years trolley 
oars were running not only 1D. the cities. but betweea ••• o.t thea as 
well. A line r8Jl .trom Oo:aoord to :.anoaeater i:a 1802. md .tl"Olll Porta-
mouth people could ride all the way to Boston byway o.t trolleys. 
There were trolley lines to parks and bathing beaches. too. 
M:eamrhile. the autoa.obile had been invented. and some o.t these 
were seen along the roads. In 1889 a Stll1ley Steam.er. a oar ru:a by a 
stea111. engine. was driven up the Mount Washington Carriage Road by Kr. 
and )(rs. Stanley. Automobiles that r8ll o:a gasoline. called "gas-
buggies • • were also sputtering over lfew Bmapshire' s dirt roads here 
and there. Small tOWD.s otten requirecl that an automobile sound its 
horn as it came ••ar• to wara people aad horses to get out o.t the way 
in pleaty ot time. After Henry J'ord beg8ll making his "tin lizzies• in 
)(ichiga:a ill 1908. more 8lld more automobiles made their appearance. 
By this time the buildillg ot bridges had improved a ~reat deal. 
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The i:ateresting old covered bridges with their .fancy patterns otwoodea 
beas were being replaced by stroager ones o.t iron 8lld steel. 
The lighting of streets and roads was much better as electric 
lights took the place of the earlier gaslight. The city o.t Manchester 
had such a good systEm of electric street lights iJI. 1891 that it was 
described as one of the best lighted cities in the UDited States. 
Gradually electric light was put iDto more and more b.oJaes. AroUDd 
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the turn of the oatury it wu ocmsidered a wolldertul thing to haTe a 
bulb hal1ging from a wire in the center of each roODl• to be turned oa or 
ott by twisting a button. This early wiring wu somewhat of a menace. 
bowenr. because of its primitin insulation. 
Fire wu a serious hazard in a.Dy" city in those days. Until fire 
engine a were inTented. tlle only :method ot putting out a tire had. been 
the bucket brigade or long lines ot men passing buckets ot water troa 
hand to hand. Early fire engines which could p-.p water were a great 
improTement. and they beoaae better still when they could 'be attached 
to city water ~stems. But the close-packed streets and blocks of 
wooden houses in the cities could still be wiped out by naaes Teey 
quickly • especially since the first fire coapanies depended on Tolua-
teer fireaeJl. 
Toward 1900. cities begu to haTe permanent tire depa.rtaents con-
tinuously on duty. with call boxes. alarm bells and hydrant syst•s• 
It was the danger ot losing property through tire 1fhioa started the 
first insurance companies. Gradually the idea ot bei.Dg protected troa 
loss in other ways led to other kinds ot insurance. 
Although towns had always needed constables and other mea to 
eatorce the law and protect people froa wr0llg4oers. Ml-tim.e officers 
becaae necessary as towns beoaae cities. Do.er hired ita first tall-
time police ohiet in 1886 • ad Jlanohester aD4 Co!lcord soon followed 
suit. Along with tull-tiae polioaa••~ systems ot police call boxes 
and signals oaae into being. 
Cities also had much greater responsibilities in the field ot edu-
catiOJI.• Many 110re public sohools were needed u the population grew. 
A newoOiler to the scene wu the public high aonool. Although Port1110uth 
had had a tree public high school as earl7 as 1830., there were tew 
others until the years toward 1900. Most boys and girls who wanted 
to coatinue their education beyond grade school had had to pay to 
attend acada.ies until the high schools came along. 
Cities and towns large enough to do so ran their own school sys-
taas., and countr,r places had district schools. All had to live up to 
the rules and regulations establiehed by the state government through 
the office ot the Commissioner ot Education. 
In addition to schools. the growing cities began to have many 
other important buildings. Large city halls with many offices held 
all the departments which ran city affairs. Cities and towns every-
where opened public libraries. 
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Organisations ot men and women interested in making their cities 
beautiful gave money for libraries. museuas. historical societies. 
hospitals and churches. Very etten native Hew Hampshire granite waa 
used tor these public buildings., and some of thea were ver.y handsome. 
Many are still in use today. 
The largest project ever undertaken by a granite coapaJ21' in our 
state was the building of the huge Congressional Library in Washington. 
D. c. troa Hew Hampshire atone. Three hundred aea working for six 7e .. s 
were needed to complete it. 
Other departaents ot the federal gover.oment which were located in 
our state used native granite., too., for post offices. courthouses. cus-
toms buildings., and military headquarters. 
People ever,ywhere had great interest in monuments and memorials in 
honor of famous citizens. Groups and individuals who could afford it 
gave statues. toun~tam.. arches., ancl big aRCl little parks to their towns 
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or cities. Taking the trolley to a park. people could enjoy picnicking. 
boating. n1mm1ng. band concerts. daacing. baseball games and bicycle 
races. The tandaa bicycle was Tery popular. as were ice oreaa cones. 
which had been inTented in St. Louis. llissouri• in 1904. 
Almost eTery city had an •opera house.• where people could go ~or 
·~ kinds o~ enterta.imlent. They enjoyecl plays put on by traTeling 
theatre companies. lectures aDd speakers. aad musical eTents. Local 
musical groups ranged from oratorio societies doing classical singing 
to barbershop quartets. Minatrel shows were popular. too. 
ldison and other men had. been deTeloping the f'irst moTing pictures 
during the 1890's• and within a f'n years moTies oaae to lfew Hampshire. 
0~ course the films. called •tlickers• because they did not run saoothly. 
were silent. A pianist or orchestra kept up a continuous musical back-
ground while the film was l"UIU:ling. arranging the mueio to e1li t the ac-
tion. It was not until 1927 that the soundtrack was added to films to 
make moTiea as we know th• today. 
For entertai.Daent at haae there was always the stereopticon with 
its photographic prints. In 1906 the biggest manufacturing OOllp&lQ' of' 
stereoscopic slides in the world was located at Littleton. Bew Heap-
shire. where Benjamin and Bclward lilburn produced pictures o~ interest-
ing things ~rom all oTer the world. 
The phonograph was also enjoyed at home. Everyone who could af'f'ord 
it had a talking machine. with records on cylinders. and a huge metal 
horn on top of' the cabinet to amplify the music. 
Around 1900 the aanel of' the wireless • or radio• also <tame along • 
.Although the only things that could be reoeind then were messages in 
Jlorse Code• many amateur radio taus were soon· listening to and decoding 
the crackling sounds that oam.e thro11gh their earphones. 
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Telephones were first demonstrated 1n lf.w Hampshire at Manchester 
1n 1877 • and within a fflfl years all of our cities had begun to use thaa. 
By 189S Manchester had 500 telephones• Keene. 167; and Concord. 246. 
There were t1Te telephones in the State Bouse that year. bat the goT-
eraor' s office still did not haTe one. We C8ll. be sure that one must 
haTe been put in soon e.i'ter that. howeTer. 
Another of the newf8ll.gled ideas which caused a lot of talk was the 
matter of time. 0111" cowatry ha.d grown so big that the railroads were 
haTing a great deal of trouble with the problaa of different time in 
different places. Boon in Hew Hampshire. for inatmce. was muck earl-
ier thall nooa in the west. Finally the idea of di Tiding the country 
into four time zones was suggested. The plan was adopted on BoT•ber 
18. l88S. and Bew Hampshire people called that date "the day with two 
noons • • as we went oa Standard. Time. 
In 1903 the Wright Brothers made their famous flight in Borth 
carolina. and sooa dare-40Td.l pilots began flying the first flimsy 
planes at state fairs and other celebrations to aaase the public. ID 
1911 the first of these to ny inte lf.w Hampshire landed at Laoonia• 
and the follOW'ing year a hydroplllle made its startliag appearance oa 
Lake Sllllapee. Although BO one knew it then. the airplane would come 
into its on within a few short years. during World War I· 
All these things that were going on as tewns became cities .... re the 
beginnings of aodera lite as we know it today. Although there were maJQ' 
more deTelopments to caae. such as the host of electrical appliances we 
:now haTe in our home • the fine tru.sportatio:n syst•s that allow us to 
traTel se easily. and the exciting first adTentures of the Space Age. 
the foundation of our present way of liTing had been laid. 
Before we take up the very newest progress 1D our state. however. 
we must turn aside tor a bit and aeet some ot the illterestiD! people 
who haTe been taoue tor their books • painting. ausio and other work 
iJ1 gi ring us the good things in lite. 
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XXI 
THE ARTS AND THE PROFESSIONS 
We haTe seea how Hew Baapahin had growa 1D. ll8l'q wa.ya during the 
period ot tremeadous progress that followed the CiTil War. Besides 
the people who were 'busy ia all the ways that we haTe mentioned. there 
were still others who were aelping to m.alce the state aotewortbir tor 
their work ia the arts aDd the professions. 
bea betore tae CiTil War Hew Haapshire had beoom.e laloWD. tor 
artists aad. writers ot •a.D7 kiads. A TOlUJU ot poetry whieh had been 
published in 188$ oontaiaed poems by :aore than three hliDd.red Bew Buap-
shire writers, aaong thea Celia Thaxter. This 4elighttul person ..a the 
daughter -ot a. lighthouse keeper at the Islea ot Sheals. Later her 
father opened a. large sumaer hotel on Appledore Island, where Celia 
aet aany prellli.nent authors and artists who eDoouraged. her loTe of 
poetry. Her pleasant poems show how tond she was ot tae see. aad ot 
the islands where she liTed • 
.ADother early woman writer wa.s Sara Josepha Bale, who was born in 
Bewport in 1788. A:tter starting her oareer by selling poEmla end stor-
ies to the few magazines there were at that ttme. she 'beoaae editor ot 
the .agasine. Godey's Lady's ~· Largely through the iaf'luenoe ot 
her writiags. ThankagiTi:D.g Day waa established as a. national holiday. 
She enoouraged women to get :sore ecluoation, and during the Ci Til War • 
to use all their taleJlta on the hoae tro:D.t. Perhaps the thing she is 
beat reaembered tor, thouga, is her poa., ~a.ry Bad a Little Laab.• 
whi~ has 'been a. children's taTOrite tor generations. 
A Portaouth aan, Thoaaa Bailey Aldrioh. wrote ot his boyhood 
there ia a popular book, "!he Story ot a Bad Boy,• which giTes aa 
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THE SANDPIPER 
Across the :a&rrow beach we tlit, 
One little sandpiper and I 
And fast I ~&ther, bit by bit, 
The ac&ttered driftwood ble&ched aDd dry. 
The wild waTel reach their hands for it, 
The wild w1nd. raves, the tide runs high, 
As up and dcnm the beaeh we flit, -
One 1 i ttle se.udpiper and I. 
AboTe our he&ds the 1ullen clouds 
Soud bl&ck e.ud swift a.oroas the sky; 
Like lile:at ghosts in JaiBty shrouds 
Stand out the white light-houses high. 
Almo1t u fer a.s eye ou reaoh 
I see the close-reefed Teasels tly, 
AI f&at we tli t alon~ the be&ch, -
One little sanclpiper ad I. 
I w&tch hila as he 1kilas alon~ 
Uttering his 8Weet and aour.ntul cry. 
He sta.rt1 :aot at '111.1' fitful son~. 
Or tl&sh ot fluttering drapery. 
He h&s no thought of auy wren~; 
He IC&nl me with a tearleas eye. 
Stanch friends a.re we, well tried and strong, 
The little audpiper ud I. 
Cemra.de, where wilt thou be tonight 
Whe:a the loosed storm breaks hriouly? 
1(y' drittwood fire will bum so bri~ht I 
To wha.t wara shelter oa:ast thou tlyt 
I d.o not tear for thee • though wroth 
The t811lpest rushes through the sky: 
For are we not God 1 s olaildr• both, 
Thou, little sandpiper, and I? 
Oeli& Thaxter 
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entertailliag picture of' ~rowing up lll a sea tOWJl more than a hundred 
years ago. Be weat Oil to beCOllle a well-kllo11D. newspaper m.an, and later 
was editor of a very tine Bew Bngland m.agadae, ~ Atl1mtio )(oathlJ• 
Allother Portaaouth m.an who wrote some aausiag ud iateresting 
poetry was Jam.es T. Fields. lfith lfilliaa D. Ticknor of LebiUlOD, 
Fields later toUD.ded a publishing firm ia Boston which is DOW lm.owD. 
as the Boughton Jlitf'lin Company. 
Judge Beary A. Shute of' Exeter told li"t"ely stories of' boys' ad-
ventures long a!O in his book, ,!!!! ,!!!! Diazz !! .! ~ Boy, which 
has been widely read by boys aDd girls everywhere. 
Aaong the soores of' poets who expressed their deyotioa to the 
beauties of :lew B•pshire was Bdna Dean Prootor, whose beat•knowa 
poE is "The Billa of Bom.e." She also lfl'Ote •any others, illcludia~ 
aeYeral patriotic poeaa cluring the Civil war. Tlle naae ot s .. Walter 
Foss of C&lldia has oom.e dcnm to u through the years tor "The Ho11se 
by the Side of' the Road, • a poea that has beea a favorite with people 
e"t"erywhere. 
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Joyce Kilmer, author of' the poem., "Trees," is a aa:a. who should be 
mentioned 1D. coJDLection with our state, although he did not liw here. 
It was while he was speadiag a SWilDler ill Swasey that he wrote tlds 
famous poE, with a special group ot m.aples there iD aind. A r .. years 
later l:ilm.er was killed in World War I. 
But probably no other literary figure has beea as important to llew 
Hampshire as the poet, Robert J'rost. He was bora in California in 1875, 
of' Hew Hampshire people, ud oame here later to live tor several years 
aa both a farmer and a teacher. His early books, !. Bey• s !!!!..• Borth 
!,! Boston, JloUD.tain Interval, West-R.wming Brook ud .!!! Hampshire are 
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all writtea a'bout hie experiences as he roaaed and studied our aouatr.r-
side aad its people. Iearl;r eTeey teatve ot lite in our state is in-
cluded eoanhere in his thoupthl ad. 'beautitul poetry. Bot oDl7 has 
he been 'belOYed in •• Bapshire, but b7 our whole nation. Be is con-
sidered by aost people as the top-raatiDg poet ot the couatry. 
In the field ot novels and short stories lfew Hampshire has had a 
plentitul suppl7 ot writers, too. A aan n81led. Winston Churchill. ot 
Cornish, began to write a series ot distinguislled novels in the 7ears 
arou:ad 1900, usiag l'ew Balllpshire lite as the material tor senral ot 
his. books. Coaiston aad Mr. Crewe•s Career are two that describe our 
people and our state. Recently Mr•. francis Parkinson Keyes ot Borth 
Haverhill has becOJRe prOJiinent as a writer ot mu.y interesting books. 
There are numerous others, too, but we cannot mention them all here. 
Alllong our wri tere was Kar)" Baker Bddy • fll1 unusual person and 
founder ot the Christian Science Church. Her religious teaohinga han 
had a great influence on ·~ people in this and other oouatries. Her 
birthplace 1a Bow and the Christie Soienoe Oluarch in Cone rd. are Tis-
ited neey ;rear by large nlD'bers ot people. 
Those who have worked on newspapers have aade aa ilaportut con-
tribution to our state, too. Bewllpepere do aany things besides carry 
news. People have the opportunit)" to express themselves thnntp news-
papers. Good e41toriale help tha. to uad.erstand the work ot our law-
makers and other people who are trying to make our oomauaities better 
places to live. Alllong our noted newspaper •• we have alrea4y aea-
tioned Horace Greeley and Thaaas Bailey Aldrich. Another was Charles 
.Anderson Dana ot Hinsdale. who 'begu as Greeley's assistant on tile Bew 
York Herald Tribune in 184:1. After serving tor a tille as the countey•e 
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Secretary ot War- he became editor ot the Wew York Sun. 
Other newspapers in the D.atiOJl which were toWlded or edited by 
lfew Hampshire men were the !;!• Louis Times, the Washington !2..!!- the 
.!!! Orleaas Picayune- _!he Wisconsin State Journal, the Chicago 'l'ribUD.e 
ud tae.!!!.!!!! ETening Post, s•e ot them still leading newspapers 
today. 
From earliest tbaes educated men have WTitten descriptions ot 
lfew Hampshire's land and resources, and aoooUD.ts ot the adventures 
and experieD.ces whioh make up its histery. These are our state hia-
toriaas. In 1790 the Le~islature commissioned the Rev. Jer~ Belknap 
to write the tirst ottioial history ot the state, which was published 
in 1792. Since then other mea have carried on the important taak ot 
recording a.D.d explaining our histor,y, aaong thea Stackpole, Sanbora, 
MoClintook, Barstow, and most recently, the Rev. Jaaes n.a.ne Squires 
ot lfew London. 
Other writers have told the story ot our state in ._,. to:nas tor 
boys and girls. Frances Ann JohnsoD- Lillian Bailey, Ella s. Bowles, 
Alice Turner Curtis, George w. Browne, John Duncan and Jliriaa Kaaon 
are some ot the people who have written about New Hampshire in books 
that you would like to read. 
There are stories being written every day both by N8W' Hampshire 
authors and about our state. The New Hampshire State Library in 
Concord puts out an excellent list ot them, with a separate section 
ot books especially tor boys and girls. 
As well as the people who haTe been per.aanent residents ot our 
state_ taere haTe been countless others wbc have loved llew Rampshire 
a.Jld. made major contributiou to our art and literature. Some haTe ooae 
here during Tacations and others have st~ed at the artists• colonies 
tor whick our state is well kllcnm. One ot these is the Jl&cDowell 
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Colo~ in Peterborough. where the distinguished composer Edward MacDowell 
first came to spend his SUIIIIers. The quiet and loTelil!less ot the weods 
inspired hill to write hia music• ad atter his death i:a 1908 Mrs. 
JlacDcnrell aad.e the hcae i:ato a cater where muaiciaas. artists and 
writers could stay to do their work in the same peaoetul surroundings. 
There haTe been twenty-tour people who haTe won Pulitzer Prises -.oag 
the aeabers ot the JlaoDowell ColoJV• 
At Borth Conway was another group ot artists who toraed what was 
:t::aown as the "White )(ountai:a School. • tor their pai.Jrtings ot aou:atai:a 
soe:aery. The leader ot this settl•ent was BenjeaiD Cha.pney. a natiTe 
ot Bew Ipswich • 
.A:aother ot our gatherings ot artists and writers grew up around 
the studio ot the soulptor Augustus St. Gaudeas. who settled in Oornisll 
in 1885. st. Gaudeu• beat known works include statues ot Abraham 
Lincoln. Peter Ooeper 8li.Cl General Shent&Jh .AJnong the friends who c .. e 
to liTe near hia were the artists Charles Dana Gibeon aDd llaxtield 
Parrish. 
One ct the tor•ost soulptors in the country was Daniel Chester 
Prench. born 1D Exeter in 1850. Be did the statue ot the Minute JIUl 
which stands in Coaoord. Massachusetts. and the magnificent seated tig• 
11re ct Linocln wbich is in the LiJlcoln )(eJBorial at lfa.ahillgton. D. c. 
In 19S2 his mon•eat to Daniel Webster was dedicated in Franklin. 
'!'llrougbout our state are many tine examples ot the work ot otur 
soulptors who created busts. statues aad aeaorials. Beautiful paiat-
inga and intereatiJlg portraits doae by' Bew Bapshire artists aq be 
eeen in aoaes aad public buildings eTer,ywhere. Some artiata11 like 
Barry J'aulk:ner of X•••- are known tor the aural•• or wall palnting•-
they haTe done h important places. The state hu a wide rllll«e• teo 11 
of noteworthy types of archlteoture- traa the neat. a:Saple whi:te Til-
lage churches to the handsoae aodern buildings acnr appearing oa oaa-
pusus ~d in the oities. 
Aao:D.g ov masio18ll8 11 bolides Bdward KaoDowell• were seTeral ia-
portant people. A fllllily k:ncnm as the •singing Hutohlnsoua• of 
Milford toured both the U:D.ited States and Jurope11 giTing hundreds of 
popular concerts. They sang all ki:D.ds of Jaerioan folk songs • and 
coaposeQ ·~ g~ o:D.es ot their own about Hew Eaglaad Y&Dkees. 
Mrs. B· B. A. Beach of Hillsborough has been a outstandi.ng 
classloal composer. Aaong her JUDY works are oa.utatu_ eath ... ., 
operettas, sonatas- ooncertos 11 and one or more symphonies. A taTOr• 
ito of her compositions is the operetta_ "The Year•s at the Spring,• 
baaed on Robert Browning's poe., Wpippa Passes.• 
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Walter Kittredge has been aentioaed betore as a song writer. and 
Hew Hampshire has had many others who haTe composed folk songs. popu-
lar songs., religious and patriotic songs., and school songs. 
The people wbo have been included here are but a r .. ot the great 
nuaber who haTe made contributions to the tiae literature, art and 
ausic of our state. ll1 addition11 there haTe been the people behind the 
scenes. They have helped to bring these good things within the reach 
of the pllblio through theatres., libraries, muee1UU 11 galleries ad other 
places where they can be enjoyecl by all .• 
111 the fields of soie:a.oe., aeclioine11 law aad social welfare we haTe 
had ma.Dy leaders. too. From the begirmiBgs of science as the study ot 
maJl and llis euriroDIIlent. Iew Baapshire meJL haTe kept pace with :aew 
ideaa. We haTe alwa.ya l:Lad aote4 aa'tural scientists • studyiDg pleats • 
birds. stars. soil and roots. aDd the biology ot huaaa be~•· Others 
have aade Taluable oontri'bvtio:u in piiJsics. ch.U.stry • at»i»g. agri-
cultural soience. and industrial research. Today our colleges. our 
gonrmaent and our aeautacturing plants··~ haTe scientific laheratories 
where ways are coJLstantly being studied of aating lite better tor 
enryone• 
A aedical sohool at DartiiOuth. founded in 1797 • us educated 
doctors who haTe serred not only this state but ·~ others as well. 
Al-ert medic8.1 JUil started a State Board ot Health iD I ow llaapsl:dre iD 
1881. The Board "WOrked to see that our doctors. dentists and nurses 
bad good training in their tiolcls. and kept up careful.. reliable prao-
tices as they serred the people. It helped to set up good hospitals 
and iaproTo health conditions in our cities and towna. 
Lawyers 1D our state establiahod a legal society 1D 187S • called 
the l'ew Haapshire Bar Association. to keep stadarda high 1D tho pro-
fession ot law. .Among our taaous lawyers waa LeTi 1foodb1117 ot Frances-
town. a justice ot the United States Supr-e Court troa 184:6 UDtil his 
death ia 1851. Throe other aOD who were born in Iew Beapshire and 
aoTed later to other states wore also Supr•• Court justices: Salao:a. 
p. Chase ot Cornish. l'athu Clifford ot a-n~ and Barlaa :riske S'toae 
ot Chesterfield. 
As tho natioa beoaae more aware ot social probl... duriag tho ~ 
d.wrtrial r8Tolll'tion ot the 1800'•• l'ew Ba:apshiro people were a110ng tho 
first to tate aotioa against bad things 1D societ,r. Tho idea ot serYW 
ice organisations to help chango those thi~~.gs spread rapidl7.. YMCA'• 
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u.d YWCA'• were started to provide wholesome actiTities tor youn~ ... 
and lfOJI.en liTi.Dg 1D orowded. cities nere they had ao home i.Dtluence. 
Homes tor orphllD ch1ldroa were established. Societies were tonaed to 
help the blind• the handicapped• the sick md the aged. 
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Behi.nd eTeiYone ot these organisations stood dedicated. hard-
working citisens who raised aonq. aa4e plaas. aad kept thin~• coin~. 
In 1898 the Tario•• ~roupa l1D1. ted under the 1f. H. Contereace ot Social 
Weltare. and a t• years later the idea ot the Collllllmity Chest to raise 
tunds in a coabined. campaiga was started. Alon~ with the Red Cross 8l1d. 
other earlier or~anisations. the Boy and Girl Scouts. Animal Rescue 
Leagues and SPOA' s were soon under its wiD~. 
Fresh Air Children troa large cities haTe been oom.ing to lfew Hap-
shire homes ever since 1877. The tirst boys• au.aer oamp was estab-
lished at Squaa Late in 1881. aD4 one tor girls came a little later 
at Bft'f'ound Lake in 1900. Toda7 thouands ot boys and ~irls i• to sua-
aer cuaps in our state to ejoy all kinds ot tun and learn ~ stills. 
As we think ot all these ~ood things that have ccae to Bew Heap-
shire duriag the last centul7. or so. we cube Tory proud ot our ata.te•a 
aooa.plisbments. Artists. writers and musiciaDa in tver.y part ot the 
state are still creatin~ beautU'ul and interest~ thbl~a tor us. It 
they could speak to you. they would tell you how auch thq hope that 
sCDe ot you will carry o:a their work. OUr treed.oa to e:xprea s ourael vea 
1D creatiTe ways is one ot the greatest priTile~es .... have. 
Leaders and workers are needed. too. to oontiD.ue all the other 
worth while thiD.ga that have had suoh a good start in our state. In 
retura tor t)le aany beneti ta we recei TO• we a11at do our share in the ia-
portut wort ot aatiag the tuture nen better than the past. 
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K>DBRlf J'.ARimfG 
For a time atter the CiTil War it seemed that N• Heapshire•s 
prosperous tams were 'beoomin~ fewer and t .. er. Young people lett 
ta:na haaes to take jobs in the oities. ~ people had aoved west. 
SUIDDler boarders coai.ng to our couatryside be~an to see abandoned 
taraa along the roads, with lilao and rose bushes spreadin~ onr the 
yards, and fruit trees gone wild. 
Then around the t11l'Jl of the oentury tarain~ started to 'be impor-
tant again. There were lllllll7 reasons tor the change. For ODe thing, 
new inventiou made lite on the taras much better. llore aaohinery 
and ~aaoline power to run it took some of the baok'breaking labor out 
ot tara work and made it faster as well as easier. Telephones, Rllral 
Free Delinry of mail, and electrioity brought the farm faily into 
touoh with the rest of the state. Improved roads a:ad transportation 
allowed the farmer to get his produce to market more quiolcly. 
Progress in education helped the taraer most ot all. Alo~ with 
the tremendous growth in scllools ot all kinds oaae the school ot agri-
culture to teach better lllethods of taraing. our first agricultural 
college, started in 1868, had ben located at HUlonr. ID 1893 
:Senj•in Thompson of Durha. willed his large estate to the oollege 
tor the purpose of establishing a bigger Uld better school at Durhaa. 
Gradually it grew into the tine Uninrsity of New Baapahire we know 
today. 
Working with the a~ricultural college to help the ta:naer were 
senral organizations whioh brought new ideas to nery oorner of the 
state. Both the state and the federal govel"DDJlellts had Departaents of 
Agriculture which stv.d.ied ways ot making tarm.illg more protitable. 
They looked into market conditions and kept tar.mers intor.aed about 
needed crops and their selling prices. They sent out educational 
material on teeds, tertilisers and control ot disease and insect 
peats. Agents helped eTeryone on the tarm learn how to do their 
work better. 
rarmers' organisations like tlle ram Bureau and the GraD«• sup-
ported aore researoh in agriculture 8Jld helped ta.rmera to share their 
problema and work out aelutiena.together. Mure Faraera ot AJI.erioa 
groups ad 4-B Clubs tught boys ad girls how to raise tine u.imala 
&Dd good crops, and how to BlaD&ge all the ditterent ki:acis ot work oa 
the tarm. suocesstully. 
Among the things that research brought to the tarmer were better 
seeds. Because our growing season ill New Hampshire is ab.ort, special 
Tarieties ot plants are ooastantly being devel:oped which will grow 
well in a shorter tillle. 
Along with better kinds ot plants came better liTestook. By 
studying the health aBd precluotioa records ot their anillta.ls, taraera 
learned to raise tmproTed breeds ot cattle, poultry, hogs and other 
liTestook • 
.Another advance was the understanding ot the chEiflllicals taken trom 
the soil by ditterent crops. ra.rmers today practice crop rotation and 
use modern tertilizers to prevent wearing out their soil. They also 
realize the dangers ot erosion ot good topsoil b.f wind and water, and 
practice sound methods ot plowing and reseeding to saTe the soil. 
A Greea Pastures program ill the state has done much to reclaim 
poor land, encouraging the draining and leveling ot swamps, replanting 
ot scrubby areas, aDd making ot tara ponds. 
In all these ways and more, tanaers became businessmen. They 
learned to keep records whichwould help them to see where tmproTements 
could be made. They learaed to study :aarketa and organize cooperatiTe 
buying and selling ot goods. Today the tarm.er aims to make a profit, 
and tollawa sound plaas to make sure that he will. 
Although we do not haTe so maay ot thea now, people ca still see 
at our agricultural fairs examples ot all the kinds of progress that 
haTe been made on our taraa. Here in a tuoinatiDg display are gath-
ered all the finest 8lliaals, Tegetables, truit aad other products that 
modern agriculture can produce. 
Dairyi:ng has becoae our most important kind ot tal'll.ing, and •ew 
Hampshire is k:Dow:n as the "m.ilk shed" tor the large cities ot Baster:n 
Kassaohusetts. Our climate is good tor the todder crops, hay, corn 
aDd oatsJ and this, with our tine herds a:nd scientitic metheds ot milk 
processing, has made dairyil!Lg a big business in New Hampshire. !Jl 1960 
the sale ot milk ranked tirst as a source ot ta.l"Dl i:ncOJRe. 
Poultry raising has became our second :aost important kind ot farm-
ing. The electric brooder house helped taae:nsely in building up the 
poultry business. Thousands ot hatching eggs and baby chicks are raised 
eTery year. Huge quantities ot eggs are sold iJl city JU.rketa. Although 
most poultry teed has to be shipped i.Bto Kew Hampshire trom other places, 
the poultry tar.aer aas lear.aed to market his products efficiently so 
that teed costs do not spoil his profit. Figarea tor 1860 trGR the 
Unitecl States Department of Agriculture showed that egg production was 
tu second most iaportant aouroe ot tara income in the state. 
ot the orops grcnm. on the land today, apples are the leacliBg Miley-
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maker. Ridges and hillsides not auitable tor other oropa make excel-
lent apple oroharda. OUr most r .. ou8 apple, ot course, is the Mcintosh, 
but maa.y other delicious varieties are grown in lfew Hampshire. 
Other Taluable crops are cora and hay for liTestook feed. Machin-
ery can now do almost all the heavy work in raieing these crops. For 
h~ the far.mer has tractor-driven mowing machines, tedders for turning, 
autoaatio balers, and aay leaders both tor use in the field and at the 
bara. The most efficient way ot using corn tor teed is the silo. The 
oor.a is chopped by maohiae and Dlown into the silo all in one operation. 
Potatoes are aaotaer profitable orop tor the lfew Hampshire ta.raer 
who has good riTer-bottoa and upl8lld fields. The work ot growillg pota-
toes is also done largely b,y machine tod~. 
Mally ta.raers specialize ia maple products, market gardena and 
berries. Our many summer resorts proTide excellent markets tor all ot 
these, and great quantities are also shipped to city markets. 
Although raisi:D.g orops is a profitable business in areas through-
out the state where the soil and laad ooatour are right, there are still 
many sections which are DOt suited to it. Some part of a great many 
taras is land too rooky, wet or hilly to plOtJ up. This our farmers use 
tor pastures end woodlots. 
In same places in the state large areas cannot be used tor ~­
thing but trees. This is true ot most of the land in our liOUDtaia re-
gions. Since the time when people poured into the wilderness, making 
some farms where farms neTer should haTe been, we have realised that 
mountainous sections are best left largely for forests, and we haTe been 
satisfied to have about three fourths ot our state in woodland. It is 
not only beautifUl this way, but practical. too. It is one of the thiags 
whioh aaltes our soe:ael"T 80 attraotin to tourists. It pl"8'9'eats 1'loods 
and keeps our ponds a:ad lakes aore tree of ail t md mud. It provides 
homes tor all the wildl ite .,.. love 80 well. And of oourae we use muoh 
ot it. too. tor our forest iDduatries. 
'!'he problem of abandoned taras i:a our ooUD.t:ryside has gradually 
bee:a solved in three ways. Some 11111.all tanas !lave beoome part of lar~r 
ones. Those which were too reaote aDd too poor to be auocesstw. in the 
first plaoe han been taken over by Nature and returned to their beat 
use as forest laD&. otheres have been purchased by the thouaaada as 
s'WIIlller and retireaent hoaos tor people from the oities. lfe are glad to 
see taras tixed up aDd enjoyed by these people. aad it is a help to the 
towns. too. to reoei"f'e tax aoaey tr• th• oaoe aore. 
lfllatOTer the ups and dcnms of taraiag iD :lew Ba.pshire aa.y ae iD 
the years to ocae. the production of food on efficient aodern farms 
will always be iaportant. Although industl"T and the oooupations re-
lated to the tourist business aploy m.ore people today. aost faraers 
will still agree that theirs is the healthiest and aost satisfying ki:ad 
ot lite there is. 
XXIII 
OUR RECREATION INDUSTRY 
Aa better 1 .... were ma4e tor people in industry • shortening their 
long work days and giving thea n.oations. they began to haTe more lei-
sure tilae. ETeryone learned to play more. They found maq new ways of 
enjoying their leisure. Sports such as tennis. football and golf be-
o•e popular. llore people weat to resorts at the seashore. on lakes. 
and in the mountains for their vaoations. 
The mountains of New Hampshire had been attracting visitors for a 
long time. The very first of our mountain inns had been the log houses 
ot the Crawford family in the notch now named for them. A notch is a 
low place between mountains. usually carved by a stream. In the early 
1800's, when the only road that went through the White Mountains to 
northern wew Hampshire passed by the Crawford hOJIU')S. they had taken in 
settlers hauling goods through the notch. Another man who often had 
travelers sleeping before his fire in that same notch was Samuel Willey. 
but in 1826 the whole Willey family was wiped out in a terrible laad-
slide. 
Ethan Allen Crawford and his father • Abel. made a better and better 
business out of their inns. enlarging them and providing interesting en-
tertaiument for their guests as the years went by. People loT&d to hear 
Ethan. who was a colorful giant of a man. tell tall tales of his adTe:a-
tures. especially with wild animals. He kept two tamed wolves end even 
a peacock to aaaze his guests. 
Scientists interested in the alpine plants. rook tonaations and 
weather of JiOUD.t Wasb.ingto:n often stayed with the Crawtords. Ethan and 
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his father cleared t~e first trails up the aountain and acted as guides 
to the people who wanted to oliab it. 
In 1812 a sUllll.it house waa built on the top of Jlount lfaahington. 
'fo get the aaterials up the mountain• eaoh board wu tied to the side 
ot a horse, with a au holding the other ed. !he wooden structure was 
not strong eaougll, howeTer, to withstud the galea ot wind at the top, 
a:ad this tirat SUIIIIlit Bouse was the grandmother of the one that is 
there today. 
In pinkbam Botch lind • pioneer naaed Bayes D. Copp with his 
wite, Dolly. Although DO read passed through this notch beyond the 
Copp oabin, n..turaliata soon disooTered that 'this was o:ae ot the aoat 
beautit\ll spots in the aountains. Dolly Copp, too, begaa to take in 
guests. lD the 1830's she o~arged twenty"-fiTe cents tor a aet.l, twenty· 
five cents tor a bed, and a:aother quar-ter for puttinl up a llorse a:ad 
carriage. As the years went by the Copps made a good 11Ti:ag. Today 
one of our best lmow:a state caaping areas is located where the Copps 
once liTed. 
other moW!ltain ius ad hotels were startec:l in~ plaoes. By 
the time of the CiTillfar, lfew Hampshire wu a popular place to spend 
a Taoation. Gradually tu era of the great hotels began. To these 
huge places came f8Jililies in their carriages, briDging aaids ud but-
lers with them. All would enjoy the healthfUl cU.a&te and the aports 
of the time, including hiking, piollioking, climbing, awimlaing, riding 
aDd te1111is. 
AD eTer-growing number of priT&te oottaces aroUDCl the lakes and 
at the seashore were appearing, too. Those who could not afford their 
own aumaer homes or the grand hotels stqed at boarding houses in 'the 
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country ad in the resort tOWJ18. Fai'Jil wives and beardin,;-house land-
ladies labored over bi~ black kitchen stoTea produoin~ quantities of 
food for their boarders, for the countryside was not well supplied ~th 
restaurants then as it is today. 
Althou~h .American• have always loved the out-of-doors, the aoun-
taiDs are iD.terestia~ tor more than their cool aad pleasant oltaate 
aad the hikin~ and oliabin~ they provide. !he beauti:f'ul viewa are con-
stantly chan~in~ in appearuoe. Bnry kind ot weather briD~s clU'f'erent 
colors and patterns tato play in s~ and earth, rooks and trees. 
Soae mountain weather, of' course, is violent and dan~erous, eepeo-
ially ill the winter. ODe reason f'or the UD.ited State• weather station 
on JIOuat lfashin~oa is that a hi~h •ountaiD. is aa excellent place to 
observe the suclden c~ee that oco11r iB winds, clouds ad moisture 
around mountain tops. SBCJWs are hea...,. in tlle aoUDtains aad of'ten ore-
ate probleaa f'or travelers. Piakha Notch has over 100 inches of SDOW' 
per year. 
Today our State Hi~hway Departaeat aaiutains moaster plows espec-
ially tor lllOUJltaia roads. It also provides a special hi~ay p&trol 
service to protect drivers who ai~ht 'be stranded ia fierce stol"!!ls. !hey 
have been called the Blue An~els, f'or the tlulliD.~ blue li~hts on the 
tops of' the vehicles; but recently the li~hts were chan~ed to amber. 
Althou~h our aouataias &re famous tor a ~eat number ot eoenio 
wonciers, probably the most celebrated of' these is the Old )(an ot the 
llcnmt&ins. This is a rook f'oi'Jilation hi~ on & mountain side wh1oh looke 
like the side view ot an old man• s taoe. Frs forehead to ohin the 
oraSCY .face aeasuree forty teet. DaDiel lfebeter eaid ot this ~reat pro-
tile, ~en han~ out ai~ indicative of their respective tra4es. Sboe-
makers hang out a gigutio shoe1 a jeweler, a JIOnster watch; 8J1d the 
dentist hangs out a gold tooth. But in the mountains ot Jlew Haapshire 
God .Almighty hu hung out a sip to show that here He makes aen." A 
story by Iathaaiel H..thor.ae, "The Great Stone Faoe,• has also helped 
to make the Old Man well known .verywhere. 
In 1916 a ai.D.ister in Whitefield, Rev. Guy Roberts, brought it to 
the attention of the state that the forehead atone of the Old Maa was 
slipping. A orew of men undertook the very diffioul t job ot tuteniDg 
the twenty-ton 'boulder to the main ledge with strong anchor irons. 
Further strengthening was needed aga.il! in 1954:. 
It was the aen who oaae to our mountains to study their plant 
lite and geology, and who loved hiking and exploring in th8Jil, who gave 
most of the mountains their a8llles. ~ were nDed for presideats. 
Washington, Jefferson and Adams, Baaed for presidents, are our highest 
peaks. Some either kept or were given Indian names, such aa Chocerua, 
Franconia end Paasaooaaway. others were named for nearby toWD.a or for 
people and places in tae Bible. Revolutionary heroe1 and other out-
steeling aen in the state were honored. 'by haTing aouatainl :a81led after 
them.. Jro\Ult Whittier carries the B81le of the poet, Jolm Greenleaf 
Whittier, 1d&o wrote m11oh of hil beautitul poetry while visiting near 
it. Edward tuckerman and Joseph Pi.lllcllaa, tor whoa Tuckerman 1 s Raviae 
and Pini:haa Botch were D81led, were botaniata who atlldied plant lite. 
The naae ot )i)nadnock ia said to be Swi11, meaning "mountain which 
stands alone • • 
While the mountai:as were being developed u a resort area, Gov-
eraor Frank RolU.as in 1899 1tarted. a Cllltom to boost all of our Bow 
Hampshire towaa. This wu Old Hoae Week, to encourage Iew Hampshire 
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people who had moved ~ to caae baCk and visit their haae towns dur-
ing a special week in August. !hie bee•• a time for happy f'aaily re-
unions ud lliD1 interesting eveats .• 
.As the autODlObile and better roads cam.e along. the tourist busi-
ness begm to boos as never 'bef'ore. It beoam.e a real industry f'or the 
state. Private citiseas, orgaaisations 8ll.d the state govel"DIII.eat all 
did their part to keep the tourists coming. Since the whole state 
soeaod to be on d.isplq, we •ado a greater effort to keep our tO'WJUI 
attractive, witll well-kept boaes aJLd neat yaris. BUt a.leg with tile 
ma.ay businesses that sprang up, such as tourist cabins. Nstauranta 
aD.d roadside studs.. c811le a rasa of' advertisiag d.gns which tareat-
e:aed to destroy the appearance of' the scenery for which our tourists 
oaae. Gradually outcloor advertising oaae w:uler the control of state 
and local goveraents and was limited to a reasonable aaoUD.t. 
We began to see that our special scenic places should be pro-
tooted as resources that everyone should be tree to enjoy. The state 
govenmum.t and some respoasible private orgaaisations took GYer moat 
of' our outstandillg natural attractions and Blade them ililto parks and 
reservations so that they could net be spoiled. 
A large state reserration was created at Ora.wf'ord Botch, iD.olud-
ing three beautif'ul cascades, or waterfalls. a1a.cl the little Willey 
house where the deadly laDdslide of' 1826 had taken place. 11\loh of' 
FraDooDia lotoh, with ita Old Man of' the Moutailils, Fl'IDI.e and lovely 
Echo and Profile Lakes • was takoa over by the Society f'or the Protec-
tion of' 11ew Hampshire Forests. They also purchased Lost River ill 
Kinaan Kotch. This river, with ita aaasing glacial potholes. had 
beo discovered by tn bo71 in 1852. 
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-rwo other orcani&ations which bcucht land in the aouatains and 
han helped to keep th• aatural end unspoiled are the .Appalaohian 
Jfcnm:\ain Club and th• Dartmouth Ou'tinc Club. The .Appalaohian lloUD.• 
taia Club, toraed. in Bestoa in 1876, aaintaills trails and. lode•• in 
our state~ as .. 11 as ill :aaDy other ea.stem states • The Dartllouth 
Outinc Club, which was the first of the many collece outi-c clubs now 
in existence, becan in 1909 to clear trails and build shelters in our 
mountains. As it ,rew~ it boucht land 1D sn'eral places, includin' a 
lar,e area around Lake MOosilaukee. 
A wealthy man named Austin Corbin, of Newport, spent over a 
million dollars establishin' a came preserve known as Blue MOuntain 
Forest Park in Croydon and Grantham. Here he ,athered specimens of 
our best ,aae animals, includinc the vanish~ American bison or but-
talc, and provided a tenced-in home tor th• of 26,000 acres. 
OUr state is constantly addinc to its lone list of state parks, 
reservations and recreational areas, where everyone can enjoy the best 
that New Haapshire has to offer, from its sandy beaches at the seashore 
to its crystal clear lakes and on to its majestic mountains. The most 
recent development in our state parks has been their use in winter as 
well as in summer. 
The first skiinc had appeared in New Hampshire amon, a croup of 
Norwecians in lo,cinc camps and mills around Berlin. Their little 
•ski Clubben• was n&Jiled in 1883 tor the famous Borwe,ian, Dr. Fridtjof 
Nansen, who had traveled to the North Pole on skis. It was one of the 
first two ski clubs in America. Later the Dartaouth Outinc Club took 
up the sport of skiin,. Their ski tow in the 1930's was the tirst to 
appear in the state, and their •Green Skiers" became a crack collece 
tea. 
• 
• 
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lfi thin a ttnr years there were ski clubs and Tarious kinds ot 
litts tor skiers eTerywhere. Fer a time speoial •sDOW trains• were run 
by the Boston alld Kaine Railroad to brin~ winter sports teas te the 
state. Another popular winter actiTity has been sled do~ races. !he 
New England Sled Dog Club has created interest in this aport. One 
t8li.Ous sled dog was called "Chinook." meaning wara west wind. Be led 
the first dog tea to go up Jfount Washington qd won m~ races. In 
1929 he went with Admiral Richard Byrd on his expeditioa to the South 
Pole. !od~ Chinook dogs and huskies are raised by seTeral people in 
the state. 
While our parks and other recreational areas were developing so 
tast, private GWD.ership of Taoation spots was spreading rapidly, too. 
ll'rom the time when ocean bathers used to pitch tents on the sand about 
one hundred years a~o, our beaches at Hampton. Rye and Wallis Sanda 
have grown into hu~e settle.ents ot cottages, camps, hotels and motels. 
Along with these are countless shops, eating places, a.usement centers 
and all the other busiaesses that ~ with keeping Taoationers happy. 
The sae holds true tor our lake resorts. Chiet 8JIIODg these are 
Winnipesaukee. Winnisquam. Silver, Sunapee, Squam, Ossipee and Iewtound 
Lakes. But there are a host ot other lakes and ponds ringed with sumaer 
settl .. ents, and all are continually growing in popularity. In place 
or the haDdsome old steamboats which used to traTel on our lar~er lakes 
are now thousands ot saaller boats ot every kind, color and deseription. 
More and aore marinas to serve them are being built. 
There are so many activities and businesses connected with the tour-
ist trade that it would be almost impossible to neme the. all. But a 
goodly nUIIlber at them haTe brought new pleasure to our own people as 
well as to visitors. The many festivals. fairs and exhibitioas aioh we 
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hold eTery year are aa eDjoyable to us as to othera. Su.aer theatres, 
interesting natiTe handicrafts and sports eYents haTe all helped to en-
rich the leisure tiae o~ eTeryone ill e-ar a tate. 
As people haTe learned to play in so Jll8lV' way, In Ba111.pahire hal 
truly became a taTOrite playground. Filling the needs of all our Tisi-
tors ia a big job. We oall it our recreation industry. The oooupa-
tions whioh proTide soae kind of serYioe to people, whether Tisitors 
or those who liTe here all the time, are called serTioe ooovpatiou. 
Takea u a whole, our serTioe ooo11patiou employ the second largest 
group ot people in the state, with aaau~acturing industries holdiag 
~irat place, as we haTe mentioned. 
Did you know that there are soae t:bings boys and girls ou do to 
make l'ft' Hampshire more attraotiTe, not only to Tisitora, but to eTery-
one who liTes here1 There are. They oaa help by not being litterb~. 
They oaa be polite aDd helptul to tourists wbo ask ~or directions or 
other ~oraation. They can help to keep our roads ade by following 
the right rules tor riding bicycles and welking. .AJld i~ our to11D8 end 
cities need prettier yards aDd streets, boys ad girls oa.a o~en tiad. 
ways o~ aa:ting th• Dioer, perhaps through their olubs md orgaaiza-
tions. 
XXIV 
STATE AID NATIONAL AFFAIRS 
Al thoup In B811.pahire people Aa.cl foltlld aew pleasure in sports. 
recreation and other gpod thin!•• we must not think that li!ht-hearted 
eajoyment took up ust of their tiae. for this was not true. !here 
were serious matters to be considered. and some which made the people 
solemn aJJd 1ad. 
Daring the years that we have been talking about • trom. the end 
ot the 1800's aad into the present day. our coUDtry had bee involved 
in four wars. Two of th•• World War I ud World War II, were the 
most terrible wars of all tt.e. 
In 1898 we had problems with Spain over the treatment of the cuban 
people. whose island country is close to ours and who looked to ua tor 
help. We sent a warship. the Kaine. to Hav&D.a. Cuba. and while it wu 
lyiag at anchor there it was blOlll'l up. Two hundred and fifty-three 
Aaeriou. officers and men were killed. congress declared war on SpaiD. 
and as our oountJ7 pulled together. men from the north and south fo\lght 
side by side once ure instead ot against each other as they had in 
the Civil War. 
Except for Colonel Leonard Wood of Winchester. who commanded a 
cavalry unit ot Rough Riders. none of the 1,358 men New Hampahire aent 
to the war reached C\lba. Few saw aotiom. in the phase of the war which 
took place in the Philippim.e Islands. Nevertheless, there were Bew 
Hampshire men who met their deaths through disease in tropical a~ 
camps. Leonard Wood, who Dad become a general. was military goTernor 
of Cuba atter the war. He did a great deal to mprove health condi-
tions and. other other problems in Cuba. Later he helped govern the 
PhilippiJlea and oarried oa the ._. kill4 of work there. 
In 1114 WorlcS war l b.Na Mt b. Jlllrope. Preddeat WU.acm triecl 
to keep the United States a.tral. But a.tter Oera&D s•ltaa.ri.Jlea a*Jik 
our ate•ahlp, the Lusitu.ia, act other Aaerioaa ships, we were toroecl 
into tlw war. Wlus Presicleat Wilson aacle the d.eolaratlon of war on 
April 2, 1917, he said of our ooat17, •tod helplag ller, ahe oan de no 
other.• 
One aillion men were oallecl up 'uder the ttrst draft law ad aol"e 
aoon followed. Men fi'O!I ""17 etate weN ocabiDed ill all the braaoh.ea 
ot the senioe. In all, 20,000 aea tr-. lew Barapehi.re were •••t• .Alo,. 
tboup poison su ucl other onel aetbMe ot warfaJ"e 11ere beiag ueed lt;y 
the Geaana, our people belieTed 1n tr.e4Gia ud our •• were rillac 1D 
eaorifioe eYerythlag tor it. 
ltt'eryoae in 'the oouatey pluqect bno tu war effort. Meatleae 
and wheatleas dqa were oae wq the people at hoae helpect. !hey ueed 
u little ••car~u polaible aDd etoppecl all waete of food. To help 
J"aiae JRODOJ' for the t.raaoadous ooat ot war, they bought li'bert;y boade, 
WU" eaTin&s ataJ~ps •d Tiotoi'J' boad.e. 
a.'eryone no oo\llcl womcl tor tu Red Orou ad other war nliet 
sroupe. 1'hoee at home aade c:lreaalqe, l:tudapa a.s knitted artiolee, 
a1 well u helplag 1D boad. 4ri"f"ea. Oil the tro.at, led Croaa aa'bul•o•• 
oarried the wounded to hoapitala, where other 1led Oroea workers were 
waiti.ag to aid in nuninc • .,... 
Ken tl"OIIl our state fought braTely on the battlefields ot P.ranoe, 
at sea acainlt the Genau l&"fJ', aad inmua;y speoialised uttle Oil 
hoDoJ" rolls ill ewey el ty, town .. d Till a.ge ...., be sen 111M n••• ot 
tboae 1ll'bo pTe their liTea, & total of 1.2&4. Am4m.S the creat !lumber 
16T 
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ot heroes who were decorated tor outstanding courage was George Dilboy 
of Keene, who won the Congressional Medal of Honor. This is the high-
est award our country oan give. For heroism at sea in 1916, just be:tore 
we declared war, Charles Willey ot Concord was also awarded this medal. 
Finally on the eleventh hour ot the eleventh day ot the eleventh 
month ot 1918 Germany was defeated and the armistioe was signed. Soon 
atter the war President Wilson and leaders ot other countries tried to 
unite the nations ot the world in the League ot Nations. It was hoped 
that through this organization world problems oould be solved and 
tuture wars prevented. But the time had not yet come and the idea did 
not suooeed. 
Meanwhile two other important developments took place in our 
national government. The Eighteenth Amendment to the Constitution ..a 
adopted forbidding the sale o:t liquor in the United States. For :tour-
teen years, until the aaendment was repealed in 1933, it was against the 
law to manu:taoture liquor, buy or sell it, or drink it. After the re-
peal New Hampshire, like aost other states, continued a system ot con-
trol over alcoholic beverages. Eaoh town decides by vote whether it 
will permit them to be used, and the state superviaes the sale of liquor 
through its special stores. 
The Nineteenth Amendment to the Constitution gave women the right 
to vote. The women o:t our state became very interested in using wisely 
the privilege ot voting. Organizations like the League ot Women voters 
helped to educate them in matters o:t government. Women studied the 
fitness and training ot political calld.idates tor the work they wanted 
to do. They studied how citizens may best help to bring about the 
good things we want from our goverDm.ent. lfODten have oClBle to have e 
• 
eTer-grft'iDg illtlueaoe in our state. uacl the7 lla.Te worked .bard to ia-
proTe •SD7 kinds ot oonditions. 
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In 1921 it had been just three hliJldrecl years sillee the first white 
settl•ent had been JUde at P8Jlll.aa;r in 1623. 1few B•pshire held a 
celebration ot its three huadredth anniTersary. or teroentenar,y. Kaay 
ot the historic eTents ot the paat were brought to lite again 1a the 
:ainds llld hearts ot the people • and the reTiew ot our lcmg and distin-
guished histor,y aade thea feel Ter,y pro11d. 
For several 7•r• ti.Dles were good tor 11ew Hampshire and the Jlation. 
Then in 1929 caae the great depression which brought .ach hardship 
enr,ywhere. We haTe read ot the closb.g ot the aills ill ll'ew B•pshire 
aJld the thousaads ot people wi.thollt work. At the worst point 1a tlle 
depreuion 1D 1932• Jolm GUbert Winant was elected gcrrernor. Be had 
·~ sensible ideas as to how the state could help itself out ot its 
trouble. With aid tram both the state and national SOTer.aaents .... 
Baapshire tiDally 'began to get baok on its teet. Todq we hope that 
we Ullderstand the causes ot depre8Sioa well enoup 10 that u saoll ter-
rible tiJII.es OlD eeae to the aatioa &CaiJi.•. 
Later Jo!m Wialllt was to go on and giTe his quiet. thoughtful 
h,lp to aan7 other natiol18 ot the world in their struggle tor peace 
aJld prosperitY"• Atter working tor u interaational organisation iD. 
Switzerland. he was giTen the hard job ot being United States Aabaa-
sador to Bllgle.nd duriag World War II· Later he bee•• one ot the !a-
portent Unite4 states represntatiTes to the Uaited Iations. 
B7 the tillle the depressioa was oTer. ailita.ry dictators in Europe 
were beginnillg the trouble that would lead to World War II· nile 
Ital7 was swallowing up Ethiopia. Adolph Hitler was preparing the 
Germu anrlea to maroa into neir;hboring ooUD.triea. One by one • i:a 
three years' time, Germany seised Austria, CseohoalOT&ld.a, Poland. 
Demaark. Boi"W'&y, the Betherllll'lds, Luxeabourg, Belgi111a aad Praue. 
The United States knew the aat.an .aat be atoppe4 before he 
occupied all ct Europe. While he prepared to crush lnglaacl with a 
blita of be:rabs, Aaerioa wu gathering ita resources. Under the 
Lend-Lease Progr• we seat bglud as .uch help as we oould. I:a 
19-iO we bega:a dratti:ag lii8D for military training. 
Withi:a a ff!JW liOnths Iazi Geraany had attaoked Ruuia and wu at 
the same tiae sinking the ships we were se:adhr; to Slltfer:Ulg Baglaacl. 
And i:a another part ot the world, 1ll3lcaJnm to us, a :aew e~ which had 
been at war with China was preparing to strike at the United. States. 
On December ·7, 19-il Japan boabed. our BaTal tleet at Pearl Harbor 
in 'the Paoitic, aad traa then on,.. W8re at war on both aides ot the 
globe. The aen who had fou9lt h World. War I had raised ao:aa just old. 
enought to fight i:a World War II. 
But DOt only men went to war this time. Women aerTecl as well in 
:aa.ny braBOhes ot the serTioe. Bft' ltaapshire seat 60,000 :aea aad wcaen 
to Werld War II• Tra.i.:ai:ag bases, ailitary supplies II.Dd. IWlUta.cturing 
effort wre aeeded on a gigantic so ale. Bnry state used all the re-
sources it could .aster. 
Our tara• produced food in huge qaaD.tities; our factories turaed 
out ailitary goods at top apeedJ the Ba"f7 Yard at Port ... vth oapleted 
eigaty-t. suDaarines md aany aall ships for the Ba...,-; 8!Ld priTate 
citisens raised their own food h Tictory garde:as, wasting nothing. 
ETeeyo:ae was o:a short ra.tiOlll of Rgar, oaaned goods, mee.t, gaso-
line ad tael oil. GoTeJ'JIIlent ration coupons were isaued to all 'to 
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preTent ~ cheating. As betore, people bought war bonds md worked 
tor the Red Oro••• the USO and other organisations to help 1n eTery 
way they could. 
The CiTil Air Patrol kept crews of' TOlunteer pilots, mechanics 
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and rescue personnel constantly-at the ready on the hoae tront. The 
boys and girls of' the Junior Red Cross prepared boxes of' tood and other 
necessities to eent to war-tor.n lurope. 
At a tea.rf'lll cost in both liTes and money, the war was won by 
1945. New Haapshire•s dead nuabered 1.595, but ·~ aore suttered shat-
tering woliD.ds in battle and crushing experiences in prison caaps. As 
before, men f'rom our sta.te woa decoratioas tor bravery in every branch 
of' the service. Three receiTed the Congressional Medal of' Honor. They 
were Captain Harl Pea.se, Jr., of' Plyaouth, Sergeaat o. H. Karaberis of' 
Ma.nohester, and CCIIIIIIWlder Richard O'Kane of' Durham. Our jet air base 
a.t Newington ia Damed tor Capta.in Pease. 
Although the Second World War was over, Ccamunists in North Korea 
created new trouble by inTading South Korea iJl 1950. Our country was 
called upon to support U.ited Nations troops there, and about 8,000 
New Hampshire men had to ti~ht again in the Koreaa War, whioll lasted 
until 1953. It was during this war that our CiTil Def'enae Program caae 
into being, to protect priTate citizens in ca.se of' attack. The Ground 
ObserTer Oorpa wu also f'onaed to mainta.in constant watch of' plmes 
passing oTer. 
SiJloe World War II the UDi ted Iatioaa has been workiag very hard. 
to settle inter.national probleas and preTeDt wars troa happeBing. But 
tllere have 'been auoh serious quarrels iJl ·~ places that we have ooa-
tirmed to have what we call tlle •eold war. • Tais meas that altho up 
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there has not been a aajor war, we are eonsta'tly dealiag with trouble 
..ong nationa. Iew Baapshire, like all the other states, has been do-
ing ita share in the preparedness prograa ot the nation to keep Aaerioa 
strong. OUr young aen get ailitary training when th.,-tinish aohool, or 
~le they are in oollege through the ReserYe Oftioera TraiRillg Oorpa. 
!B. recent years ~kinds ot progress thro•ghout the nation have 
brought benefits to Hew Hampshire. Fine new highw~s haTe been built, 
lillking important sections ot the state to a systea ot modern road1 
which covera the whole United States. 
)fore and better schools ltave beea possible u we raiaed our share 
ot the 110aey for tham and the national govel"DII.ent contributed aDother 
part. In the saae way, we have bea able to improve hoapitals, health 
programs ad crowded. areaa 1JL cities. As our state govenment carries 
on ita work tor the good ot the people, the national gevermaeat studs 
ready to help with this work when it 1s needed. 
Whea a new federal oeu11s wu taken in 1960, the figures showed. 
a healthy growth in the population ot Hew Haapshire. The nuaber of 
people in the state ia 1960 ltad been 533,242. IJL 1980 it had iacreued 
to 606,291 people. The oenaua also lists the cities and towaa with 
populations ot onr s,ooo. In 1980 we hacL tw:aty-tive of "*-• We 
continue to grow ad. oltange as we have always done, in spite ot ware 
and other troubled tiaes. 
Although our ~venaaent waa first set up for the benefit of the 
people. and still reaaina basically the aaae in form.. the passing 
years have brought aany new ways in whioh the state helps its oiti-
sena • 
.As it has since earliest tiaes, tOWD goTermaent begiaa With the 
town meeting held eTer,r year. .A town olerk is elected to keep recorda 
ot all the town business. Ill his books are the decisions aade at eaoh 
meeting, along with lists ot voters, birtha. aarriages ud deaths. 
People who neecl a liceue to be aarried or a licQ.se tor their dog go 
to him to get it. Be issues building pe~ts to people who are remod-
eling their houses or putting up new 'builclhga • 
Seleot.en elected at town meeting still have the duty of carr.yiD& 
on the business of the town. They have charge of work on streets aad 
roads ancl provide help for poor t .. ilies wbe need tood. clothing, .fuel 
or housing. 'fhey are responsible for aaintaiatag police aad·tire de-
partaents. Modern towns which have become quite large aay TOte to hire 
a town aanager in addition to the seleotmen. Be nm.s the work ot the 
tcnm as his job. 
Toters at town meeting elect a aollool board to take oare of the 
business ot the aohoola. Otten the school boards ct neighboring towna 
work together ill hiring a Sllperintendent ot sohools for their whole area. 
Then eaoh board cooperates with h.im in aaintaining ita schools, )dring 
teaohera aDd building additions or new sohools when th.ey are TOted upon. 
The tax assessor is elected at town meeting, too. Soaetiaes there 
is aore thaD one. Tax assessors decide oa the value of all the property 
in the town 110 that tlle OWDe rs will bow how much tlte,- must pq ia 
taxes. 
The voters also must settle how much. money the to1m will spend 
tor each ot the iteas in ita budget. Enough money must be collected 
il1 taxes to conr the expenses ot the schools, streets and roads, aid 
to the needy, and police and tire departaents. 
1M 
I:a cities where the population is too large to h.ave town meetings, 
the voters elect a oity council to run the goverameD.t. SOJte cities 
choose a mayor as head ot their gover.aaent and others hire a oity man-
ager. A oity, being larger, needs more people and more departments to 
MU1 its attairs. The council, working with the mayor or city aanager, 
appoints a city clerk, a treasurer, and the heads ct the various de-
partments. In a modern city you would tind not only polioe. tire, tax, 
water and street departments, but also those taking care ot health. 
recreation, wel:fare, city planning, sewra.ge and garbage disposal, aad 
certain city buildings such. as the library. 
City sehool boards are elected by the voters and work with the 
superintendent o:f schools in much the SaJU we:y that town school boards 
do. 
Many ooaaitteea ot private citizens, called advise~ boards or 
councils, help the city o:f:fioials to make t.portant decisions about 
business districts, parking areas, playgrounds and other matters which 
a:f:fect everyoae. Although you may not be a city o.f':ficial who you grar 
up, you will :find that there will be a. great deal you can do as a priv-
ate citizen to help make your cODIDlunity a better place to live. You 
will be able to work w1 th the leaders ot your town or oi ty to briag 
about the things you think would be good :for everyoae. 
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lJI adclition to tcnna aM. oit7 SOTerz.eata, acae wrk ia al.o done 
through oou'ty &OTenBent~ You r••ber that Gonr:a.or Joha WeJl't1ft)rth 
diTided the prortDoe iDto tin oeuutiea ill l'Tn ao that oourta oould 1M 
held in the oouatiea, aearer te the iDlac! tolllll. The .firn .fiTe ooua-
tiea were diTicled iato tea in 18·&2, ad we atill ha.Te the aaae tea 
cliTidons today. You aay aee th•, with tlleir aaaea, oa the aap aext 
to thia pa~e. 
Some states llaTe stoppecl uaillg coa'ty gonram.e:at, and. aaq people 
i:a Iew H•pshire .feel that we ahould do away with it, too. BUt at 
present we aaiataiD seTeral health sad wel.fare aerTioea throusll our 
oouatiea, iDoludias hoapitala, hmaes .for tile aged, jails tor lawbreak-
era aad workera who help poor .faailiea. Oouaty oourta take oare ot 
the b~ ad aellias o.f land and 'the-estatea o.f o.f people wllo die. 
Asrioul bral aid to .faraera ia arranged through oouaty exteaaioa 
workera. 
TGWDI, oities aad oounties all eODduot parta o.f our tpTOrmaeat. 
Helping th• to work tosether ia the a'tate sOTel"llllleat o.f Iew Baps1Ur.. 
The baokltoDe o.f our state soTei'DIIleat ia our ooutitution which waa 
adopte"- aa we lmow, iD 1783. Bnrr state has a ooutitutioa, and our 
oo\IJltrr has oae, too. It tella what the gOTel"lllllent shall be like 8Jlcl 
what it ahall do. 
rr• tiae to ti.Jae we aeed to JUke ohanse• iD. the ooa..ti tutioa so 
that it will .fit the ..... ideas and •• ways o.f liTiDg that eoae along. 
our ooastituticm o.f 1783 haa beea aaended sOTeral tilaes, but tH baaio 
.fora of our atate SOTerDDI.ent reaaiDs unohanged. Like tlle :aat.ioaal 
geTenaeat, it haa tllree part a. 
J'irat ia the lesislatiTe · braJLoh, or lesfalature, 11btoh aakea the 
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le.ws. Second is the executive bra.nch. made up of the goTer.nor and. his 
departments. Third is the judiciary braaoh. or the oourts. '!'he state 
gover.am.ent carries on most of its business in the capital city of Con-
cord. 
'!'he legislature begins a new session in the state capitol every 
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two years. It is made 11p of two parts. One is the H~use of Repre-
sentati ves • which has about four hUDdred members elected from the 'tolms. 
The other is the Senate. ftioh has twa.ty-four aeabers troa sections ot 
the state known as senatorial districts. 
Our legislature is the largest one in the country. and it costa 
us aore to haTe so aaay representatives, but New Hampshire oitizo.a 
belieTe that this is the best way for n-eryone to have a say in our 
goyermaent. Both aen and women help aake lura in the New Haapahire 
legislature • 
We elect a goven10r n-ery two years. Sometimes at the end ot tw 
yer-.rs, it we thiDk a man has been a good gcn-eraor. we elect hia again 
for another term. live men are elected to sel'Te as his advisors on 
the GoTer.nor's Couaoil. The governor auat see that he has good help-
ers to run the many at ate departments. He must sign all the lura 
passed D,y the legislature and with the help of the departments see 
that they are carried out. 
The governor wrks very harde He aust oenatantly attend aeetiaga. 
discuss state matters with experts., aad try to keep the people iatoraed 
about the work ot the government. With the help of his assistants he 
aust prepare a budget. or plan for using the people' a tax aoney. A. 
new budget aust be approved by the legislature every two years. 
Of the aany departments ot the state, s0111.e take care of business 
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aattera. others provide di~~erent kiDde ot service to the people. One 
ot the iaportat aerrteea is that o~ the Departaent o~ Kduoation. Coa-
aunities all OYer the state receive help trea this department in ta-
proTin~ their schools. It works with our colle~es ~or teachers at 
Keene and Plymouth_ and with the University of :lew Huapshire at DUrhea. 
to pl~ the best training possible for teaohers. It helps to brin~ 
new things like echtoational television to ollr schools. 
Another service important to all o~ us is that of the Publio Works 
ad Highway Department. It builds the aain roads o~ our state and 
keeps tha in good condition. Its plows aad trucks clear aay the 
s110w- ead put sand and salt on state highways. 
!he Departaent ot Resources and Economic Development does ·~ 
thin~•· It proteots our forests and other natural resources. It runs 
our state parks and plans recreational progrUls. It puts out quanti-
ties of intomatioll oil New Hampshire as a sUIIIJler and winter playground. 
Through its work in advertieing the good things about our state_ it 
helps to bring new illdustries here. In order to describe the state 
more easily_ this departaent divided it into six regions- which ;rou aay 
see on the map next to this page. 
Baoh re~ion has a oenter ot interest. The MOiladnook Re~ion was 
aa.ed for the mountain of that same llllH• The )(erriaaok Valley Repon 
oentera aroUDd the Merriaaok River. In the Dartmouth-Lake Sunapee Re-
~ion are Dartaouth Colle~• ud Lake Slmapee. Tell why the White Koun-
tain_ Seacoast aRd Lakes Regions were givea their names. 
rraa the Department ot Resources and Eoonomio Developaent you aay 
get several pamphlets whi.oh would be interestill~ to your olus. ~e 
oonta.ins the words to the state song. "Old Hew Heapshire.• u well u 
• 
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JUJLY' taota about our state. Others ~h• illtoraatien about •- BUip-
shire products, state perks and historic dtea. bery year a calendar 
ot recreational n-ents is printed which lists eTerythin~ that Tiaitors 
aDd people who liTe here ai~ht like to attend. 
1?0 
Another office of state goTeraent is the Fish and Gaae Depe.rt-
m•t• Along with their work in promoting the oonserTation of wildlife. 
the Fish and Gmae Departaent carries on an educational prc~r~ tor the 
public. The he•• trom fish.in~ and hunting licenses helps to aake 
this possible. Bxhibits. fil.lls and slides which are used around 'the 
state help people to know aDd appreciate our wild creatures. The de-
partaeut maintains •ai•el shelters and fish hatcheries at aeYeral 
places. !here is also a OonaerT&tion Ca.p and a aeries of outdoor 
day laboratories tor boys and prll. 
Closely related to oouerTation is the aatter ot tlood oon'trol. 
In the pe.at. tloods haTe done as a11oh a1 twenty-tin aillion dollars' 
worth of d~e in our a'tate in one year. !hey hurt hoaes aDd mille. 
and oarry away precious topsoil troa our fara. lands. They wash ou't 
roads and brid~es. Our Water Resources Board has oooperatedwith the 
federal goTeruaent to do much work in tlood control in recent )'ears. 
Al'though foreets are our first line of defense ~ainst floods. 
aore control is needed. Mauy s.all daas haTe been built oa the feeder 
stre..a which aapty into our r1Tera. These da.a can be closed when the 
water level gets too high. '!'hen the bigger riTera do not onrflow 
their banks to deetroy homes and property. 
Lar~e das that proTide space tor a huge aaouat of water to col-
lect in seTere .. ergencies haTe been built at Surry on the Aehuelot 
RiTer. at :rranklin o:a the Peaigewuaet. at Webster on the Blaokwa.ter. 
at Peterborough oa the Bubanusit, and at Hopkinton oa the Contoooook. 
In addition to these dams inte:Dded for tlood oontrol, others whieh 
have been built as electric poW'8r projeots aid in keepin~ the flow of 
our riTers at a normal level. Tlle state has also done a ~reat deal to 
preveat pollutioa of our rivera and atreaas b7 manutaoturin~ plata 
aad by ...-~. froa tcnma and oities. It is hoped taat within a veey 
f., years our waterways rill all 'be cleu. a.Bd sate so tllat people aq 
enjoy th• aore for 'boatin~, awillaing and. fishing. 
tJJlder the Departaent of Safety ooae our state police and aotor 
vehiole offices. We have aentioned the Blue Angela aa part of our 
state hi~hwq patrol syataa, md there are me.JV other state troopers 
and highway offioials at work to keep our fine roads sate for travel-
ing. Fraa the ~tor vehiole.offioe people get drivin~ lioeaaes and 
lioense plates for their oars. 
Of all the resources of our state, oar people are the aoat impor-
tant. The well-being of all our citiseu b sorTed b,- the Departaa:t; 
of Health and Welfare. If you W'8re born 1a lfew Bapahire, the office 
of vital reoorda has yo11r birth oertifioate 1n ita files. Your u.r-
riage e.d death reoorcls will 'be kept there, too, if yo11 reaaia here. 
Your health is a aatter of interest to the state, for the bea't 
oitisens are healthy citisena. Free oU.aios with first-rate doowra 
aad n•raes are located 1D auay plaoes. Bu.dioapped people are helped 
thro~gb serTioee to the bliDd, the orippled and tke aeatally 111. 
Childrea who have lost one or both of their parents are oared for. 
People auftering hardship beoause of illness, aooident or old age oan 
reoeive the help of the state. Those ia trouble for wrongdoing are 
p11t 1a p~aoes where they ou learn usehl work and try te beooae free 
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aad Taluable citisena who will obey 'the law. 
Health officers aeo that teod is cleaD. and milk is pure. They 
wert to protect us troa oareless. thougkbloas people who might spread 
diseaae. Iupectors cOJltiD.ually check oJt. places where rood is proceaaed 
or serTecl to see that equipaent is sai tary ud wortera are oaretul. 
In all theao ways ad aore the depart.ents ot state govermnent 
serre the people. larlier in our story we mentioned sa.e other depart-
aents. such as agriculture. state library and medical examining boarda. 
As you get older you will tmderstalld 8TG more ot what goTenaet de-
partaenta do. 
!he law oourta in the judiciary branch ot the state decide exactly 
what laws mea and sees that they are atorced. !he highest oourt is 
the Supr•e Court. as ill our ll8.tioaal govenaent. When soaeone teele 
that a jury in a lower court haa :aot beea jllst. he aq uk the Supr•e 
Court to reTiew the caae aad decide whether the jury was right. 
Some day you will want to go to ollr state capital aDd see how laws 
are made. It would take you auy days to follow all ot the process. but 
you will be able to watch the legislature in session in the Representa-
tiTes' Hall. You Will like to visit our famous Hall ot Flags. too. 
where tlaga are on display that have appeared throughout our history. 
The state tlag ot Bew Hampshire was adopted in 1909. It is a. 
field or blue with the state seal in the center. surrounded by a. wreath 
ot laurel leaves and stars. 
In 19-'5 the words ot General John Stark. "LiTe tree or diel" w.re 
:made the official :motto ot tM state. our eablea. the Old. J1aJ.1 or tho 
Kountains. was adopted in the saae year. our nickname. of course. is 
the •Granite State.• 
'!'he beautitul white birch is our s'tate tree, end our flower, 
the beloved purple lilac. In 1911 we decided oa the purple finch 
as our state bird. 
You r•aber that each state, ill addition to ita 01111 ~overn­
aent, sends representatives to the national @:OVermaent in Washing-
ton. If...- Hampshire sends two senators elected. for six-year teras 
to the United States Sa.ate, and two COD@:reaSlllen elected tor two-
year te:nas to the United States House ot RepresentatiYes. 
You will want to know who soae ot the people are who are DOW 
holding otfice in your tcnm or city, state aDd national govermae:a:t. 
Your teacher oan help you to fi:ad out their names and other interest-
i:ag inforaat ion about them. 
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:nvr HAMPSHIRE OF THE FUTURE 
... Baapahire ia oertaW7 very different today trOll wlaat it waa 
when the first white settlers oaae here in little wooden ships. with 
their prtaitin tools aDd hoaespun clothes. At that ttae progress and 
change oaae alcnrly. Today we live i:ra aa era of rapid change. Every-
thing in the JROdern world. is faawr. we speed. over excellent highways 
in our oars, we sooa through the air in powertul planes. We tura o:a. 
the radio or television and know at oaoe what is happenillg at.oat any-
where. 
)(an has viewed the globe from outer space and can talk around it 
easily with his soiemtifio tDstruments. Nations are closer together. 
tor we oan exchange our ideu ~o auoh aore quickly. As we struggle for 
understanding and peaoe in our world. we must read and thi.Dk and be 
alert to everything new. Boys and girls growing up in the United 
States today han all the good treedoma of lite. They have a -.Dd.er-
tul chanoe to leara what is needed to aake the world a better plaoe for 
everyone ill it. 
Freedom used wisely has built New Baapshire. From the beginning. 
our people have worked aad fought to have freedOIIl of speech. freedom. tl 
thought and freedom. of -.rahip. They established and preserved for us 
the freedom. to govern ourselves aDd the privilege or attending free 
schools. You will be passing these things o:a. to your ohildrea. But 
our treedom.s will only stay strong it we value thEIIIIl and work tor thea 
as our forefathers did. 
Just as there can be no fun in a game without rules. there can be 
no good lite without law. Law goes with our freedoms to aake th• worth 
having. We must lalow and understaad the rules our government makes 
tor us. They are aade tor o111r satety ad protection. We must obey 
them oheert\tlly. Sometimes laws need to be changed uui macle better. 
When you are gonm up you can help to nake new laws ad bring old ones 
up to date. 
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Abraha Lincoln once spoke same temous words about loving the law. 
He saids 
. "Let it be taught in schools and colleges. Let it be 
preached trom the pulpit. Let it be proclaimed in the 
legislative halls. Let it 'be eaforced iD courts of justice • 
••• And let the old and the young. the rioh and the poor. ot 
both sexes aDd ot all tongues and colors. sacritice unceaa-
iDgly upon its altars.• 
This uans wery one ot us lll1ilst support the law by obeying even 
when it is hard to do; tut it our laws are not good enough. we must 
work to make them better. 
While we are grcnring up. we are practicing being cocci citisens. 
In return tor the good things we haTe• we know we haTe certain re-
sponaibilities at home. in sohool. and wherever we go. We must show 
our pareDts appreciation and respect. We owe our neighbor• a friendly 
maDDer a:ad courteous ways. We saould do our best te cooperate w1 th 
eTeryone who helps ~d teaches us. 
As we learn acre and more about this big world. we will ti:a.d that 
our part in it can be exciting and interesting. The saae lon ot ex-
ploration and a.iTenture taat settlecl our state is still leading man-
kiad to new frontiers. It baa taken th• UDder the Arctic ice cap in 
submarines. our 01m Alan Shepard. Jr •• ot Derry. tirs't Amerioan astro-
naut in space. has beea called a •eolabus of outer Space.• Who knows 
what some ot you may do ad where yo• aay gof 
But whether you traTel or atay here. there is work ot all kinds 
~or eTeeyone. Whatever you hope to be • there is a aohool where ;you 
OaJl learn to do saaething well. and a plaoe where you :atay do it and 
aak:e a good lite ~or youraelt. Ill Bft' Haapshire we have always been 
eager to use education aad research to help us tiDd n.. aad auooess-
f'ul ways ot gettillg aloq. 
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Bew Haapshire not only otters JI&D7 ki:Dda ot sohools. b11t all kinds 
ot ohurohes. organisations ud recreation tor you to choose troa. ADd 
1D spite ot the great variety ot good things you mq choose trOlll today • 
the tuture will continue to bring 110re. 
We CaD be sure that In Hampshire will keep on growing. tor we 
have qualities that w111 alway• help us. our people are good workers. 
Our cool. brisk climate and aountainous landscape have aade us a hardy. 
thritty and resourcet\11 people. It has been suggested that our state 
motto might well have been "Reacurcetulneas.• tor our ability to make 
a go ot thing• in spite ot difficulties. 
Factories lite our towns. where most ot the people owa their own 
homes ad a little lad. Thil helps to JUke workers aore content•. 
and yet gives them iDCiepe:ad.enoe. Tourists like our beautiful soener;y 
and the triendly spirit ot our state. :Because l'ew Haapshire is a good. 
place to grcnr up. to live. ud to visit. we have every rea10n to keep 
buw,r and prosperous in the t.ture. 
As you thillk ot Bew Haapshire now. you OaD teel pride and pleasure 
in knowing soae ot ita long. interesting history. You oaa understand 
how it has oCIIIle to be the state we know today. Perhaps SOllle dq you 
08l!l do as muoh tor New Hampshire as some ot the •8Jl7 aen and ...,.en you 
have read about. J'or the boys and girls ot today are the future ot w ... 
Hampshire. its oitiseDB ot tomorraw. 
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